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ABSTRACT 

As the 20th century comes to a close, humanity 

faces an unprecedented global ecological crisis. The 

postmodern tapestry which constitutes this dissertation is 

an educator's response to the crisis. My theojry of 

Ecofeminist Literacy, a critical ecofeminist postmodern 

epistemology, constitutes the central design of this 

tapestry. The genesis of Ecofeminist Literacy represents 

the interweaving and synergism of diverse theoretical 

threads: Ecological Literacy, Ecofeminism, Critical 

Postmodern Hermeneutics, The Sociological Imagination, 

Bioregional Narrative/Storied Residence, Gandhian Non

violence, and Curriculum as a Process of Inquiry. 

Ecofeminist Literacy and its accompanying pedagogical 

theory, the Ecofeminist Inquiry Process, provide the basis 

for a politicized form of intentional culture change at all 

levels of schooling. Examples of the pedagogical 

implications of Ecofeminist Literacy and the Ecofeminist 

Inquiry Process for teacher education, professional 

development and education in the schools serve to further 

emphasize the significance of this critical ecofeminist 



postmodern epistemology. Ecofeminist Literacy provides 

a viable pathway towards a just and ecologically sustainabl 

future for all living and non-living entities on Mother 

Earth. 



CHAPTER 1 

THE WEAVERS' PATHWAY 

The woven patterns were symbolic of the 
interconnectedness of life, the delicate 
balance of our dependencies with all living 
things. 

(Reid, 1982, p. 290) 

Tucson, Arizona, situated in the unique Sonoran desert 

bioregion, is known for its hot dry summers. In years past, 

during the late July monsoon season, our summer evenings 

were consistently filled with the vibrant colors of 

thunderstorms. Dry mornings, followed by wet afternoons and 

evenings, blossomed into magnificent lightning displays. 

Mother Nature's fireworks brought us breathtaking sunsets of 

vibrant purples and pinks. These thunderstorms brought 

welcome relief from the heat, as well as a reaffirmation of 

the sense of beauty, continuity, and balance of life in the 

Sonoran desert. 

Over the past eight years this delicate balance has 

been disturbed. Summer weather patterns have become totally 

unpredictable. Drought is now upon us (Boorstein, 1996, pp. 

1, 3). For the first time in my 20 years in the desert I 
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watched cacti slowly shrivel and succumb to the drought. 

Life in this desert region is dangerously out of balance. 

Balance and harmony are an integral part of the 

metaphor that I will explore in this theoretical inquiry; 

the central focus of which is contained in my dissertation 

research question: What is Che purpose of education in a 

world experiencing a global ecological crisis? I am 

referring to the word education in the broadest sense, i.e., 

to encompass all aspects of learning within and beyond the 

school house walls. However, for this purpose of this 

inquiry, I will focus specifically on schooling. 

I am using the word inquiry in lieu of research. This 

is based on the definition of research set forth by Marilyn 

Cochran-Smith and Susan L. Lytle (1993) as "systematic and 

intentional inquiry" (p. 7). 

The methodology I have employed consists of a critical 

ecofeminist postmodern hermeneutics based primarily upon the 

works of C. W. Mills (1959), Anthony Giddens (1987), David 

Smith (1994), Gregory Bateson (1972, 1979) and Mary 

Catherine Bateson (1994). This form of hermeneutics has 

enabled me to deconstruct the issues inherent to my research 
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question in terms of the interrelationships of nature, 

gender, culture, language, and power. 

The gravity of the ecological crisis (which will be 

explicated in this inquiry) led me, as an educator, to 

respond to my dissertation research question with a 

principled ethical position. My response primarily is 

derived from a comprehensive inquiry into the theoretical 

underpinnings of ecological literacy and ecofeminism. 

While I will use the term ecofeminism throughout this 

inquiry it is essential to point out that there are diverse 

forms of ecofeminism. The critical ecofeminist postmodern 

epistemology I have developed is based upon a critical 

postmodern ecofeminism. This will be further clarified 

throughout the body of this inquiry. 

During the process of inquiry I found that neither 

ecological literacy nor ecofeminism alone would suffice in 

providing the answer to my dissertation research question. 

Ultimately a synergism of the two theories resulted in the 

articulation of Ecofeminist Literacy, a critical ecofeminist 

postmodern epistemology. 
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Prior to continuing this inquiry into the development 

of Ecofeminist Literacy I would like to clarify my 

definition of literacy and text. The normative definition 

of literacy signifies the ability to read and write text, 

i.e., the written word. However, my inquiry has fostered a 

more comprehensive understanding of literacy and text. 

Kathy G. Short (1993) defines text as "any chunk of meaning 

that has unity and can be shared with others" (p. 4) . Texts 

encompass numerous sign systems, i.e. "mathematics, music, 

dance, art and language ..." (Harste, Short, & Burke, 

1988, p. 3). The use of language includes oral 

and written discourse. Meaning is manifested differentially 

across these sign systems. Texts are also embedded within 

the totality of the socio/political and ecological world. 

My definition of literacy is the reading of the 

socio/political and ecological world through and across 

these numerous forms of textuality. Diverse manifestations 

of this definition of literacy will be found woven 

throughout the following chapters in my discussions of the 

theories of Ecofeminist Literacy and ecological literacy. 
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As an educator I am fully cognizant of the fact that 

theory should be interwoven with praxis. I found that 

I do not stand alone in this concern. Philosophers and 

educators such as Wendell Berry (1981, 1987, 1990, 1992), 

Madhu Suri Prakash (1995, 1996), C. A. Bowers (1993a, 1993b, 

1994), David Orr (1992, 1994) and Greg Smith (1992, 1996) 

share my concerns. One of the most articulate expositions 

of the educator's response is found in David Orr's (1992) 

work on ecological literacy. 

Orr (1992) states that, "Literacy is the ability to 

read. Numeracy is the ability to count, and ecological 

literacy ... is the ability to ask 'What then'"? (Orr, 

1992, p. 85). He answers this question by stating that 

ecological literacy signifies that all education should be 

environmental education; ecological competency should be 

extended across all disciplines and across all age levels. 

On a very practical level this means that ecological 

literacy includes engendering an experiential, mindfelt and 

heartfelt sense of the natural world amongst students, i.e., 

raising the ecological, as well as the social consiousness 

of students. 
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At the most basic level I believe that this 

unprecedented global ecological crisis is the result of the 

paradigm of modernism, that we are in the midst of a 

postmodern paradigm shift, and that there is hope for the 

future. 

It is my hope that educators take an explicit ethical 

position and educate themselves and their students as to the 

causes of, and possible solutions to, the global ecological 

crisis. This will necessitate a thorough understanding of 

the roots of the crisis, as well as the strength, vision, 

and belief in humanity's ability to struggle to avert global 

ecocide. This vision of the educator's responsibility 

provides the rationale for my current inquiry. 

In this inquiry I will respond to the crisis by 

expanding upon Orr's concept of ecological literacy. I will 

weave the threads of ecofeminism, along with ecological 

literacy, into a critical ecofeminist postmodern 

epistemology or Ecofeminist Literacy. This expanded vision 

of literacy signifies that not only do we come to "read the 

word and the world" (Freire, p. 85, 1985) from 

socio/political and ecological perspectives, we must now 
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come to read the world through the lens of Ecofeminist 

Literacy. That is, the systemic nature of the oppression of 

women and nature, in all its diverse manifestations across 

cultures, is placed in the foreground. At its most 

fundamental level Ecofeminist Literacy is not confined to 

the normative definition of literacy, i.e., that which 

applies only to written texts. Rather, the notion of 

reading the world through the lens of Ecofeminist Literacy 

explicitly includes all forms of human understandings of the 

world: the written word, oral texts, diverse sign systems, 

and a deep cultural understanding of humanity's 

interconnection with non-human nature. 

Ecofeminism is the key to this theory I am proposing. 

Metaphors, such as web, weaving. Mother and Earth, abound in 

ecofeminist literature. As commonly understood, metaphors 

"involve taking an image or sense of meaning from one 

context and employing it in another in order to expand or 

clarify some new sense of meaning . . . [italics added] " 

(Bowers, 1993b, p. 19). Thus, as I undertake this inquiry, 

it seems fitting that I articulate my own metaphoric vision 
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which derives from the narrative of my past 20 years in the 

southwestern United States. 

This metaphor surrounds me in the form of traditional 

Navajo tapestries hanging from the walls of my home. I will 

metaphorically address my critical ecofeminist postmodern 

theory, envisioned and developed in the Southwest, through 

the epistemology that guided the hands, minds and spirits of 

the Navajo women who wove these traditional tapestries. The 

wooden frame of the traditional loom, as well as the warp 

and the weft, i.e., the vertical and horizontal threads upon 

which the weaving is crafted, are analogous to the form of 

the living earth or Gaia (Lovelock, 1979). However, only 

through the weaving process will the complete 

interdependence of the warp, the weft and the frame become 

apparent. 

Like much feminist theory the process of weaving is 

creative and recursive (Harding, 1991; Hubbard, 1995; 

Lather, 1991; Pagano, 1990; Starhawk, 1987). Patterns come 

alive, are created, re-created, and revisioned through the 

weavers' hands, minds and spirits. These patterns, from 

past and present, provide an opening to the future as they 
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are guided by the tradition of the Weavers' Fathway-

(Bennett, 1974). 

The Weavers' Pathway is a spiritual metaphor for the 

postmodern humility which counters the hubris of the culture 

of modernism. Thus traditional weavers "try to keep their 

lives in balance" (Duncan, 1996, unpaginated) by including 

the Weavers' Pathway in their tapestries. This is simply an 

opening, "a Path through to the outside" (Bennett, 1974, p. 

2) created by weaving one to four strands of yarn across the 

border of the tapestry. Traditionally, those who neglect to 

include it in their work might find themselves out of 

balance; subject to spiritual or physical illness (Bennett, 

1974; Duncan, 1996). "The moment of Pathway is a moment of 

liberation, of peace, of security--and a wish for the future 

. - ." (Bennett, 1974, p. 35). As such it provides a 

prescient cultural basis for future weavings, future 

- One issue surroiinding Che Weavers' Pathway (Bennett, 1972) is the 

diverse nomenclature applied to this concept. According to Bennett, 

Navajo weavers use one of four expressions with diverse translations. 

These include: path, pathway, gateway, opening, door, the way out, going 

out from home, woven out, my mind's road. Dictionaries also provide 

diverse expressions of the Weavers' Pathway: door way, exit or door of 

hoghan, out trail, trail, road, my mind. Of even more interest has been 

the incorrect, though popularized Anglo interpretation of the Weavers' 

Pathway as the Spirit Trail, i.e., a trail that lets evil spirits out 
(Bennett, 1972, pp. 28-33). 
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creative acts. It is part of a proleptic vision (Slattery, 

1995), one in which past, future and present come together 

in the visible representations of this aspect of Navajo 

epistemology. Figure 1 exemplifies the Weavers' Pathway. 

The metaphor of weaving pervades ecofeminist theory and 

praxis (Diamond & Ornstein, 1990; McAllister, 1982; Reid, 

1982). I have expanded upon it through the use of narrative 

and the inclusion of the Weavers' Pathway. As noted above, 

the Weavers' Pathway serves as the spiritual metaphor for 

postmodern humility which counters the hubris of the culture 

of modernism. I, along with other theorists (Bowers, 1993a, 

1993b, 1994; Merchant, 1980, 1992, 1995; Orr, 1992), contend 

that hubris, as one representative element of the culture of 

modernism, has contributed to the global ecological crisis.' 

The crisis (one example being the drought in the Sonoran 

desert region) provides the underlying stimulus for this 

inquiry into a critical ecofeminist postmodern epistemology. 

^ For further information on the global ecological crisis, see the 

following: St;ate gf. thg wc)rX(j; A Worldwatch Institute report on 
progress toward a sustainable society (published yearly); Index of 

environmental trends. (1995) published by the National Center for 

Economic Alternatives; The Scologisc, a bimonthly international journal 

available through the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press; and 

Earzh Island Journal: Local News Frcn Around zhe World, published 

quarterly by the Earth Island Institute. 



Figure 1. Ganado Red by Elsie Jim Wilson. Navajo Tapestry 

with Weavers' Pathway in Upper Right Hand Corner. (Hedlund, 

1994, p. 37) 
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My theoretical work in this area is derived from my personal 

awareness of the crisis, my involvement in local 

environmental issues, and extensive research. 

In the remaining sections of this chapter I will set 

forth the theoretical framework and the rationale for this 

inquiry by addressing the following topics: (a) paradigms 

and paradigm shifts; (b) modernism; (c) postmodernism; (d) 

the global ecological crisis; (e) ecofeminism; (f) 

ecological literacy; and (g) new educational metaphors. The 

first four will be addressed in depth in this chapter. 

While ecological literacy, ecofeminism and new educational 

metaphors will be addressed in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, an 

overview of these three topics will be presented in the 

latter part of this chapter. 

I would like to commence with the major concept which 

frames the ongoing global ecological crisis: the 

significance of paradigms and paradigm shifts. 
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A paradigm is an accepted model or pattern. 
(Kuhn, 1962, p. 23) 

Thomas Kuhn's classic work, The Structure of Scientific 

Revolutions (1962), aids in understanding the process of the 

ongoing paradigm shift from the belief system framing the 

culture of modernism to that framing the culture of 

postmodernism. An understanding of the concept of culture 

is integral to understanding the significance of a paradigm 

shift. The following definition of culture by 

anthropologist Clifford Geertz (1973) informs my inquiry; 

Culture can be understood as the shared patterns that 

set the tone, character and quality of people's lives. 

Cultural patterns . . . provide a template or blueprint 

for the organization of social and psychological 

processes. Cultural patterns are for the most part an 

invisible taken for granted and constant presence in 
our lives. . . . These cultural patterns may also be 
understood as the lived traditions of our daily 
existence. . . . (pp. 216-217) 

Thus, when I speak of a paradigm shift, I am referring 

to the basic structures, both material and non-material of 

our daily lives. Anomalies, such as patriarchy, economic 

inequities, and the global ecological crisis, represent 

critical challenges to the current paradigm. 
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[They signify that] culture is constantly in process 
of being recreated as it is interpreted and 

renegotiated by its members. In this view culture is 
as much a forum for negotiating and renegotiating 
meaning and explicating actions as it is a set of 
rules. . . . (Bruner, 1986, p. 67) 

These challenges are articulated as the crisis of modernism. 

According to Kuhn, when paradigms are in crisis 

theorists strive to create generative theories that may 

disclose pathways to new paradigms. Symptomatic of this 

crisis and the subsequent transition to a new paradigm is 

the "proliferation of competing articulations, the 

willingness to try anything, the expression of explicit 

discontent, the recourse to philosophy and to debate over 

fundamentals ..." (p. 90). 

Kuhn's symptoms are representative of the much broader 

epistemological crisis in the shift from modernism to 

postmodernism which has given rise to the theories of 

critical postmodernism, ecological literacy and ecofeminism. 

These theoretical areas fulfill Kuhn's (1962) basic 

requirements for a new paradigm: 

I. They offer promise of resolving problems that are 

unsolvable within the current paradigm (modernism). 
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2. They also preserve and incorporate a substantial 

portion of the problem solving abilities of the current 

paradigm. All of these become prominent in the process of 

the paradigm shift. 

Kuhn refers to these shifts as revolutions. He notes 

that there are numerous reasons why proponents of apparently-

competing paradigms seem unable to comprehend each other's 

viewpoints. Kuhn terms this paradoxical situation "the 

incommensurability of competing paradigms" (p. 148). It 

seems that anomalies often are not acknowledged by those 

functioning within the old paradigm. In as much as new 

paradigms grow out of old ones, they usually "incorporate 

much of the vocabulary of the old paradigm" (p. 148). That 

is why theorists, while using the same terminology, may 

appear to speak a different language; they seem to arrive at 

a linguistic loggerhead. According to Kuhn, "proponents of 

competing paradigms [thus come to] practice their trades in 

different worlds" (p. 148), i.e., different cultures. 

Marshall Sahlins (1981) addresses the issue from the 

perspective of linguistic anthropology. According to 

Sahlins, paradigm shifts "involve linguistic as well as 
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conceptual shifts" (pp. 251-252). While Sahlins references 

his remarks to cultural and linguistic change in indigenous 

cultures, I believe his description of the process is 

salient to understanding the linguistic confusion that 

arises in the midst of paradigm shifts. Sahlins states: 

When new concepts and new ways of knowing enter a 
culture . . . those humans involved in the midst of 

this change still rely upon linguistic terms or forms 
that have previously made sense within their cultural 
context to explain the new concepts, (pp. 251-252) 

Thus, while the term postmodernism grows out of 

modernism, the meaning of postmodernism may elude those who 

are still functioning cognitively within the paradigm of 

modernism. In this ongoing shift from modernism to 

postmodernism, linguistic change lags behind conceptual 

change. 

It is also critical to acknowledge that paradigm shifts 

and concurrent theory building rely upon historical 

contingencies. New paradigms incorporate non-anomalous 

aspects of the old paradigms. Thus, in the shift from 

modernism to postmodernism the validity of the past is not 

denied. Rather, our world is reinterpreted in the context 

of different cultural, historical, social, political. 



economic, and ecological frameworks. As we negotiate and 

renegotiate culture and episteraology we demonstrate our 

ability to act as problem posers as well as problem solvers 

in the ongoing paradigm shift from the culture of modernism 

to postmodernism. 

The current paradigm shift has its origins in what 

William Doll (1993) calls the "pre-modern paradigm shift" 

(p. 19). Doll has created what he terms "three 

megaparadigms: pre-modern, modern, and post-modern" (p. 

19). This concept serves as a useful heuristic in 

articulating the history and consequences of the current 

postmodern paradigm shift. 

Pre-Modern to Modern 

Civilized Man says: I am Self, I am master, all 

the rest is Other--outside, below, underneath, 

subservient. I won, I use, I explore, I exploit, 

I control. What I do is what mattered. What I want 
is what matter is for. I am that I am, and the 

rest is women and wilderness, to be used as I see fit. 
(LeGuin, 198 9, p. 45) 

Novelist Ursula LeGuin (1989) forcefully sets forth the 

underlying epistemology of the culture of modernism; a 

culture in which the domination of women and nature are 
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justified as part of the natural order of things. The 

culture of modernism, emerging in Europe "from about the 

seventeenth century onwards ..." (Giddens, 1990, p. 1), 

has become a global phenomena. However, modernism itself 

represents a paradigm shift from the ancient, organic 

culture of the pre-modern paradigm (Doll, 1993; Merchant, 

1980). 

This pre-modern paradigm is characterized as organic in 

nature: 

From the obscure origins of our species humans 

beings have lived in daily, immediate, organic 
relation with the natural order for their sustenance. 

In 1500 the daily interaction with nature was still 

structured for most Europeans, as it was for other 
peoples, by close-knit, cooperative, organic 

communities. (Merchant, 1980, p. 1) 

The root metaphor of this pre-modern paradigm (Doll, 

1993), weaving together humanity and the cosmos, was what 

Carolyn Merchant (1980) terms, "organism ... or 

organismic" (p. 2). Central to this organismic metaphor was 

the identification of nature as female, that is the 

characterization of Mother Nature in all her diverse 

aspects. Thus, at times she was viewed as a kindly, 

beneficent nurturing mother. At other times she was seen as 
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Che epitome of wilderness, unpredictable, uncontrollable and 

untameable; often a source of "violence, storm[s], droughts, 

and general chaos" (p. 2). 

However, this organismic image of Mother Earth provided 

a "pre-modern epistemology" (Doll, 1993, p. 19) that, for 

many centuries, had constrained humanity: "As long as the 

earth was considered to be alive and sensitive, it could be 

considered a breach of humane ethical behavior to carry out 

destzructive acts against it [italics added] " (Merchant, 

1983, p. 3) . 

Pre-modern economics, most specifically that of the 

medieval period, "had been based on organic and renewable 

energy sources--wood, water and wind" (p. 63). However, the 

paradigm shift to modernism, led to "an emergent capitalist 

economy . . . based ... on the nonrenewable energy source 

--coal ..." (p. 67). The use of this fossil fuel, along 

with the simultaneous "disruption of forest systems by the 

rise of early modern industry" (p. 67) is a prescient 

example of what we now call the global ecological crisis. 

These early roots of the global ecological crisis are 

also traced to the emergent system of industrialization. 
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One effect of early industrialization was the enclosure and 

loss of the traditional commons which had previously served 

as cooperatively shared grazing, hunting and farming lands. 

Another effect of the newly emerging industrial factory 

system was the displacement and eventual erasure of cottage 

industries and artisans' guilds. As the commodification of 

human labor became a guiding premise of modernism, 

previously independent artisans were left no choice but to 

enter the factory system (Noble, 1993; Sale, 1995). 

There were those, such as the Luddites (Noble, 1993; 

Sale, 1995), who struggled against the destruction of the 

commons, and the introduction of machinery in the guise of 

progress, which destroyed the independent artisans' guilds. 

However valiant their efforts, their struggles eventually 

failed as modernism became the dominant cultural paradigm. 

The artisans' guilds were not the only victims of the 

emergence of modernism. Women suffered concomitant losses 

in terms of their status in society as a whole, and 

specifically in respect to their reproductive and productive 

roles. 
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Within the pre-modern paradigm, even under patriarchy, 

women's roles, both in terms of production and reproduction, 

were considerably more meaningful and more central to the 

social and economic world. In terms of production, women's 

essential roles in subsistence economies gave them positions 

that were soon to be lost under early capitalism and the 

emerging industrial age. As men were forced into the 

dependent position of industrial wage workers, women of the 

new working class became "more dependent on" their husbands 

(Merchant, 1980, p. 154). Women's status and power as 

integral economic partners within the premodern economy 

disappeared under the impact of early capitalism with the 

entry of their husbands, children, and often themselves into 

the new industrial working class. 

In addition to the loss of their economic status, women 

experienced a devaluation in terms of their ancient roles as 

healers and midwives. 

According to Barbara Ehrenreich and Deirdre English 

(1973) : 

Women have always been healers. They were the 

unlicensed doctors and anatomists of western history. 
They were abortionists, nurses and counsellors. They 

were pharmacists, cultivating healing herbs and 
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exchanging the secrets of their uses. They were 
midwives, traveling from home to home and village to 
village. For centuries women were doctors without 

degrees, barred from books and universities, learning 
from each other, and passing on experience from 

neighbor to neighbor and mother to daughter. They were 
called 'wise' women by the people, witches or 
charlatans by the authorities, (p. 3) 

Such knowledge and expertise however was not always 

welcomed, as is exemplified by the European witch burnings 

(Ehrenreich & English, 1973; Merchant, 1980). Women's 

knowledge of and association with nature, as well as the 

"wild, uncontrollable aspects of nature, was one of the 

epistemological bases of the witch trials of the late pre-

modern and early modern periods" (Merchant, 1980, p. 143). 

It is ironic that witches were "accused not only of 

murdering and poisoning, sex crimes and conspiracy--but of 

helping and healing" (Ehrenreich & English, 1973, p. 13) . 

This "age of witch-hunting spanned more than four centuries 

(from the 14th to the 17th century) .... Women accounted 

for 85 percent of those executed, the total estimated to be 

in the millions" (pp. 7-8). 

However, in spite of the devastation of the "age of 

witch-hunting" (pp- 7-8), women's role in the healing 

professions continued. That is, until the 17th century. Up 
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"until then midwifery had been the exclusive province of 

women . . . " (Merchant, 1980, p. 152). 

However, by the early 17th century the "midwife 
profession was being threatened by the licensing of 
male surgeons who wished to practice midwifery with 
forceps, a technology that would only be available to 
licensed [male] physicians, (p. 153) 

What had once been the exclusive province of women, was 

taken over by the male surgeons in the name of the new 

science of modernism. 

This was only a precursor to further changes in women's 

reproductive rights that were to be actualized in terms of 

power, control, ideology, and the development of 

reproductive technologies. All of these supported the 

continued domination of women throughout the paradigm shift 

from the pre-modern world to the world of modernism. This 

paradigm shift is further explicated in the following 

discussion of the generative root metaphors of modernism. 

Generative Root Metaphors of Modernism 

Metaphors are cultural universale. The normative 

metaphors of our culture, or what we term commonly term 

metaphors "involve taking an image or sense of meaning from 
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one context and employing it in another in order to expand 

or clarify some new sense of meaning" (Bowers, 1993b, p. 

19). However, generative root metaphors are qualitatively 

different. "'Root metaphors are those sets of assumptions, 

usually implicit, about what sort of things make up the 

world, how they act, how they hang together, and usually, by 

implication, how they may be known'" (L. H. Brown, 1993b, 

pp. 19-20). They constitute the basic frames of reference 

or paradigms by which we make sense of our world" (Bowers, 

1993b, p. 20). As they reflect basic paradigmatic values, 

they also change within the context of a paradigm shift. 

The following list of generative root metaphors 

represents the value system that came into being with the 

paradigm shift from the pre-modern world to the world of 

modernism. The list, a result of this broad inquiry, is 

drawn from the works of a diverse range of scholars. 

Amongst them are: C. A. Bowers (1993a, 1993b); J. Baird 

Callicott (1994); William Doll (1993); Jane Flax (1995); 

Henry Giroux (1992); Freya Mathews (1991); Carolyn Merchant, 

(1980, 1995); Maria Mies (1993a, 1993b, 1993c, 1993d, 1993e, 

1993f); David Orr (1992, 1994); Val Plumwood (1992, 1993a, 
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1993b); Jeremy Rifkin (1991); Kirlcpatrick Sale (1991); 

Vandana Shiva {1993a, 1993b, 1993c); and Greg Smith (1992). 

The statements below epitomize the generative root 

metaphors of modernism, i.e., they epitomize the highly 

valued belief system underlying the paradigm of modernism: 

1. Anthropocentrism: humans are the center of the 

world. Hubris is an extension of this belief. 

2. The belief in humanity's right and obligation 

to exploit nature in order to advance technological 

civilization. 

3. Humans are autonomous and individualism is sacred; 

creation of one dimensional, essentialist, totalizing 

subjectivi ties. 

4. Belief in the dualisms of mind/body and 

nature/culture; dualistic thinking is pervasive. 

5. Linear, rational thought (neutral, natural 

and culture free), as exemplified by science, is the epitome 

of intellectual achievement. 

6. Creation of a monoculture where the dominant 

ideology prevails. 
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7. Reliance on grand or meta-narratives as the 

explanatory basis of society. 

8. Society functions like a machine and humans function 

as individual units of this machine. 

9. Society is best controlled when all power is 

centralized. 

10. Reification of science and technology. 

11. Belief in unending linear progress; society 

believed to progress along evolutionary lines; modern 

technological society being the pinnacle of progress. 

12. There is an implicit belief in the global market 

economy based on capitalism and controlled by transnational 

corporations and transnational elites. 

13. Men are identified with rationality and culture. 

Women are identified with passivity, irrationality, and/or 

with the wild and uncontrollable natural world. Therefore, 

the control, domination and taming of women and nature is 

rational, pervasive, and purposeful. 

These generative root metaphors contribute to the 

fallacious belief that . . . the global ecological 

crisis may be transcended through rational thought in 
the guise of scientific and technological fixes. These 
fixes might be considered a form of technological 
fundamentalism, i.e., an orthodox belief based upon a 
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complete and uncritical acceptance of technology and 
techjriological progress. (E. Schwartz Sc D. Schwartz, 
1995, p. 168) 

The urgency and systemic nature of the global 

ecological crisis is directly reflected in the current 

breakdown of the generative root metaphors of modernism. 

This is evidenced by the ongoing paradigm shift from the 

culture of modernism to that of postmodernism. 

Postmodernism 

Postmodernism is the consummate boundary 

crosser, ignoring the No Trespassing signs 

posted at modernism's property line of certainty. 
(Kincheloe, 1993, p. 171) 

While many attribute the origins of postmodernism, in 

all its guises, to literary theory (Brooker, 1992), in 

reality it emerged much earlier. According to David Orr 

(1992) : 

The beginning of a postmodern consciousness may be 
given as 1926, the year in which the Russian 

ecologist Vladimir Vernodsky published The Biosphere. 

Although few noticed, the implication of a planetary 
system of life, which Vernadosky called the biosphere, 

foreshadowed the end of the nation-state system. . . . 
(pp. 41-42) 

Vernadosky's work was offical, published, and part of 

academic culture. However, educational philosopher .Madhu 
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Suri Prakash (1994), myself, and others, trace the origins 

of an early postmodern consciousness to the works of 

Mohandas Gandhi. 

With great clarity of vision Gandhi noted, as long ago 
as 1908, that humanity must look to the "culture of the 
soil," to those people who still hold to a "land ethic" 

for the cultural solution to the crisis of modernism. 
(E. Schwartz & D. Schwartz, 1995, p. 168) 

Regardless of its origins, the significance of 

postmodernism is widely contested across a vast range of 

disciplines and ideologies. Perhaps the most widely known 

form is deconstructive postmodernism (Callicott, 1994; D. 

Griffin, 1992). Deconstructive postmodernism promulgates a 

form of cultural relativism that engenders a nihilistic and 

cynical world view. 

Others engage the term in what they call a constructive 

(D. Griffin, 1992), reconstructive (Callicott, 1994) or a 

critical postmodernism (Giroux, 1992). This critical 

postmodernism "acknowledges cpiestions of power and value in 

the construction of knowledge and subjectivities, . . . 

[and] helps to make visible important ideological and 

structural forces, such as race, gender and class" (Giroux, 

1992, p. 54). This latter definition will provide the 
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conceptual basis for the use of the term throughout this 

inquiry. 

More specifically, critical postmodernism subjects to 
analysis those social forms previously shielded by the 
modernist ethos, admitting previously inadmissible 
evidence derived from new questions asked by previously 
excluded voices, challenging the hierarchical 
structures of knowledge and power which promotes 
"experts" above the "masses," seeking new ways of 
knowing that transcend empirically verified facts. 
. . . When grounded in a critical system of meaning 
. . . postmodernism becomes a powerful tool for 
progressive social change. (Kincheloe, 1993, p. 91) 

Jennifer Slack and Laurie Ann Whitt (1992) bring a 

specific ecofeminist focus to critical postmodernism. They 

respond to the nihilism of some forms of postmodernism with 

the call for an ecocultural alternative. Slack and Whitt 

call for an ecologically informed appreciation of the 

natural environment which signifies the individual's 

interdependence within the global context of social and 

biological ecology. They challenge cultural theorists to 

develop a non-anthropocentric, holistic culture theory--a 

culture theory that integrates that which is not necessarily 

human into the total analysis. Thus the interdependence of 

humans with the global biotic system becomes an integral 

part of an ecocultural ethic. 
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Slack and Whitt (1992) broaden this call for an 

ecocultural alternative with the explicit inclusion of an 

ecofeminist perspective. An ecocultural ethic which 

includes an ecofeminist perspective is central to the 

development of a critical ecofeminist postmodern 

epistemology. This epistemology, which I am in the process 

of developing, will provide a more definitive role for 

educators as they and their students come to understand the 

ecocide inherent in the global ecological crisis. 

The Global Ecological Crisis 

I have seen the global village,-

And it looks just like LA. . . . 

(Judy Small, 1995) 

Judy Small's lyrics reverberate in my mind as a 

powerful musical reminder of the global ecological crisis. 

They continuously remind me of the metamorphosis which took 

place in the city of my youth--Los Angeles. This City of 

Angels has been transformed, in my mind, to a vast suburban 

Hades. Over the space of my childhood in post World War II 

Los Angeles, to the time I completed college, the city 
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underwent a major transformation^ or in Vandana Shiva's 

(1989) words, experienced the unbridled "maldevelopment" (p. 

5) of progress. Progress in Los Angeles meant the 

disappearance of the abundant citrus groves, the small 

farms, and the clear blue skies. Gone were the Basque 

shepherds who lived and worked just over the hill from our 

new suburban tract home in the idyllic San Fernando Valley. 

The red trolley line, that carried us from Hollywood to the 

clean, safe beach towns, disappeared as Los Angeles became 

the embodiment of a city dependent upon the automobile. 

Citrus groves, small farms and the open hill lands of 

the Basque shepherds were replaced by innumerable miles of 

housing, roads, and the essential American amenity needed to 

serve the burgeoning population: the ubiquitous shopping 

mall. 

This progress was accompanied by even more ominous 

signs. The clear blue skies turned cardboard brown. Our 

relatively inexpensive tract home, bought in the early 

^Through prose and pictures, the following two books provide a powerful 

and, at times, heartbreaking history of the Los Angeles basin: Davis, 

M. (1992) . City <?£ quartz; Excavating the future in Los Angelas and 

Robinson, W. (1953). Panorama: A picture history of southern 

Caligggnifl-
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1950s, became an expensive piece of cherished property, 

safeguarded by an alarm system. The malls are still there 

in abundance; perhaps now representative of a late 20th 

century American commons. The freeways, upon which I 

learned to drive as a teenager (with only a few cars in 

sight) are now unsafe, overcrowded thoroughfares upon which 

one can spend an hour traversing what was once a 15-minute 

drive. The Los Angeles of my youth is long gone. 

I experienced the signs of its social and ecological 

ma1development in the late 1960s. Sitting through courses 

at California State University, Los Angeles, my eyes 

dripping with smog induced tears, I intuited that this was 

truly no place for my future. 

Thus, in 1968, 28 years ago, I chose to become a 

refugee from the City of Angels. However, my personal 

solution was only temporary. 

Tucson, Arizona, where I have lived for the past 20 

years, is experiencing the same symptoms that have resulted 

from the culture of modernism. The evidence of the 

desacralization of this idyllic desert valley surrounds me: 
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unplanned growth, smog and accompanying ozone alerts, and 

the social problems endemic to modern urban life. 

I am no longer a naive 21 year old. I realize that the 

same conditions which drove me from Los Angeles are 

symptomatic of the larger global ecological crisis. I am 

now aware that the culture of modernism, in the guise of the 

unquestioned belief in progress, the profit motive, and 

unplanned growth, supported by transnational corporations 

and governments, threatens the very existence of all life on 

earth. I am not alone in my concern, nor in my desire, as 

an educator, to address this issue on a much deeper level. 

On November 18, 1992 the Union of Concerned Scientists 

released the following, "Warning to Humanity," signed by 

1,600 scientists worldwide, including 102 Nobel laureates. 

No more than one or a few decades remain before the 

chance to avert the threats we now confront will be 
lost and the prospects for humanity immeasurably 
diminished. ... A new ethic is required--a new 
attitude towards discharging our responsibility for 

caring for ourselves and for the earth. . . . This 

ethic must motivate a great movement, convincing 
reluctant leaders and reluctant governments and 

reluctant peoples themselves to effect the needed 

changes. (L. Brown et al., 1994, pp. 19, 203) 

These signatories represent only a small portion of the 

voices calling for a new epistemology, one that contains an 
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ethic that will aid us in countering the hubris of modernism 

which has brought us the global ecological crisis, or what 

Bill McKibben (1989) terms, the end of nature: 

I do not mean the end of the world. The rain will 
still fall and the sun shine, though differently than 
before. When I say "nature," I mean a certain set of 
human ideas about the world and our place in it. But 

the death of those ideas begins with concrete changes 
in the reality around us--changes that scientists can 
measure and enumerate. More and more frequently, these 
changes will clash with our perceptions, until, 

finally, our sense of nature as eternal and separate is 

washed away, and we will see all too clearly what we 
have done. (McKibben, 198 9, p. 8) 

McKibben (1989) articulates the position that nature as 

we have known, and defined her through the millennium of 

human existence on Mother Earth, no longer exists. Rather, 

the human impact upon nature, specifically since the rise of 

the culture of modernism, and its accompanying technologies, 

have created irreversible, yet not neces-sarily totally 

irremediable, damage to our ecosystem. 

However, it is important to acknowledge that humans, 

living in small-scale cultures, have always had an impact 

upon Mother Earth. 

Small-scale land based cultures, existing "since the 

dawn of humanity some 50,000 years ago, . . . successfully 
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satisfied basic human needs without the aid of cities or 

states and without high levels of energy consumption or 

elaborate technology" (Bodley, 1996, p. 10). As such they 

represent "humanity's only cultural system with an 

archaeologically demonstrated record of sustained adaptive 

success" (p. 10). More recent anthropological records of 

intact small-scale band or tribal societies have also 

documented these sustainable living patterns (Turnbull, 

1983) . However, this is not to say that humans have had no 

impact upon nature. 

For example, Arizona ethnobotanist and conservationist, 

Gary Paul Nabhan (1985), has documented the subsistence 

ecology embedded in "folk botany", i.e., the traditional 

scientific knowledge of plants held as part of the heritage 

of various cultures. Integral to this has been what is 

termed anthropogenic maintenance: 

Native managers keep vegetation communities in 

different stages of succession, in clear proximity to 

one another, to maintain the heterogeneity of plants 

and animals that can be gathered there. Through 

burning or clearing to create "ecotones" or "habitat 
edges" wildlife can thus be "managed" to maintain 
abundance and/or diversity. (Anderson & Nabhan, 1991, 
p. 29) 
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One example that is specific to my own desert bioregion 

is the ancient tradition of wild palm management (Nabhan, 

1985). Desert "palm oases were managed by burning, . . . 

irrigation and clearing of ground-covering litter" (p. 26). 

According to Nabhan, federal studies later confirmed that 

"periodic burning is the most effective way to eliminate 

scale and spider mite pests, thereby increasing palm fruit 

harvests" (p. 27). 

The above noted examples are meant to serve as only a 

glimpse into the way in which humanity has existed in 

interdependence with nature over the millennia. The 

lifeways of indigenous land based small-scale cultures 

served humanity and the ecosystem well. Through their 

intimate knowledge of nature's cycles and careful 

stewardship these small-scale cultures, of the past and the 

present, have been able to leave a visible, yet extremely 

light "ecological footprint" (Wackernagel & Rees, 1996) upon 

Mother Earth. 

Unfortunately the expanding documentation on the global 

ecological crisis provides examples that are in total 

contradiction to the ways in which humanity has existed in 
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interdependence with nature over the millennia. Humanity's 

ecological footprint has grown much heavier indeed. The 

data is overwhelming: 

Measured in constant dollars, the world's people have 
consumed as many goods and services since 1950 as all 
previous generations put together. Since 1940, 
Americans alone have used up as large a share of the 
earth's mineral resources as did everyone before them 
combined. (Durning, 1992a, p. 38) 

In effect, the culture of modernism, as represented by 

"the industrialized countries (the North). . . [is] draining 

the Third World (the South) of resources. A person in the 

North consumes 52 times as much meat, 115 times more paper, 

and 3 5  times more energy than a  Latin American . . . " 

(Women's Environmental Development Organization, 1992, p. 

6) . This data, and the subsequent inequality it represents, 

will only worsen as the numbers of land based small-scale 

cultures fall under the spell and seduction of modernism. 

They will "find themselves interwoven first in the large-

scale cultures that formed the basis of the nation state, 

. . . [and then fully incorporated] into [the] global-scale 

culture" (Bodley, 1996, p. 19). 

Anthropologist John Bodley (1996) has incorporated the 

work of sociologist Leslie Slclair (1996) into an explanatory 
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framework that clarifies the intricacies of the global 

ecological crisis. As an anthropologist, Bodley understands 

that the crisis is a cultural problem. "This is 

demonstrated when we compare the adaptive and sustainable 

lifeways of small-scale cultures to the lack of 

sustainability of the global-scale culture" (p. 19). The 

magnitude of the economic, political, and cultural forces 

driving the global-scale culture in and of themselves helps 

explain the cultural roots of the crisis. 

Sklair argues that "it is no longer very helpful to 

focus on the activities of nation states because the primary 

agents in the world system are all transnational" (p. 20). 

He identifies each of these agents with three complementary 

analytical spheres of the global system: the economic, 

political, and cultural/ideological (p. 20). Each of these 

agents is characterized by its particular transnational 

practices: the economic sphere consists of the 

transnational coirporations; the political sphere is composed 

of the transnational capitalist class,- and the cultural/ 

ideological sphere is represented by transnational mass 

media and advertising. 
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The global system is formed by the interweaving of all 

three spheres. The economic and political spheres are 

maintained through the cultural/ideological sphere by 

cultural hegemony (Gramsci, 1971), i.e., when dominant 

political and economic elites define the dominant ideology 

of a culture. The complex interlocking of political, social 

and ideological/cultural forces constitute Antonio Gramsci's 

(1971) concept of hegemony. Through the processes of 

hegemony, power and wealth, are delegated to a few, and 

denied to the many. Hegemony regulates the whole social 

process of the specific distribution of power and influence 

(Williams, 1977) . The notion that humans define and shape 

their own lives is belied by the concept of hegemony. The 

power and ubiquitous nature of transnational media and 

advertising support the dominant hegemonic ideology of 

transnational corporations. This hegemonic global culture 

creates a monoculture (Shiva, 1993a), in which needs and 

wants are created and dictated not by locally defined 

cultural and bioregional needs, but by the needs and profit 

making attitudes of transnational corporations under the 

control of the transnational capitalist class. 
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Shiva's monoculture (1993a), which I will also refer to 

as the culture of modernism, is characterized in Sklair's 

typology by global-scale culture. The dominant ideology of 

which is that of "commercialization, . . . [the] process 

[which] makes perpetual capital accumulation the primary 

objective, producing great inequalities of wealth and power" 

(Bodley, 1996, p. 19). Thus, the daily existence and future 

"prospects of virtually all of the world's 5.6 billion 

people are shaped by the demands of a single global economic 

system based on perpetual capital accumulation, risk-taking, 

and great inequality" (Bodley, 1996, p. 12). Perpetual 

capital accumulation relies upon capitalism, which in turn 

relies upon the seemingly unlimited resources of the earth 

and transforms every resource into a commodity. However, 

this system cannot continue as the carrying capacity of the 

earth, i.e., "the level of population that could safely 

maintain itself over several generations without drastic 

crashes as the resource fluctuates" (p. 144), is greatly 

threatened. When the carrying capacity of the globe is 

threatened, we face, what is more broadly known as the 

global ecological crisis, or what David Orr (1992), 
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Professor of Environmental Studies at Oberlin College, terms 

the "crisis of sustainability" (p. 19) . 

The Crisis of Sustainability 

The present crisis of sustainability is 

qualitatively different, without any historical 

precedent. It is the first truly global crisis. 
It is also unprecedented in its sheer complexity. 

(Orr, 1992, p. 19) 

"In the words of Lester Brown, Christopher Flavin, and 

Sandra Postel (1990), 'A sustainable society is one that 

satisfies its needs without jeopardizing the prospects of 

future generations'" (Orr, p. 23). In the midst of the 

current paradigm shift such a definition of sustainability 

carries with it diverse and at times contradictory meanings. 

Orr clarifies this confusion with his discussion of two 

types of sustainability: technological sustainability (pp. 

24-28) and ecological sustainability (pp. 28-38). 

Very briefly, the proponents of technological 

sustainability hold that faith in progress, profit and 

technological fixes are the underpinnings of global-scale 

culture. Humanity's problems can be solved through 

technological fixes under the guidance of technical experts. 
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All of this falls well within the epistemology of the 

culture of modernism as previously discussed in this 

chapter. 

Ecological sustainability calls for an understanding of 

the interdependence of all living and non-living entities on 

Mother Earth. Its proponents "aim to restore civic virtue, 

a high degree of ecological literacy, and ecological 

competence throughout the population" (p. 31). Humanity's 

problems will be solved at the local and bioregional level 

by those involved in their own vernacular culture; there 

will be no cult of experts. Orr's concept of ecological 

sustainability falls well within the emerging postmodern 

paradigm which will be explored in the latter part of this 

chapter. 

Regardless of the visions of educators, such as David 

Orr (1992), and the grassroots work of many people around 

the globe to maintain and create sustainable societies, 

humanity continues to face the serious nature of the crisis 

of sustainability, with all its diverse, yet interrelated 

manifestations. 
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Jeremy Rifkin (1991) has provided a typology of the 

diverse manifestations. He has delineated six interrelated 

ecological issues that constitute the predominant sources of 

the global ecological crisis. They are as follows: 

1. Global warming 

2. Ozone depletion 

3. Acid rain 

4. Deforestation 

5. Desertification 

6. Species extinction 

Environmental psychologist Michael Edelstein (1988) 

adds a seventh manifestation: world wide toxic 

contamination and exposure. The essential point here is 

that these issues are all interrelated; together they 

constitute the most serious threat to life on earth in the 

history of humanity. 

One could argue that all of the above are of equal 

importance. However, I would like to focus specifically on 

global warming since it demonstrates, for me, the most 

immediate, diverse, and far ranging effects of the crisis. 

According to Rifkin (1991) : 



The greenhouse phenomenon is an essential feature of 
the earth's atmosphere, provides a warm temperature 
band conducive to the emergence and sustenance of life 
on the planet. The natural greenhouse cover has 
remained relatively constant over the long periods of 
evolutionary history. (p. 83) 

However, the burning of coal, oil and other fossil 

fuels during the industrial age has created a massive and 

qualitatively unheard of change in the atmosphere as 

indicated by a rise in world temperatures. 

In 1750, the earth's atmosphere contained 

approximately 288 ppm (parts per million) of [carbon 

dioxide]. Today the atmosphere contains 346 ppm. . . . 
According to current projections, the [carbon dixoide] 

content in the atmosphere will likely double by the 

year 2030, with world temperatures rising to 

unprecedented levels. (Rifkin, 1991, p. 86) 

The increase in the use of carbon dixoide and the other 

greenhouse gases, nitrous oxide, Chlorofluorocarbons (CFC's) 

and methane is contributing to this unprecedented rise in 

world temperatures, the consequences of which will be 

global. 

The "earth's mean temperature has not varied more than 

3.6 degrees Fahrenheit since the last ice age, eighteen 

thousand years ago. A rise of 4 to 9 degrees Fahrenheit has 

the potential for wrecking havoc on the global ecosystem" 

(p. 87). Global warming or the Greenhouse effect will 
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create havoc on global ecosystems. This will be represented 

by the massive disruption of forests (L. Brown et al., 

1989), wetlands, polar tundra and other complex ecosystems 

(L. Brown et al., 1989; Rifkin, 1991). In approximately 40 

years the climate of cities such as New York and Boston may 

be as tropical as present day Miami (L. Brown et al., 1989; 

Rifkin, 1991) . 

Miami itself may fall prey to reclamation by the rising 

sea level as a 3 to 5 foot rise in seawater level is 

predicted by the year 2050 as a result of thermal heat 

expansion of the oceans. Salt water will inundate low-lying 

island nations and infiltrate and thus contaminate fresh 

water rivers and lakes. Simultaneously millions of people 

will be displaced, great areas of crop land (especially in 

rice growing regions) will be reclaimed by the sea, and the 

availability of potable water may become problematic (L. 

Brown et al., 1989; Rifkin, 1991). 

In addition global warming will affect rainfall 

patterns. For example, diminishing rainfall is predicted to 

reduce the upper Colorado River Basin by 40% (L. Brown et 

al., 1989). I find this personally intriguing as Arizona's 
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Central Arizona Project, which carries Colorado water to the 

Tucson basin, and which will facilitate the continued 

population growth of this valley, may someday be reduced to 

a trickle. 

As the United States, due to drought and loss of arable 

land, becomes unable to feed itself at present consumption 

rates, a warmer Canada may be the future breadbasket of the 

Northwestern hemisphere. In the greenhouse world to come 

Canada may emerge as the globe's greatest power by virtue of 

its ability to provide sustenance in a world of scare 

resources (McKibben, 1989) . 

Independent researcher Jeremy Rifkin (1991), journalis. 

Bill McKibben (1989), and Lester Brown (1989) of the World 

Watch Institute have presented many of the particulars of 

this global ecological crisis. However, even in the midst 

of this crisis there is hope. In the next two sections of 

this chapter I will present brief introductions to what I 

believe to be two of the most significant and hopeful 

aspects of the postmodern paradigm shift: ecological 

literacy and ecofeminism. 
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Ecological Literacy-

Education, for the most part, has been part of the 

paradigm of modernism, and thus has contributed to the 

epistemology which underlies the current ecological crisis. 

Environmental educator and educational philosopher David Orr 

(19 92, 1994) has sought to remedy this by adding 

another thread to this postmodern tapestry in the form of 

ecological literacy. 

As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, 

ecological literacy signifies that all education should 

be environmental education. I find that Orr's ecological 

literacy carries within it many parallels to, yet 

supersedes, what critical theorist and modernist educator 

Paulo Freire (1985) calls "conscientization" (p. 85) . 

Freire's (1985) notion of conscientization or 

consciousness raising, although implying a modernistic 

hierarchical relationship, serves as a heuristic device by 

which we may come to better understand the significance of 

ecological literacy. Freire speaks of coming to "read the 

word and the world" (p. 85) in the process of consciousness 

raising through literacy lessons. Freire's literacy 
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lessons, embedded in the modernist beliefs in individualism 

and progress, focus on the social aspects of reality. Orr 

(1992, 1994) focuses upon both the social and the 

ecological. Freire's (1985) students come to read the word 

and the world in terms of issues of social justice. Orr 

(1992, 1994), and other advocates of ecological literacy, 

broaden that reading of the world to include both the 

material and non-material aspects of culture, as well as the 

interdependence of all living and non-living entities on 

this biosphere. Thus ecological literacy fosters an 

epistemological leap from Freire's modernist consciousness 

raising to the postmodern concept of ecological literacy. 

Without this postmodern ability to read the world as 

ecological literates, students will continue to leave school 

as ecological illiterates, thoroughly enmeshed in the 

culture of modernism, unable to see that the very 

epistemological basis of their education holds within it the 

root causes of the global ecological crisis. 

My postmodern ecologically literate reading of the 

world would embrace issues of social justice, environmental 
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justice, ecologically sustainable futures, ecologically 

appropriate technology, and ecofeminism. 

Ecofeminism, an integral thread of this postmodern 

tapestry, has received, at best, marginal treatment in the 

works of David Orr (1992, 1994) and others writing in the 

area of ecological literacy. Even as I acknowledge the 

breadth and depth of their seminal works (Orr, 1992, 1994; 

Bowers, 1993a, 1993b, 1994) I still hold to my critique. 

Therefore, in the following section of this chapter I will 

provide a brief introduction to ecofeminism through the 

discussion of an issue that is ubiquitous throughout 

ecofeminist theory: biological essentialism as signified by 

the feminization of the global ecosystem in terms of the 

powerful, ancient metaphor of Mother Earth. 

Ecofeminism 

Ecofeminism celebrates what is referred to as the 
embeddedness of all earth's peoples in the multiple 
web and cycles of life. . . . [It] is grounded upon 
the perception of nature as an integrated ecosystem. 
In turn we can learn from this, for nature can teach 
us how to integrate our own lives, relationships and 
manner of living into a more coherent whole. Nature, 

in this context is seen as healer. 
(Baker, 1993, p. 12) 
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Nature as healer is a cultural construct, one that 

attributes life-enhancing, nurturing feminine values to our 

global ecosystem. As has been discussed in the previous 

section on modernism, woman's role as healer in the organic 

pre-modern world (Merchant, 1980) represented one aspect of 

woman being identified with or symbolically associated with 

nature. Whereas, man was associated with culture. The 

repercussions of this nature/culture dualism, which have 

created significant problems for women, will be further 

addressed in Chapter 4. 

However, in this brief introduction to ecofeminism I 

will address the metaphor of Mother Earth or "Gaia" 

(Lovelock, 1979). The controversy surrounding the use of 

the term Mother Earth is based upon the socially constructed 

ideology of biological essentialism. 

The notion of biological essentialism is interwoven 

amongst the strands of the broader concept of biological 

determinism, i.e., the notion that biology is destiny. 

These social constructs form the ideological basis for the 

universality of female subordination (Ortner, 1974; Rosaldo, 

1974; Shiva, 1989). 



Anthropologist Sherry Ortner (1974), in a now classic 

article entitled, "Is Female to Male As Nature Is to 

Culture?", addresses the woman/nature and male/culture 

dualism. Ortner rhetorically asks, "What could there be in 

the generalized structure and conditions of existence, 

common to every culture, that would lead every culture to 

place a lower value upon women?" (p. 71). The answer being 

that women are identified with nature which is "subsumed and 

transcended" (p. 73) by men who are associated with the 

realm of culture. This places women in a secondary position 

and creates the nature/culture dualism, one of the cultural 

constructs underlying the epistemology of modernism. Thus 

Mother Earth is placed in a secondary, devalued position. 

The Tapestry of Mother Earth 

The metaphor of Mother Earth is interwoven throughout 

vernacular discourse. It is used by environmentalists, 

ecofeminists, educators, journalists and international 

members of the green movement. This metaphor is also 

commonly found amongst many peoples who still live in small-

scale cultures as well as amongst many modern indigenous 



populations (S. D. Schwartz, personnel communication. May 

25, 1996). 

Yet the question remains as to whether the 

genderization of the global ecosystem, as exemplified by the 

metaphor of Mother Earth, is truly a positive move towards 

an ecofeminist future. According to Marti Kheel (1993) and 

Chaia Heller (1993a, 1993b), the feminization of the earth 

often leads to the perception of a "damsel in distress" 

(Gaard, 1993, p. 303) and that damsel needs a technological 

fix to save her. Other interpretations, or perhaps 

misinterpretations, in the cooptation and commodification of 

this metaphor through the mass media, lead to the notion of 

Mother Earth or Mother Nature as wild and uncontrollable. 

As noted in the previous section on modernism, the solution 

to a wild and uncontrollable nature is subordination, taming 

and control. 

Elizabeth Dodson Gray (1989) argues against this 

anthropomorphizing and feminizing of nature, as nature is, 

"in actuality, neither male nor female" (pp. 31-33). 

Carolyn Merchant (1995) carries the critique of this 

metaphor much further. She addresses the significance of 
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symbols and metaphors "in generating the emotional response 

that can lead the way to a new ethic and to new behavior 

patterns toward the Earth and toward women ..." (p. 142) . 

[Thus, Merchant sees that] a revolution in root 

metaphors away from "The Machine," which has guided 
industrial society since the 17th century, is now 

taking place in American culture. From Earth Day 1970, 
the Whole Earth Catalog, and . . . Mother Earth News 
. . . , the new symbolism is pervasive. (1995, p. 142) 

However, Merchant also views this symbolism as double-

edged : 

The identification of woman and nature implicit in 
phrases like "virgin lands," "man's war on Mother 
Nature," "penetrating the secret springs of Nature," 
and "wrestling with Nature herself" . . . are 

suggestive of sexual assaults that render women and 

nature passive and submissive. (1995, p. 142) 

The critiques of Gray and Merchant are valid. However, 

I believe that Merchant has hit upon the key to the use of 

the metaphor of Mother Earth in her discussion of root 

metaphors. It is root metaphors that signal, often quite 

subtlety, ongoing paradigm shifts (Bowers, 1993a, 1993b). 

Thus, even as we struggle against the cooptation of 

Mother Earth, we set the stage for future cultural change. 

Embedded within the metaphor of Mother Earth is to be found 

a new ethical stance that holds the promise for a 
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sustainable future based upon an ecofeminist ethic; what 

Marie Mies and Vandana Shiva term the feminine principle 

(1993). By legitimating key feminine principles we begin to 

spread a new social consciousness in the social milieu. 

This may not be readily apparent to those who work within 

the confines of academia. However, as I shall document in 

future chapters of this inquiry, there are many people, in 

diverse sectors of society, across both northern and 

southern hemispheres, who are engaged metaphorically in the 

ancient and honorable profession of midwifery; a postmodern 

midwifery. Those involved in this healing profession 

struggle for a just and ecologically sustainable future. 

Their work is done in the name of Mother Earth and the life-

enhancing qualities she embodies. 

Ecofeminist philosopher and poetess, Starhawk (1987), 

most eloquently speaks to their struggle: 

The labor is hard, the night is long 

We are midwives, and men who tend the birth 

and bond with the child 

We are birthing, and being born 

We are trying to perform an act of magic--
To pull a living child out of a near-corpse 

of the mother we are simultaneously 

poisoning; 
who is also ourselves. . . . 

(Starhawk, 1987, p. 1) 
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New Educational Metaphors 

Midwives, healers, and weavers--new ecofeminist 

metaphors describe the roles and responsibilities of 

educators in the re-visioning and creation of a socially 

just and ecologically sustainable postmodern world. To 

achieve these ends educators must gain a greater 

understanding of their roles within the modernist paradigm 

and within the ongoing postmodern paradigm shift. David Orr 

(1992) clarifies this issue: 

Education in the modern world was designed to further 

the conquest of nature and the industrialization of the 
planet. It tended to produce unbalanced, 

underdimensioned people tailored to fit the modern 

economy. Postmodern education must have a different 

agenda, one designed to heal, connect, liberate, 

empower, create, and celebrate. Postmodern education 
must be life centered, (p. x) 

Orr's postmodern education, while celebrating much of 

what is included in ecofeminism, lacks a specific 

ecofeminist ethic. An ecofeminist ethic, explicitly woven 

into my vision of postmodern education, includes a deep 

cultural understanding of the global interconnections 

between the oppression of women and nature. 

Ultimately, my concept of a postmodern education, is 

based upon an interweaving of critical postmodernism. 
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ecological literacy, and ecofeminist ethics. The central 

focus of this inquiry into a critical ecofeminist postmodern 

epistemology includes all of the above. 

In the forthcoming chapters I will: 

1. Share the diverse threads of my intellectual 

development in the creation of a critical ecofeminist 

postmodern methodology. 

2. Provide an in depth discussion of ecological 

literacy. 

3. Discuss critical issues and leading theorists in the 

area of ecofeminism. 

4. Present the genesis and theory of Ecofeminist 

Literacy, my vision of a critical ecoferainist postmodern 

epistemology. 

5. Discuss the pedagogical implications of the 

Ecofeminist Inquiry Process as derived from Ecofeminist 

Literacy. 

The following chapters, written within the postmodern 

vein, are interspersed with many aspects of my life 

narrative. The telling of my story, in the midst of weaving 

theory, has allowed me to personalize the inquiry, as well 



as to gain insights from my own history. This will 

apparent in the next chapter on emerging pathways to 

critical ecofeminist postmodern methodology. 
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CHAPTER 2 

A DIALOGUE WITH MYSELF: 

EMERGING PATHWAYS TO A CRITICAL ECOFEMINIST POSTMODERN 

METHODOLOGY 

Dialogue comes from the Greek word dialogos. Logos, 
means "the word". And dia means "through". . . . Even 
one person can have a sense of dialogue within him 
[her] self, if the spirit of the dialogue is present. 

(Bohm, 1992, p. 1) 

This inquiry into methodology, best described as a 

dialogue with myself, represents the narrative history of my 

intellectual growth in graduate school. Such a rigorous, 

and recursive experience has led me to articulate the 

overarching methodological construct of this inquiry: a 

critical postmodern hermeneutics. This is an interpretive 

process based upon: (a) C. Wright Mills' (1959) sociological 

imagination; (b) Anthony Giddens' (1987) postmodern 

elaboration of Mills' work; and (c) David Smith's (1994) 

hermeneutic imagination. 

In this chapter I elucidate the theoretical issues in 

the emerging critical ecofeminist postmodern methodology. 

Antecedents to this theory are interwoven throughout the 



full body of my graduate school studies. As such they have 

contributed to and represent an ongoing inquiry. 

As I trace these antecedents to the diverse theoretical 

precepts that have influenced my inquiry I shall elucidate 

other influential theories integral to this dialogue with 

myself. I will share newly perceived anomalies, 

connections, and insights that have emerged from this 

interweaving of theory, reflection and praxis. Just as the 

diverse threads of Navajo tapestries come together to form 

new patterns, I have found new patterns, new maps, and new 

territory through this intellectual effort (G. Bateson, 

1972). I will utilize concrete examples to demonstrate the 

manifestations of this interweaving of theory, reflection 

and praxis. 

It is important to remember, as exemplified by the 

Navajo Weavers' Pathway (Bennett, 1974; Duncan, 1996), that 

this weaving of a critical ecofeminist postmodern 

methodology remains tentative and open ended, reflecting the 

ongoing nature of postmodern theory building. The 

intellectual pathway taken (Bennett, 1974; Cajete, 1994) in 

articulating the methodological basis of this dissertation 
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is (in itself) an example of a critical postmodern 

hermeneutics. 

The Pathway: Theory and Praxis 

Pathway is an appropriate metaphor since, in every 

learning process, we metaphorically travel an internal, 

and many times external landscape. In traveling a 
Pathway, we make stops, encounter and overcome 

obstacles, recognize and interpret signs, seek answers, 
and follow the tracks of those entities that have 

something to teach us. We create ourselves anew. Path 
denotes a structure; Way implies a process. 

(Cajete, 1994, p. 55) 

Gregory Cajete (1994), in his formative work on 

indigenous education, has provided an appropriate metaphor 

which describes my inquiry. In this dialogue with myself I 

have traveled what at times has seemed to be an intricately 

woven pathway; a pathway that has elucidated the historical 

narrative of my intellectual growth as a graduate student. 

Praxis, that is the actualization of theory and practice, is 

an integral component of this pathway. Therefore, in this 

section I will: (a) connect the overarching theoretical 

framework of this emerging critical ecofeminist postmodern 

methodology to my narrative history; (b) share the process 

utilized in this inquiry; and (c) demonstrate the ways in 
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which process, theory and personal narrative came together 

to form new vistas of the territory that have enhanced my 

intellectual map. 

Critical Postmodern Hermeneutics 

Hermeneutics is not really concerned with 

hermeneutics per se . . . more important is its overall 
interest ... in the question of human meaning and of 
how we might make sense of our lives in such a way that 
life can go on [my italics]. 

(D. Smith, 1994, p. 200) 

Smith's (1994) concern with how we make sense of the 

world in order that life can go on is most appropriate as we 

face the reality of ecocide in the 21st century. This 

further underscores the importance of his work in the 

creation of the overarching theoretical framework of this 

emerging critical ecofeminist postmodern methodology: a 

critical postmodern hermeneutics. 

This critical postmodern hermeneutics, as noted earlier 

in this chapter, is derived from the synergism of C. W. 

Mills' (1959) sociological imagination; Anthony Giddens' 

(1987) postmodern elaboration of the sociological 

imagination; and David Smith's (19 94) hermeneutic 

imagination. These theoretical constructs have aided me in 
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reflecting upon and articulating my narrative history of 

social activism. 

This process has led me to understand that I view the 

world through the lens of a critical postmodern 

hermeneutics. This perspective has taken me on a lifelong 

pathway of involvement in the areas of social and 

environmental justice. This is a political pathway because, 

as Joanne Pagano (1990) states, "Any knowledge or 

understanding is political because we come to know the world 

and situate ourselves there through what we know and 

understand" (p. xiv). 

While I do not know the source of my passion for social 

and environmental justice I can trace its history, a history 

spanning most of my lifetime. I know that by age 13, as a 

product of an impoverished working class- home, I questioned 

the poverty and social inequality of my own surroundings. 

An American Friends Service Committee presentation on the 

atom bomb alerted me to the issue of nuclear war in my 15th 

year. By age 17 issues of free speech, civil rights, and 

the McCarthyite tactics of the House UnAmerican Activities 
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Committee^ became a central part of the discussions amongst 

the members of my high school thought collective. As a 

college student, and as a young mother, I found myself 

immersed in both the anti-Vietnam War movement and the 

second wave feminist movement. 

Over the years I've continued my involvement in social 

justice and environmental issues. I helped to start a free 

clinic for low income people, worked around issues of human 

rights in Latin America, organized the statewide Women's 

Party for Nuclear Disarmament, and worked with other 

activists to keep Arizona's Palo Verde Nuclear Power Plant 

from opening. 

I carried this passion into my public school classroom. 

As Pagano (1990) states, "The practice of teaching is 

morally charged" (p. xiv). This was certainly true of my 

* The hearings held by the House Committee on Un-American Activities 

(HUAC), chaired by Senator Joseph McCarthy, were a central aspect of 

post-war anti-communist fervor. While McCarthy did not unearth one 

single communist, his subpoenas and star chamber like proceedings, 

destroyed the careers and lives of many people across all sectors of 

society, including social activists and non-social activists alike. 

Ultimately, McCarthy's lack of success, coupled with increasing public 

dissatisfaction, and the publicity generated by the treatment of student 

demonstrators in 1960 on the steps of the San Francisco Court House, put 

an end to the HUAC hearings. For further information see: Gitlin, T. 

(1993), The sixties: Years of hone. Days of raae and Navasky, V. 

(1980), Nanung nam.eg-
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classroom. Issues of peace, social and environmental 

justice flowed through the curriculum. My working class 

Latino students became exemplars of Rorty's (1979) edifying 

philosophy through the demystification of cultural truths. 

They explored the Civil Rights movement of the 1960s and 

made connections to their experiences as Latinos residing in 

the Southwest at the end of the 20th century. Environmental 

racism entered our classroom discourse as students (and 

other residents of this area) were subjected to chemical 

pollution, both in the groundwater and the air. 

In essence my narrative validates and brings to reality 

the theories of Mills (1959), Giddens (1987), and Smith 

(1994) . The inquiry process undertaken in this work also 

validates their work. 

Weaving the Inquiry Process 

You must learn to use your life experience in your 

intellectual work: continually to examine and 

interpret it. In this sense craftsmanship is the 
center of yourself and you are personally involved in 
every intellectual product upon which you work. 

(Mills, 1959, p. 196) 
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In Che area of craftsmanship neither process nor 

content take priority. Both, as befits a postmodern 

approach, are of equal importance; neither can stand alone. 

As in any piece of research or inquiry there are 

numerous material components that facilitate the process. 

These included: books, articles, audio tapes, a 3" x 5" 

note card file, and my journals. 

In addition to the material components are the human 

elements that supported this work: Personal communications 

with scholars and activists such as C. A. Bowers (1996), J. 

Cohen-Joppa (1996), Madhu Prakash (1994), S. D. Schwartz 

(1996) , and Greg Smith (1996) were quite helpf-ul in terms of 

enlarging my cognitive map and jogging my memory. 

Consultations with major committee members, Kathy G. Short 

and Patrick Shannon, were essential in terms of keeping me 

on track. Both asked pertinent questions and challenged my 

assumptions. The quality of this work owes much to their 

direct personal guidance. Whether personal communication or 

direct consultations, my gleanings from these encounters 

all entered into the central "piece de resistance" of this 

process of theory building: my journal. 
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Journal Keeping 

Keeping an adequate . . . [journal] and developing 
self-reflective habits--you learn how to keep your 
inner world awake. . . . The . . . [journal] also helps 
you build up the habit of writing. 

(Mills, 1959, p. 197) 

The journal keeping process is the integral part of 

this dialogue with myself. The primary journal, my daily 

journal, consists of renderings from books and articles, 

personal communications, consultations, and what I call 

notes-upon-notes, i.e., my record of continuous recursive 

reflections upon past ideas and renderings. 

Figure 2 is a representative portion of a typical page 

from my primary journal. Included are notes and comments 

upon readings. Descriptors, in the right margins, are set 

in bold as to distinguish them from my original text. 

As I reviewed my journal entries on a bi-weekly basis I 

took a variety of notes: some represented organizational 

issues, while other represented the insights gained through 

the continuous process of inquiry. These I termed my notes-

upon-notes. These notes-upon-notes provide a written record 

of the recursive and syncretic nature of my thinking 
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SLATTERY PREFACE XVII 

"deep ecology of the schooling process" 

An educator's perspective? 

p. 17 "humanity is moving to a new zone of cognition with 

an expanded concept of the self-in-relation" comments 

This is the Indigenous world view, the postmodern world 

view. 

Add info from Chapter 5 on Hermeneutics to addendum 

p. 133 hermeneutic circle impossible outside the context of 

race, gender, culture, and ethnicity - see card file 

Slattery uses the metaphor of the river see p. 186-187. 

Methodology - Chapter 2 

PM Theory Building 

Synthesizing 

pp. 264-265 time as proleptic - past and future 

comprehensive only in context of the present. IMPORTANT -

CAN USE THIS CONCEPT IN TERMS OF CONTEXTUAL I ZED NATURE OF 

POSTMODERN THOUGHT 

POSTMODERNISM 

Figure 2. Typical Journal Entry from Primary Journal, 

August 29, 1995. 
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process. During my bi-weekly reviews I also added 

descriptors to this pages. Figure 3 contains a 

representative portion of a page of these notes-upon-notes. 

My secondary, though equally important, bedside journal 

is just that; a small journal, situated under a 25 watt bulb 

on a small table adjacent to my bed. Its presence allowed 

me to continue my intellectual meandering at all hours of 

the night and early morning. It has aided me in retaining 

some valuable insights which I'm sure would have been lost 

by the time I had my early morning cup of coffee. On 

numerous occasions I have awakened early to write or rewrite 

the outline for a chapter or to remind myself not to forget 

a particular book or article. Often I found myself writing 

in a free flowing stream of consciousness. I am sure that 

this unearthed some deeply buried knowledge and insights. 

Each day I typed the contents of my bedside journal into my 

daily journal. This allowed me to maintain as complete a 

chronological record of my thought process as possible. 

Figure 4 contains an excerpt from my bedside journal which 

exemplifies my stream of consciousness writing process. 
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4/30/96 Ideas: Reading the world--from Freire & The 

Sociological Imagination from Mills--expand these to 

encompass the biocentric point of view. Go Back to Thesis & 

pull the quote and citation from Freire. 

The Sociological Imagination--Mills is deconstructing 

Parsons while setting forth the sociological imagination. 

4/29 notes from Mills--Mills own definiion of sociological 

imagination--multiplication of human experiences, across 

disciplines, biography, history and their intersection with 

social structure (143) 

Postmodern THEORY 

contextual (non universalizing) no common human nature (164) 

Chapter 1 or 2? 

Chapter 1 The Promise p. 5 IMPORTANT 

What they need, what they feel they need, is a quality of 

mind that will help them to use information and to develop 

reason in order to achieve lucid summations of what is going 

on in the world and of what may be happening within 

themselves. It is this quality . . . (that) may be called 

the sociological imagination. 

Figure 3. Notes-Upon-Notes, April 30, 1996. 
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4:05 AM technological determinism/culture have we passed a 

juncture/threshold--wherein technological determinism--

overrides culture--can we control it--or is it a Pandora's 

box--Faustian bargain--interface of culture & technology--

yet technology is a bio cultural/human construction. Humans 

as tool makers--one identifier of our humanity. 

Mass society, mass technology/change the whole equation of 

the human/technology connection in new ways: militarism, 

biotechnology, weaponry, reproductive technology. Supported 

by ideology, economic/political systems to support 

technology. Technological determinism? Can we control it? 

toys for the boys--Caldicott--without falling totally into a 

gender based essentialism as women, who do receive the same 

privilege education/culture bound adopt the patriarchal 

mindset 

Again, the question is - technology for what? 

appropriate technology 

Alan Drengson book Clarifies Arne Naess self-

realization/one with nature/correlates to Cajete and place 

of individual in the multiverse. 

Figure 4. Stream of Consciousness Writing Process, Bedside 

Journal Notes, April 7, 1996. 
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Prior to beginning the writing process I re-read the 

daily journal, took new notes, and entered relevant 

descriptors in the margins of the journal. I also marked my 

note cards with descriptors. Concepts relevant to the 

writing at hand were then transferred to my daily journal. 

About one-fourth of the way into my research this process, 

which facilitated the meaningful integration of vast amounts 

of knowledge, became quite onerous. Therefore, I 

transferred all of the information from the note cards into 

my journal. From that point on I entered my notes directly 

into the journal. This simplified the process of 

integrating seemingly vast amounts of knowledge. 

Two-thirds of the way into the process I realized that 

the list of descriptors, as noted on my note cards and the 

margins of my journal, had become unwieldy. My initial list 

of descriptors had been rather basic and somewhat limited: 

crisis, methodology, ecological literacy, feminism, web, 

postmodernism, bioregionalism, and children's literature. 

As my work progressed this list became quite extensive and 

much more intellectually sophisticated and representative of 

my inquiry. The following is the list as of May 5, 1996: 
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modernism, postmodernism, methodology, enlightenment 

fundamentalism, crisis, epistemology, narrative, 

biocentrism, ecocentrism, anthropocentrism, metaphors, Gaia, 

connections, narrative, paradigm, paradigm shifts, language, 

culture, deep ecology, deep culture, educators perspective, 

framing the question, ethics, dualism, storied residence and 

bioregionalism. In addition to noting the descriptors 

throughout the margins of my primary journal I also noted 

the possible placement of certain concepts, e.g.. Chapter 1-

5, Figures or Footnotes. 

The changes in the list represent the breadth of my 

inquiry. For example, my original list included 

bioregionalism (Leopold, 1949). This grew into the more 

relevant postmodern concept of storied residence as set 

forth by Holmes Rolston, III, (1986), and further elucidated 

by Jim Cheney (1989). The final list of descriptors 

includes both concepts. 

In addition to the list of descriptors, I also created 

a chronological table of contents for the journal. As my 

inquiry process proceeded, I marked the descriptors next to 

items in the table of contents. This became a short cut to 
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quickly locating authors and/or concepts as I worked on the 

research, writing and revision process. However, as the 

breadth and depth of my inquiry grew, even this process 

was not as helpful as it had initially been. I used index 

tabs to mark pages by author or topic. This was somewhat 

helpful, although it became increasingly cumbersome with the 

addition of each new reading, reflection or set of notes-

upon-notes. 

Ironically, it was at this point in a theoretical 

dissertation which contains an explicit critique of 

technology, that I began to utilize the search button on my 

computer as an aid in locating both authors, topics and 

quotes. This served as a technological index for what has 

become a rather lengthy opus. I find my reliance upon the 

computer, especially in terms of my dissertation topic, 

somewhat contradictory. Even with this irony, the inquiry 

process continued unabated. 

It was this process of inquiry, plus the recursive 

nature of reflection, that allowed me to make connections. 

That is, in Batesonian terms (1972, 1979), to enlarge my 
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cognitive map; to the find the patterns which connect (1979) 

and the difference that makes the difference. 

The process of enlarging my cognitive map also included 

a very precise process of selection. For example, I drew 

upon those portions of Gregory Bateson's work that made 

sense to me both in terms of cultural anthropology and 

postmodernism. However, I explicitly choose not to include 

his work on what is now tenned systems theory (1972) as this 

represented more of a contradiction, a diversion from my 

postmodern pathway, than a meaningful connection. 

Another critical example applies to my understanding of 

the work of Charles Sanders Pierce (Fann, 1970; Short, 

1985). I choose those areas of Pierce's work that fit into 

my cognitive map, i.e., that made sense in terms of my 

current work and related directly to the narrative of my 

personal intellectual history. 

I also had choices to make in order to maintain my 

focus. For example, while I chose Merchant's (1992, 1995) 

typology of ecofeminisms, I could have just as easily chosen 

one by another ecofeminist, such as Susan Baker (1993). 

Such decisions emerged from my need to maintain the 
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integrity of my purpose, and also my choice to represent the 

works of those scholars whose works both affirmed and, more 

importantly, enhanced my cognitive map. 

The core of my intellectual work in developing a 

critical ecofeminist postmodern epistemology is derived from 

this process. However, this was not a simple exercise. I 

constantly found myself facing a dilemma that C. Wright 

Mills (1959) described in a discussion of his own 

methodology: 

Thinking is a struggle for order and at the same time 

for comprehensiveness. You must not stop thinking too 
soon--or you will fail to know all that you should; 
you cannot leave it go on forever, or you yourself 
will burst. It is this dilemma, I suppose, that mak-= = 

reflection, on those rare occasions when it is more or 
less successful, the most passionate endeavor of which 

the human being is capable [italics added]. (p. 223) 

Following in Mills' footsteps I will acknowledge that 

passion, a wonderful, unmeasurable concept, in the form of 

my passion for knowledge and social justice, emerged as the 

recursive spiraling thread that wove the diverse elements of 

my methodology, both theory and content, into an emerging 

critical ecofeminist postmodern methodology. 
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Postmodern Synergism: 

Weaving A Critical Postmodern Kermeneutics 

In order to begin the process of weaving a critical 

ecofeminist postmodern methodology I will set forth the 

theoretical framework derived from the synergism of C. 

Wright Mills' (1959) sociological imagination, Anthony 

Giddens' (1987) postmodern elaboration of Mills' work, and 

David Smith's (1994) hertneneutic imagination. 

C. Wright Mills: The Sociological Imagination 

What they need, . . . is a quality of mind that will 

help them to use information and to develop reason in 

order to achieve lucid summations of what is going on 
in the world and of what may be happening within 
themselves. It is this quality . . . [that] may be 
called the sociological imagination. 

(Mills, 1959, p. 5) 

In The Sociological Imagination (1959), C. Wright 

Mills® sets forth a critique of the western scientific 

paradigm of modernism as represented in sociology by grand 

^ Sociologist C. Wright Mills was a leading radical critic of modem 

American civilization. His critiques of ahistorical grand theories and 

reductionist social analysis brought a critical edge into a field 

entrenched in the mind set of modernism. His contributions to a 

critical perspective in the field of sociology cannot be denied. 
Additional works by Mills include: The oower elite (1955); The causes 

of World War Three (1958); and Power. Politics and people (1963). 
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theories and reductionist statistical analyses. His 

sociological imagination is a radical sociological 

perspective that came to fruition at what he termed as the 

end of "The Modern Age . . . [and the beginning of the] 

post-modern period" (p. 165). As such his work falls within 

the postmodern paradigm shift. 

Mills elucidates what he terms the "promise of the 

sociological imagination" (pp. 3-25) through a discussion of 

three definitive characteristics: 

1. The deconstruction of the notion of sociological 

determinism. That is, individuals have the ability to 

understand the effects of broader sociological and systemic 

forces upon both their "inner" (p. 5) lives and external 

realities. 

2. Understanding the relations between history and 

biography has been the "task and . . . promise" of classic 

social analysis. "The sociological imagination enables us 

to grasp history and biography and the relations between the 

two within society" [italics added] (p. 6). Directly 

connected to this issue are a number of questions that 
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address the structural, cultural and moral dimensions of 

social life. They include: 

What is the structure of this particular society as a 
whole? . . . What is the meaning of any particular 
feature for its continuance and or its change? . . . 
Where does this society stand in human history? . . . 
What are its characteristic ways of history-making? 

. . . What varieties of men and women now prevail in 
this society and in this period? ... In what ways are 

they selected and formed, liberated and repressed, made 

sensitive and blunted? What kinds of 'human nature' 

are revealed in the conduct and character we observe in 

this society in this period? (pp. 6-8) 

These questions not only aid in making the connections 

between history and biography, they also demonstrate the 

importance of a critical, questioning stance to the 

sociological imagination. 

3. The third characteristic of the sociological 

imagination is the distinction between personal or private 

troubles and broader public issues. "Troubles occur within 

the character of the individual.... [They are] private 

matters" (p. 8). Whereas, "Issues have to do with matters 

that transcend the local environments of individuals and" 

(p. 8) their inner lives. They have to do with the ways in 

which various sectors of society come together to form the 

larger social structures of historical life. The dominant 



cultural values are deeply embedded within these social 

structures. 

These social structures shape both personal troubles 

and public issues. For example, contamination of my home 

town, Tucson, Arizona, by the leakage of radioactive tritium 

gas from the American Atomics® plant in 1979 wrecked havoc 

on the personal lives of workers and people living in 

downwind neighborhoods (Wasserman & Solomon, 1982). The 

local contamination was directly related to the nuclear fuel 

cycle and the structure of the entire nuclear industry. 

This is due to the fact that tritium, a byproduct of nuclear 

weapons manufacturing, was made readily available for 

commercial purposes (S. D. Schwartz & Sternglass, 1980). 

® Over a five year period tritium was used at the American Atomics plant 

for the sole purpose of illuminating watch dials. The plant, situated 

in a mid town Tucson neighborhood, was just kitty corner from the 

central kitchen of the Tucson Unified School District (at that time 

serving 55,000 students). It regularly leaked large quantities of 

tritium gas into the atmosphere. Tritium, a form of radioactive 

hydrogen, behaves very much like water; when ingested it can contaminate 

all forms of body cells. As pregnant women and children are most 

vulnerable to any form of radiation, the siting of such an industry 

within the confines of the city became questionable. Community 

struggles and government intervention eventually forced closure of the 

plant. A number of workers and families living downwind from the plant 

received court damages for their exposure to tritium. However, no study 

has ever been conducted on the effects of tritium on the children in the 

school district who had ingested minute amounts of this radioactive 

isotope in their school lunches over this five year period. 
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Thus with the sociological imagination we cannot 

separate personal troubles from social issues; or in other 

words, "The Personal Is Political" (Anonymous, 1968). All 

three characteristics of the sociological imagination hold 

the promise and the potential to open pathways towards a way 

of thinking that leads to a deeper understanding of the 

power of human agency and social change. 

Mills (195 9) has not proposed another grand theory. 

He has proposed a critical or radical perspective on the 

world which, as it invites inquiry and dialogue, opens new 

pathways, enhances our cognitive maps, and allows us to gain 

a greater sense of the real territory that upholds the 

social structures and institutions of our society. 

Mills states: 

Grand theory is drunk on syntax, blind to semantics. 

Its practitioners do not truly understand that when we 

define a word we are merely inviting others to use 

it as we would like it to be used; that the purpose of 
definition is to focus upon fact, and that the proper 

result of good definition is to transform argument 

over terms into disagreements about facts, and thus 
open arguments to further inquiry, (p. 34) 

While Mills set forth the original conceptualization of 

the sociological imagination, his untimely death in his 

early '40s left space for further interpretation of his 
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theory. Anthony Giddens (1987), British sociologist and 

critical theorist, has taken on this task in his "threefold 

exercise of imagination" (p. 13). 

Anthony Giddens: The Threefold Exercise of Imagination 

Anthony Giddens (1987) , has provided a postmodern 

elaboration of Mills' (1959) sociological imagination. He 

has done this through what he terms the "threefold exercise 

of imagination" (p. 13), i.e., an historical, 

anthropological and critical sensitivity [italics added] (p. 

13) . 

For Giddens, historical sensitivity represents the 

recovery of the lost world of humanity's preindustrial past. 

That is, we must reexamine the very textures of social life 

that have been destroyed through industrialization. This 

involves the analysis of the origins of the nation state and 

the subsequent formation of the present world system. 

The second exercise of the sociological imagination 

involves the cultivation of anthropological insights. We 

must go beyond ethnocentrism to appreciate and cherish the 
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diverse ways of behaving and believing that humans have 

created on this earth. 

Giddens, combining the first and second forms of the 

sociological imagination, foregrounds the necessity of a 

critique of the existing forms of society. This critique 

includes alternative futures predicated upon a clear 

understanding of both the positive and negative legacies of 

the past. 

Thus, through the sociological imagination, we may 

learn to set aside the constraints of our culture, look 

critically at our world, envision a just and humane future 

for our children, and through human agency attempt to 

actualize this vision. Philosopher David Smith's (1994) 

concept of the hermeneutic imagination provides us with both 

a postmodern philosophical standpoint and a heuristic device 

by which to actualize this vision of a just and humane 

future. 
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David Smith: The Hermeneutic Imagination 

Good hermeneutic writing . . . [provokes] new ways 
of seeing and thinking within a deep sense of 
tradition, bringing about new forms of engagement 
and dialogue about the world we face together. 

(D. Smith, 1994, p. 202) 

The mark of our humanity is our continuous 

interpretation of our world in the constant dialectical 

process of the creation and recreation of culture. David 

Smith's (1994) articulation of the hermeneutic imagination, 

constructed within a postmodern framework, serves as a 

direct representation of such a process. 

Smith (1994) presents four conditions or requirements 

of the hermeneutic imagination which connect to my past 

doctoral work and this dissertation topic. First, we must 

"develop a deep attentiveness to language itself [italics 

added].... By gaining a sense of how it works, what 

drives it, what are its predispositions in terms of 

metaphor, analogy, and structure" (p. 199). Through this 

attentiveness to language our history, our culture, our 

stories are foregrounded. 

Smith's second requirement is based upon "a deepening 

of one's sense of the basic interpretability of life itself" 
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[italics added] (p. 199). That is, there is no final truth 

set forth by others: we are each responsible for the 

interpretation of our world. However, this interpretation 

does not occur within a vacuum. The form of this 

interpretation bears directly upon the perspective and the 

value system that we hold. The hermeneutic imagination that 

Smith proposes is one that pushes us to "shake loose our own 

dogmatic [culturally predetermined] ways of interpreting the 

world" (p. 199). We must go beyond the grand narratives of 

modernism, and move towards what Smith calls, "the more 

suffocated narratives of our time, such as those concerning 

spirituality, feminism, post colonialism and global 

interdependence" (p. 199). Within this broad interpretive 

framework Smith views "good interpretation (as) a creative 

act on the side of sharpening identity within the play of 

differences ..." (p. 199). 

The third aspect of the hermeneutic imagination is 

"that herweneutics is not really concerned with 

hermeneutics per se . . . more important is its overall 

interest ... in the question of human meaning and of 
how we might make sense of our lives in such a way that 
life can go on" [italics added]. (p. 200) 

It is about going beyond fundamental grand narratives, 

or as Smith says, about "giving up the precious 
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'fundamentalist' logocentric' impulse in the name of a 

greater freedom and dignity" (p. 200). For Smith, "the mark 

of good interpretative research is not in the degree to 

which it follows a specified methodological agenda, but in 

the degree to which it can show understanding of what is 

being investigated" (p. 200). This understanding is based 

upon an historical consciousness that is expressed in the 

narrative of human experience. The purpose of this it to 

come to understand the world through the hermeneutic 

imagination, to understand the "human world as being a 

narrative construction that can be entered and engaged 

creatively; to have a sense that received understanding car-

be interpreted or re-interpreted ..." (p. 201). 

The fourth aspect of the hermeneutic imagination is 

that "hermeneutics is about creating m&aning, not simply 

reporting on it" [italics added] (p. 201). Thus the 

hermeneutic imagination aids us in discovering "new ways of 

seeing and thinking within a deep sense of tradition, 

bringing about new forms of engagement and dialogue about 

the world we face together" (p. 201). 
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Smith's hermeneutic imagination crosses the border into 

the postmodern by addressing the issue of local, 

contextualized identities through local narratives instead 

of grand meta-narratives. It foregrounds concerns with 

history, power, knowledge, and the movement towards the 

social good, while simultaneously evoking awareness of and 

concern for the global interdependence of humanity. 

Instead of the imperial, triumphal, subsuming, and 

distinguishingly masculine languages which have 

characterized the self-descriptions of the Western 

tradition. . . . The herroeneutic way points to how 
meaning is always webbed, challenging us to speak about 
our life together that is both ecological and 
ecumenical. . . . (p. 202) 

Smith recognizes that the "real work of our time may be 

defined by an ability to mediate meaning across boundaries 

and differences, whether those boundaries and differences be 

concerned v/ith gender, race or ideas" (p. 203). 

Smith's hermeneutic imagination is a re-articulation of 

C. W. Mill's sociological imagination as further developed 

by Anthony Giddens (1987, pp. 13-22). 

Mills (1959), Giddens (1987) and Smith (1994) 

articulate the same vision; a vision that I consider 

integral to the creation of a critical ecofeminist 
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postmodern epistemology. This interweaving of their work is 

best described as a critical hermeneutic imagination. 

As I proceed to reflect upon the theory and praxis of 

my own theory building, I am acutely aware that my choices 

are intricately interwoven with the threads of this critical 

hermeneutic imagination. The values contained herein 

influenced the continuing dialogue with myself, the ways in 

which I view the world, and subsequently the choices I have 

made in the interpretations of other theorists in this 

search for a critical ecofeminist postmodern epistemology. 

The following explication of the ideas of Ludwick Fleck 

and Charles S. Pierce has been framed by this critical 

hermeneutic imagination. My experience with the ideas of 

Fleck and Pierce grew out of five years of course work with 

Professor Kathy G. Short. Through both theory and praxis I 

began to understand the significance of anomaly in the 

creation of new knowledge within the context of a "community 

of learners" (Short, 1986, p. 38). Thus the ideas of both 

Fleck and Pierce have left an indelible impression upon my 

own sense of meta-cognition. I cannot address the 
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development of a critical postmodern methodology without 

explicating the central aspects of their work. 

Ludwick Fleck and Charles S. Pierce: 

Epistemology and Anomaly 

Science is Western in provenance. . . . 

(Callicott, 1994, p. 189) 

Ludwick Fleck (1979) and Charles S. Pierce (Fann, 1970; 

Short, 1985; 1986, pp. 66-67) have contributed to the 

intellectual pathways of my inquiry into the epistemological 

roots of a critical ecofeminist postmodern methodology. 

Both emphasized the importance of anomaly in the creation of 

knowledge. Fleck emphasized the social creation of 

knowledge within and between thought collectives, while 

Pierce emphasized the individual's role in the creation of 

knowledge through the cognitively based notion of abduction. 

Their work, while still within the scientific paradigm of 

modernism, must be acknowledged as providing a prescient 

view of Thomas Kuhn's (1962) formative work on paradigm 

shifts. 

I also acknowledge their contributions to my formative 

understandings of the nature of inquiry and paradigm shifts. 
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I had a very limited intellectual base in the area of the 

curriculum theory prior to encountering the ideas of Pierce 

and Fleck through the work of Kathy G. Short (1986) on 

curriculum as a process as inquiry. The following sections 

represent my interpretation of their contributions to the 

social construction of knowledge and the nature of paradigm 

shifts. 

Ludwick Fleck 

Fleck, writing in Germany in the 1930s, is best 

understood as a product of modernism. His contribution to 

epistemology is significant when his work is interpreted 

within this historical context. In his opus. Genesis and 

Development of a Scientific Fact (1979), originally 

published in German in 1935, Fleck utilizes the history of 

syphilis as a heuristic device to demonstrate his theory of 

the social creation of knowledge. 

In this discussion of Fleck's work I will focus upon 

those areas that have proven most pertinent to my interest 

in theory building: comparative epistemology, thought 

collectives, and anomalies. 
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While Fleck specifically addressed the genesis of a 

scientific fact he also touched upon issues relating to 

culture theory with his concept of comparative epistemology. 

For Fleck, when investigating the origins of any "fact" one 

must take into consideration the historical and contingent 

"development and confluences of several lines of collective 

thought" (p. 22): 

In comparative epistemology, cognition must not be 

construed as only a dual relationship between the 

knowing subject and the object to be known. The 

existing fund of knowledge must be a third partner in 

this relation as a basic factor of all new knowledge. 

Such historical and stylized relations within 
knowledge show that an interaction exists between that 
which is known and the act of cognition. What is 
already known influences the particular method of 
cognition; and cognition, in turn, enlarges, renews, 

and gives fresh meaning to what is already known, (p. 

38) 

Thus the "lines of collective thought" (p. 22), 

themselves cultural constructs, are supported and come 

together in the "thought collective" (p. 39). 

[Fleck defines a thought collective] as a community of 

persons mutually exchanging ideas or maintaining 

intellectual interactions . . . [which] also provides 

the special "carrier" for the historical development of 
any field of thought as well as for the given stock of 

knowledge and level of culture, (p. 39) 
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According to Fleck (1979), each "thought collective 

develops its own designated thought style which represents 

the tacit, taken for granted understanding of the thought 

collective" (p. 42). Each "well organized thought 

collective harbors a quantity of knowledge far exceeding the 

capacity of any one individual" (p. 42). "Indeed, the very 

word 'cognition' acquires meaning only in connection with a 

thought collective" (p. 43). Knowledge emerges amongst the 

members of the thought collective through the process of 

synthesis as well as analysis. "Because it belongs to a 

community the thought style [italics added] of the 

collective undergoes social reinforcement" (p. 99) . 

However, over time, the knowledge base intrinsic to the 

thought collective may open to scrutiny when individuals or 

the collective as a "community of learners" (Short, 1986, p. 

38) come face to face with anomalies. Tacit understandings 

become questionable as the members of the thought collective 

are confronted by "mere incongruence with . . . habitual 

thought style[s] ..." (Fleck, 1979, p. 48). The rise of 

anomalies within the thought collective leads to new thought 

styles, and, in essence, an intracollective paradigm shift. 
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Paradigm shifts also arise as thought collectives come 

into dialogue with each other. "Individuals belong to 

several thought collectives at once" (p. 45). Their 

thought styles are affected not only by anomalies arising 

within a specific thought collective, but also by anomalies 

arising due to "intercollective communication" (p. 108). 

The greater the difference between two thought styles 

[of the two collectives], the more inhibited will be 
the communication of ideas. Collectives, if real 

communication exists between them, will exhibit shared 

traits independent of the uniqueness of any particular 

collective, (p. 108) 

This "intercollective communication" (p. 108) leads to the 

discoveries of anomalies, and hence paradigm shifts occur 

within, and amongst, diverse thought collectives. 

It is here, with the role of anomaly, that "discovery 

is inextricably interwoven with what is known as error. To 

recognize a certain relation, many another relation must be 

misunderstood, denied, or overlooked" (p. 30). These new 

relations, these new understandings, may create cognitive 

dissonance within the thought collectives; over time they 

may be rejected or incorporated into the epistemological 

paradigm of the thought collectives. This notion of 

anomaly, of challenge to existing epistemological paradigms, 



provides the basis for the further understanding of paradigm 

shifts. For Fleck these paradigm shifts, or new discoveries 

must be made from "the social point of view [italics added] 

. . . ; that is the discovery must be regarded as a social 

event [italics added]" (p. 76). Thus for Fleck the genesis 

of a scientific fact (knowledge) is always the product of 

the thought collective(s), not of the individual sans the 

thought collective. It is this very social construction of 

the scientific fact, and the subsequent rise of anomalies, 

that provides the strong ties between Fleck's thought 

collective and the paradigm shift. This exemplifies the 

connection between Fleck's work and Thomas Kuhn's later 

formative work on the structure of scientific revolutions 

and paradigm shifts. 

Charles S. Pierce's work on the process of critical 

thinking, and specifically the role of anomaly, serves both 

as a germane corollary to the work of Fleck and as a 

prescient view of Kuhn's (1962) work on paradigm shifts. 

While Fleck addresses the role of anomaly in terms of the 

thought collective, Pierce addresses the role of anomaly in 

relation to the critical thinking process of the individual. 
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Charles S. Pierce 

Reasoning towards a hypothesis is a different 
kind than reasoning from a hypothesis 
[italics added]. 

{Fann, 1970, p. 5) 

Pragmatist philosopher and semiotician Charles S. 

Pierce has made a very significant contribution to the 

theoretical constructs underpinning the critical thinking 

process. "Pierce saw critical thinking as the method 

through which knowledge develops and inquiry takes place" 

(Short, 1985, p. 3). Pierce's pioneering work in the area 

of critical thinking arises directly from his understanding 

of anomaly and his articulation and inclusion of the proces? 

of abduction. "Pierce pointed out the necessity of 

abduction to the process of inquiry in that it . . . [was] 

the only component of critical thinking which [could] 

contribute a new concept" (Fann, 1970, p. 5). This is 

demonstrated through his cognitively based tripartite 

process of critical thinking which begins with the 

acknowledgement of an anomaly. With anomaly as the 

formative element, Pierce identified three aspects of his 

critical thinking process: abduction, deduction and 

induction. 
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Pierce's concept of abduction, as derived from the 

appearance of an anomaly, serves as the distinctive mark of 

his theory. He defines abduction as "reasoning towards a 

hypothesis [and as such it is] ... a different kind of 

[reasoning] than reasoning from a hypothesis" (Fann, 1970, 

p. 5) . Abduction, in response to the anomaly, generates 

ideas in the form of an "explanatory hypothesis" (Fann, 

1970, p. 10). In this sense, Pierce's response to anomaly 

is quite different than Fleck's, it is looser, less of a 

tightly defined fit, closer to the soon to be discussed 

Einsteinian notion of an "emancipatory leap" or Gregory 

Bateson's concept of the difference that makes a difference 

(K. Short, personnel communication, March 11, 1996). In 

Pierce's case this anomaly, this difference leads, through 

a b d u c t i o n ,  t o  a n  " e x p l a n a t o r y  h y p o t h e s i s "  ( F a n n .  1 9 7 0 ,  p .  

10), which represents the formation of a new concept, a new 

idea. 

The process of abduction is followed by deduction. 

Deduction explicates the hypothesis, interrogating the 

diverse possibilities for testing it. 
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Ideas are tested through induction, the third part of 

Pierce's critical thinking process. 

Critical Reflections 

In the process of reflecting upon my work in creating a 

critical ecofeminist postmodern methodology I began to 

question some of the central tenets set forth by Fleck and 

Pierce. One of Fleck's strengths is his emphasis on the 

role of comparative epistemology. However, as a 

representative of the scientific mindset of modernism, he 

sets forth ideas that appear to contradict the significance 

of this concept. Fleck (1979) emphasizes that "the 

individual life of the human spirit contains incongruent 

elements, such as tenets of faith and superstition which, 

stemming from various individual complexes, muddy the purity 

of any theory or system" (p. 44). These concepts cannot be 

measured in the scientific realm. Statements such as this 

indicate that Fleck did not fully understand the concept of 

culture or the multiple ways of knowing the world that 

engender the human spirit and contribute to the creation of 

knowledge. 
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Fleck further demonstrates shortcomings in the area of 

culture theory with statements such as the following: "The 

fruitfulness of the thought collective theory is revealed 

especially in the facility with which it enables us to 

compare primitive, archaic, naive and psychotic types of 

thinking ..." (p. 51). The notions of "primitive, 

archaic, naive, and psychotic types of thinking" (p. 51) are 

all social constructs. In addition, primitive and archaic, 

as markers of the modernistic paradigm, imply that there 

exists an hierarchical order in the creation and valuing of 

knowledge. 

Fleck's overwhelming emphasis on the role of the 

thought collective in the creation of new knowledge has its 

limits. His emphasis on the power and constraints of the 

thought collective diminishes the relevance of individual 

creativity; missing are those inexplicable serendipitous 

moments that can be traced neither to anomalies nor measured 

by science. 

While I acknowledge the significance of Pierce's work, 

I must inquire, at this point, is the process of abduction 

(precipitated by anomaly), the only way in which homo sapien 
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sapiens is capable of creating new knowledge? Will his 

theory test out cross culturally? In what ways 

does this search for the creation of new knowledge diminish 

the place based indigenous communities of both past and 

present? For these communities new knowledge is often seen 

as a contravention of centuries old, site based traditions 

thoroughly rooted in the interdependence of humanity and 

nature (Berry, 1987, 1988, 1990; Norberg-Hodge, 1991; Shiva, 

1989, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994a, 1994b). Unfortunately, in 

the real world of colonialism, neo-colonialism and 

transnational corporations this new knowledge has often been 

exemplified by the destruction of traditional cultures and 

their sustainable lifeways (Alvares, 1995; Bodley, 1982; 

Diamond, 1994; Durning, 1992b; Mies & Shiva, 1993a, b; 

Shiva, 1989, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994a, 1994b). 

These questions reflect my own position as a woman 

living in the Sonoran bioregion in the midst of the 

postmodern paradigm shift. I do not mean to devalue the 

work of either Fleck or Pierce. Rather, by interrogating 

their ideas through a critical postmodern hermeneutics, I 

aim to situate their work both within a broad historical 



and within the narrative of my own intellectual pathway. I 

addition, the critical exposition of their work serves as a 

heuristic device and as a transition pathway to the next 

section of this chapter. 

While Fleck and Pierce are fully within the boundaries 

of modernism, the work of Joe Kincheloe (1992, 1993) on 

post-formal thinking weaves a transition between such 

modernistic theorists and theorists who are creating new 

patterns in the postmodern vein. Kincheloe's post-formal 

thinking is another thread which supports what Albert 

Einstein teinned, "an emancipatory leap" (Kincheloe et al., 

1992) . 

Joe Kincheloe: Post-formal Cognition 

Einstein . . . recognized common threads weaving his 

lifestyles, his values, and the laws of nature into a 

unique fabric. This sophisticated intelligence has 
something to do with the ability to see what no one 

else has seen before and to see possibility where 

others see only despair. 
(Kincheloe et al., 1992, p. 9) 

In The Stioma of Genius (Kincheloe et al., 1992) 

Einstein's life, passion for social justice, and 

intellectual and cognitive processes serve as a metaphor fo 



the intellectual critique of modernism and the emerging 

postmodern turn, as well as a heuristic device for the 

development of what Kincheloe has termed post-formal 

thinking. Kincheloe's post-formal thinking represents a 

theory of cognition congruent with the tentative nature of 

knowledge exemplified by the postmodern turn. Post-formal 

thinking embraces the totality of what it means to be human 

by envisioning diverse ways of knowing beyond the 

rationalism of modernism, such as intuition, feelings and 

sensations. 

For Kincheloe, post-formal thinking serves as "a 

starting point, a hesitant first step in thinking about 

thinking which transcends Piagetian formalism" (Kincheloe et 

al. , 1992, p. 78) . I have some reservations regarding the 

origins of Kincheloe's post-formal thinking. It appears 

that he is working at counter purposes as he works to build 

a post-formal cognitive theory upon a hierarchical Piagetian 

base (O'Loughlin, 1994). However, as postmodern theory 

building is itself in flux, I feel comfortable setting aside 

these reservations in order to interrogate those areas of 



post-formal thinking that are relevant to my work in 

creating a critical ecofeminist postmodern methodology. 

The concept of post-formal thinking has served as a 

heuristic device by which I have come to understand and 

articulate the meta-cognitive processes involved in 

postmodern theory building. The central framework of this 

post-formal thinking process is articulated by Einstein's 

"emancipatory leap" (Kincheloe et al., 1992, p. 9): 

If education is to be of any value at all, Einstein 
maintained, it must be encouraged to challenge accepted 

meanings. Students must have the freedom to challenge 

orthodoxy in every academic area. . . . Through these 
challenges we gain the grounding from which we can ask 

new questions--and through new questions we gain new 
insight. This insight leads to breakthroughs, the 
origins of which come from seeing relationships between 
concepts that had never been seen before. This 

questioning, challenging ... is important on many 
levels, one of the most important of which is that 
great syntheses are made in individual minds--
individual minds liberated from the bonds of orthodoxy, 
(p. 9) 

"Indeed, success to the postmodern student is never a 

place to rest--the challenge is in the risk, in 

transcending" (Kincheloe et al., 1992, p. 5). This 

challenge, this sense of transcendence or the emancipatory 

leap, provides the framework through which are woven other 

integral concepts of Kincheloe's post-formal thinking. One 
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of the most critical aspects of this process is "meta-

awareness" (p. 65). Meta-awareness arises from the 

understanding that "a major portion of cognitive activity-

has little to do with direct sensation" (p. 68). Rather, 

"intuition precedes cognition by recognizing the existence 

of problems or asymmetries," (p. 68) creating a sense of 

cognitive dissonance. Thus cognitive dissonance, operating 

within the intuitive realm, provided the stimulation for the 

development of many of Einstein's scientific concepts. 

"These intuitive feelings and sensations involve not as much 

as an ability . . . but an awareness of significance or 

potential significance" (p. 68). 

Meta-awareness, which includes the exploration of the 

"uncertain play of the imagination" (p. 79), brings us into 

a liminal realm (Turner, 1979) wherein modernism is 

challenged directly through parody, through play, and 

through the transgression of boundaries. In the process we 

come to explore the tacit assumptions and deep structures of 

modernism. This leads to forms of problem posing that 

facilitate further boundary crossings. New patterns become 

visible; the strange becomes familiar and the familiar 
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becomes strange as we come to see new connections previously 

hidden by the tacit assumptions and deep structures of 

modernism. 

Integral to meta-awareness is bimodal thinking. 

Bimodal thinking represents the interweaving of "logic and 

emotion" that aids us in stretching beyond "the boundaries 

of consciousness" (Kincheloe et al., 1992, p. 82). Facts 

"become visible as parts of larger processes" (p. 83) that 

aid in the deconstruction of the tacit assumptions of 

modernism. 

Ultimately, meta-awareness "allows us to reveal the 

conditioning process that serves to discourage" (p. 65) 

critical thinking, and aids us in transcending this process, 

thus "exposing the hive of confoirmity" (p. 67) as we "break 

into this post-formal dimension" (p. 65). 

This challenge, this emancipatory leap, interwoven with 

the concept of meta-awareness, leads to Kincheloe's concept 

of critical constructivism. Critical constructivism implies 

"a critical consciousness, an ability to step back from the 

world" and to understand that the "whole phenomenon is 

greater than the sum of its parts" (p. 76). Implicit in 
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this critical consciousness is the struggle to escape the 

"bonds of orthodoxy," to step back and view the world from a 

critical, holistic, and synergistic stance. 

Kincheloe's articulation of the post-formal thinking 

process is another valuable contribution to the growing 

fabric of work on critical postmodern epistemology. 

A critical postmodern epistemology not only exposes the 
shadow values, assumption, and forms of prevailing 
notions of . . . knowledge, it also produces new 

concepts of knowledge. New meanings, new ways of 
knowing emerge from the breakdown of traditional 
assumptions. (p. 103) 

Kincheloe's post-formal thinking process serves, at 

this point in the paradigm shift, as the cognitive dimensic:-

of what he has termed critical constructivism, and what I 

have termed a critical postmodern hermeneutics. While I 

hold some reservations regarding the post-Piagetian origins 

of Kincheloe's theory, I do consider the post-formal 

thinking process a meaningful heuristic in weaving a 

critical ecofeminist postmodern methodology. 

Another thread in the weaving of a critical 

ecofeminist postmodern methodology is derived from the work 

of philosopher Richard Rorty (1979) on edifying philosophy. 
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Richard Rorty: Edifying Philosophy 

For edifying discourse is supposed to be abnormal, 
to take us out of our old selves by the power of 
strangeness, to aid us in becoming new things. 

(Rorty, 1979, pp. 365-66) 

I was drawn to Rorty's (1979) work on edifying 

philosophy by the serendipitous connection between the title 

of his work and my inquiry into critical ecofeminist 

postmodern methodology. This serendipitous connection has 

proven fruitful. Rorty's explication of edifying philosophy 

weaves together hermeneutics, paradigm shifts and 

postmodernism, all concepts integral to my inquiry: 

The attempt to edify (ourselves or others) may consist 
in the hermeneutic activity of making connections 
between our own culture ... or historical period, or 

between our discipline or another discipline which 
seems to pursue incommensurable aims in an 
incommensurable vocabulary. . . . (p. 3 60) 

Edifying discourse itself serves as an exemplar of the 

ongoing postmodern paradigm shift. 

[It provides an open space] for the sense of wonder 
which poets sometimes cause--wonder that there is 
something new under the sun, something which is not an 

accurate representation of what was already there, 

something which (at least for the moment) cannot be 

explained and barely described, (p. 370) 

Edifying philosophy serves to clarify the new discourse 

that arises in the midst of the postmodern paradigm shift by 
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"finding new, better, more interesting, more fruitful ways 

of speaking" (p. 360). Employing the hermeneutic tradition, 

edifying philosophy opens new linguistic pathways in the 

explication of the ongoing postmodern shift: "The cultural 

role of the edifying philosopher is to help us to avoid the 

self deception which comes from believing that we know 

ourselves by knowing a set of objective facts" (p. 373). 

Demystifying and/or demythologizing these facts is an 

integral aspect of edifying philosophy. In the midst of a 

postmodern paradigm shift, edifying philosophy reminds us of 

the tentative nature of truth and the necessity of open 

inquiry. Rorty explains this as follows: 

The point of edifying philosophy is to keep the 

conversation going rather than to find objective 

truths. Such truth ... is the normal result of 

normal discourse. Edifying philosophy is not only 
abnormal but reactive, having sense only as a protest 

against attempts to close off conversation by proposal 

for universal commensuration through the 

hypostatization of some privileged set of descriptions. 

The danger which edifying discourse tries to avert is 

that some given vocabulary, in which people might come 

to think of themselves, will deceive them into thinking 
that . . . all discourse could be, or should be normal 

discourse. The resulting freezing over of culture 
would be, in the eyes of edifying philosophers, the 

dehumanization of human beings, (p. 377) 
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Culture is not static; it is in a constant state of 

transformation. Rorty's edifying philosophy testifies to 

the complexities of culture and the demystification of 

cultural truths. It supports the theoretical work of others 

through the application of critical hermeneutics and the 

opening of new linguistic pathways that lead to the 

explication of the current postmodern paradigm shift. One 

such theoretician working in the postmodern vein is Gregory 

Bateson (1972) . 

Gregory Bateson: The Ecology of Mind 

The unit of survival is organism plus environment. We 
are learning by bitter experience that the organism 
which destroys its environment destroys itself. 

(G. Bateson, 1972, p. 483) 

In Steps to An Ecology of the Mind (1972) biologist 

Gregory Bateson sets forth what I will term an emerging 

postmodern theory of epistemology. Bateson's work as a 

biologist and his deep philosophical perspective has led him 

to propose "'the ecology of mind,'" or the "'ecology of 

ideas'" (p. xv). This ecology of mind is "a new way of 

thinking about ideas and about those aggregates of ideas 

which (he) . . . call(s) 'minds'"(p. xv). Bateson's theory 
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of the ecology of mind falls within the postmodern paradigm 

shift in that he understands that human epistemology has an 

integral and interdependent connection to the global 

ecosystem. Bateson situates mind "as immanent in the larger 

biological system--the ecosystem" (p. 460). He qualifies 

this further to say that if he draws the boundaries from a 

slightly different level, "then mind is immanent in the 

total evolutionary structure" (p. 460). This, however, does 

not devalue the significance of the individual mind. 

The individual mind is immanent but not only in the 

body. It is immanent also in pathways and messages 

outside the body,- and there is a larger Mind of which 

the individual mind is only a system. The larger Mind 

. . . is still immanent in the total interplanetary 
social system and planetary ecology, (p. 461) 

As this notion of immanence "expands mind outward. ... A 

certain humility becomes appropriate, tempered by the 

dignity or joy of being part of something much bigger ..." 

(p. 461). 

This "identity between the unit of mind and the unit of 

evolutionary survival is of very great importance, not only 

theoretical, but also ethical" (p. 460). Implicit in the 

notion of its ethical importance is the understanding that 

humans can no longer view themselves as separate from 
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nature; the survival of humanity is contingent upon this 

understanding. Thus the "most important task today is, 

perhaps to learn to think in this new way" (p. 462). In 

addition to setting forth the theoretical basis for this 

shift in our thinking, Bateson also provides the following 

conceptual tools to aid in understanding and utilizing his 

theory: territory, map, difference that makes a difference, 

and patterns which connect. 

According to Bateson, the (cognitive) map is always 

different than the territory. "The territory never gets in 

at all" (p. 454). The territory is the "natural" world. 

The map is our culturally determined representation of the 

world. In making a paradigm shift in theory building there 

must be a shift in the "ecology of mind" that allows for a 

change in our map as well as a re-visualization of the 

territory. This comes about through what Bateson calls the 

difference that makes a difference (p. 453). 

The difference that makes a difference is simply a 

difference, it is not necessarily equivalent to an anomaly. 

A Navajo weaver creates a difference that makes a difference 

whenever she changes the color or the pattern of a Navajo 



rug; she follows the pathway towards a new creation. Thus 

the difference that makes a differences creates or allows 

for the creation of new ideas, new knowledge. When one 

asks, "What's in the territory that gets onto the map? . . . 

What  g e t s  o n t o  t h e  map ,  i n  fac t ,  i s  d i f f e r e n c e  . . . "  (p. 

451) . This difference itself may represent difference 

between differences. For Bateson, "the word 'idea', in its 

most elementary sense is synonymous with difference" (p. 

453) . 

The difference that makes the difference is one 

essential concept in theory building. The difference 

denoted by this concept may, in my mind, be an anomaly, a 

serendipitous occurrence, or a pattern which connects. 

In Mind and Nature (1979) Bateson continues his 

synergism of biological inquiry and epistemology with the 

concept of the pattern which connects. His central thesis 

is th a t  " a  pa t t e r n  w h i c h  c o n n e c t s  i s  a  met a p a t t e r n  . . .  a 

pattern of patterns ..." (p. 11). It can be 

conceptualized primarily as "a dance of interacting pares 
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. . . secondarily pegged down by various sorts of social 

limits . . (p 14). These metapatterns arise as patterns 

which connect in social and/or ecological contexts 

across time. 

While Bateson speaks through biological terms of the 

hierarchical (and thus linear) nature of the development of 

an ecology of the mind, these patterns which connect are not 

necessarily linear. Feminist theorists, such as cultural 

anthropologist Mary Catherine Bateson (1994) , explore this 

dimension of epistemology through an emerging ecofeminist 

postmodernism. 

Mary Catherine Bateson: Peripheral Visions 

But there is always more in any episode, 

much of it at the edge of awareness, most of 

it in flux, the relationships within any cultural 

tradition between old and new barely visible. 

(M. C. Bateson, 1994, p. 8) 

In Peripheral Visions (1994) cultural anthropologist 

Mary Catherine Bateson embellishes and adds what I would 

term an ecofeminist postmodern perspective to the conceptual 

work of her father, Gregory Bateson. This book, drawn from 

her rich and diverse repertoire of anthropological field 
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work, "is a book of stories and reflections strung together 

to suggest a style of learning from experience" {p. 11). 

Bateson develops this theory of learning with an unabashed 

critique of reductionism; "Openness to peripheral vision 

depends on rejecting . . . reductionism and rejecting with 

it the belief that questions of meaning have unitary 

answers" (p. 11). Included throughout her theoretical 

musings are concepts drawn from her father's work: 

territory, map, difference that makes a difference, context, 

and patterns which connect, as well as her own emphasis on 

narrative, ambiguity, novelty, metaphor and spiral learning. 

However, her interpretation and development of these ideas 

represents a more explicit ecofeminist postmodern 

theorizing. 

Narrative is central to Bateson's theory and to her 

text. It is through narrative that we come to new 

understandings, new interpretations of what it means to be 

human, of the whys and wherefores of our place on this 

globe. Through narrative we gain new insights, i.e., 

"that depth of understanding that comes by setting 

experiences, yours and mine, familiar and exotic, new and 
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old, side by side, learning by letting them speak to one 

another" (p. 14). Through narrative Bateson further 

explicates her father's theory of the patterns which 

connect. Wherever a story comes from, whether it is a 

familiar myth or a private memory, the retelling exemplifies 

the making of a connection from one pattern to another: 

[It becomes] a potential translation in which narrative 
becomes parable and the once upon a time come to stand 
for some renascent truth. . . . Our species thinks in 
metaphors and learns through stories. Many tales have 

more than one meaning. It is important not to reduce 
understanding to some narrow focus. . . . (p. 11) 

Narrative, even while situated in context, is at times 

fraught with ambiguity. Ambiguity itself is the "warp of 

life, not something to be eliminated" (p. 9). Thus, our 

narratives, as befits our humanity, do not fit neatly into 

prescribed categories. Rather, at times, 

. . . A narrative which seems to fit into one 

category metamorphises into another. These are all ways 

of learning, by encountering and comparing more than 
one version of experience, then the realities of self 
and world are relative, dependent on context and point 
of view. Because we live in a world of change and 
diversity, we are privileged to enter, if only 

peri p h e r a l l y ,  i n t o  a  div e r s i t y  o f  v i s i o n s .  . . .  (p. 
14) 
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These peripheral visions contribute to the creation of 

knowledge and the process of theory building within the 

ongoing postmodern paradigm shift. 

This process of postmodern theory building is sometimes 

an illusive experience; at times apparent only through 

peripheral vision. Its illusive nature may be attributed to 

what Bateson categorizes as modern life "organized to avoid 

the awareness of the fine threads of novelty connected to 

learning" (p. 9). Our minds, constructs of the culture of 

modernism, often do not "see" or "experience" the ongoing 

paradigm shift. We may be metaphorically blinded by 

modernism until we come to apprehend, through peripheral 

vision, the new reality coming into being around us. 

Peripheral vision comes alive as we become aware of a 

strangeness or difference that does not conform to our 

previous patterns of experience. This strangeness or 

difference fosters awareness as we come to utilize "a 

disciplined use of discomfort and surprise" (p. 27). 

There is a spiritual dimension to peripheral vision, 

i.e., "a humility in waiting upon the emergence of pattern 
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from experience" (p. 10). Such a spiritual dimension 

counters the hubris of modernism. 

In Peripheral Visions (1994) Bateson draws upon biology 

and culture theory to develop what I consider a postmodern 

ecofeminist theory of learning: spiral learning. 

Bateson explicates her spiral learning through the 

narrative of her eclectic experience as a cultural 

anthropologist and author. The metaphors she uses, spiral 

learning, spinning and weaving are metaphors pervasive in 

ecofeminist literature. 

Bateson explains her own process of spiral learning: 

Much of my writing consists of ta)cing ideas that are 

coiled within one another. Before spinning and weaving 
wool must be carded, and in the same way, thoughts must 

be open into sequential prose. It would not do to lay 
them out too precisely . . . [as] most learning is not 
linear, (pp. 29-30) 

Spiral learning is also recursive. "Lessons too 

complex to grasp in a single occurrence spiral past again 

and again, small examples gradually revealing greater and 

greater implications" (p. 30). Complexity and ambiguity, 

though initially discarded, may be "taken in with peripheral 

vision for possible . . . later clarification" (p. 31). 

Often, what appears to be mere repetition is "a return co 
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the next level of a spiral . . . (p. 29). The deeply held 

tacit knowledge, the metaphoric constructs of our world, may 

undergo deconstruction as we face provocative new questions 

that  a r i s e  i n  t h e  p r o c e s s  o f  sp i r a l  l e a r n i n g .  T h i s ,  " . . .  

metaphorical approach to the world is endlessly fertile and 

involves constant learning" (p. 135). 

Bateson continues this metaphorical approach as she 

artfully weaves her understandings of biology, cultural 

anthropology and spiral learning into an ecofeminist 

explication of the Gaia hypothesis. 

As a cultural anthropologist who has espoused a 

culturally based theory of learning, Bateson clearly 

articulates the relationship of the learning process to the 

global ecological crisis. For Bateson, as "learning is the 

most basic of human adaptive processes, we can hope that it 

will lead toward a relationship with the rest of the 

biosphere that is both satisfying and sustainable" (p. 10). 

The Gaia hypothesis, named after Gaia, the Greek 

goddess of the earth (Lovelock, 1979, p. vi), serves as the 

metaphor that bridges the "high technical specificity [of 

the modernist paradigm] to all the experiences that go with 
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direct contact to a living being" (M. C. Bateson, 1994, p. 

134). This metaphor, "a complex statement with multiple 

levels of meaning . . (p. 134), provides a conceptual 

framework by which we can understand our relationship with 

the living earth. 

More flexible boundaries of the self open up attention 
to the environment that may ultimately be essential to 

survival, for it is not the individual organism that 

survives but the organism in the environment that 
gives it life. (M. C. Bateson, 1994, p. 74) 

The earth, as a living entity, "is characterized by the 

capacity for self-correction that characterizes living 

organisms, the maintenance of continuity by corrective 

vari a t i o n  . . . "  (p. 13 4 ) .  

[Humans, as well as all life on earth,] are totally 

contained in and sustained by a single living system in 

which all parts are interconnected and everything we do 

resonates with the whole. . . . The Gaia hypothesis 

becomes, at every level of its metaphorical evocation, 
a reminder that the world we live in is a biological, 

or if you like a biologized world, a sacred process in 
which we share, a community to participate in, not an 
object to be used. (p. 138) 

At the same time, the Gaia hypothesis provides an 

"anthropomorphic dimension . . . and proposes empathy as a 

way of knowing and caring . . . [as it] evokes the powerful 

ancient metaphor of Mother Earth" (p. 136). It must also be 
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understood that this powerful metaphor, while representative 

of the life giving properties of the feminine, represents a 

living entity; and, as a living entity Mother Earth can also 

face death. 

The mortality of Mother Earth and all the 

interdependent living systems upon her has been the driving 

force of this inquiry; a work based upon a broad ecofeminist 

perspective. Mary Catherine Bateson's (1994) concepts of 

peripheral vision, spiral learning and her incorporation of 

the Gaia hypothesis all contribute to this ecofeminist 

perspective. However, her work, along with that of other 

theorists found in this chapter, gain relevance only in 

relation to the praxis involved in building a critical 

ecofeminist postmodern epistemology. In the following 

section I will continue this dialogue with myself and share 

the diverse interweaving of theory and praxis. 

Whither This Dialogue With Myself? 

The description of the work undertaken during this 

inquiry does not do justice to the passionate reality of the 

cognitive process involved. My journal is more than a 
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Static record; it constitutes the record of my spiral 

learning, the constant recursive nature of my inquiry. 

Journal keeping amplified the meaning of the content as I 

internalized and utilized many of the concepts noted in the 

major portion of this chapter: anomaly, connections, 

territory, map, difference which makes a difference, and 

peripheral vision. 

With each new addition to my journal, with each new 

reflection, the territory upon which my cognitive map was 

conceived underwent further change. At times new anomalies 

arose, such as the critique of Fleck's (1979) reliance on 

thought collectives and anomalies as the only source of new 

knowledge. Other times new connection were made. The 

realization that this chapter represents the narrative of my 

intellectual history is one such connection. Thus, in 

Batesonian (1972) terms, I began to view the territory in 

such a way as to see patterns which connect, to note 

differences that make a difference, and soon began to change 

the nature of my cognitive map. 

One example of peripheral vision came with the 

realization of the significance of Kincheloe's (1992, 1993) 
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post-formal cognition as another emergent force in the 

direction of a critical ecofeminist postmodern epistemology. 

Upon re-reading my notes I realized that Kincheloe's concept 

of bi-modal thinking, i.e., the incorporation of logic and 

emotion, is another pathway towards a critical ecofeminist 

postmodern epistemology. Kincheloe takes the emancipatory 

leap, from the modernist paradigm which sets aside emotion 

in favor of pure rationalism, to a postmodern paradigm which 

incorporates the most liberatory aspects of modernism within 

a postmodern perspective. 

I found Gregory Bateson's (1972) concept of the 

difference that makes a difference to be a very powerful 

conceptual tool as it too provides a pathway into a 

postmodern epistemology. It allowed me to acknowledge that 

differences may reflect neither anomalies nor connections. 

I began to perceive difference, i.e., diversity, as it is 

seen in biological tenns, an essential aspect of the 

relationship of all biological species, of all life on 

earth. 

The significance of cultural diversity, one of the very 

markers of our humanity, is articulated through the concept 



of the difference that makes a difference. "The difference 

that makes the differences also serves as a conceptual tool 

that aids us to bridge the modernist separation of human 

from nature" (G. Bateson, 1979, p. 235). By bridging this 

modernist construct we will, perhaps, be able to understand 

the essential interdependence of all life on earth. It is 

this understanding, and the actions that derive from such an 

understanding, that will hopefully provide a future for 

generations yet to come. However, this understanding, this 

transition from the world of modernism to a postmodern world 

will take much care, nurturing and education. 

Thinking Passionately About Mother Earth 

To learn to think you must have 
a teacher who can think. 

(Engel, 1972, p. 14) 

The major task undertaken in this dissertation has been 

to answer the question: [Vhat is the purpose of education in 

a world experiencing a global ecological crisis? A partial 

answer to this question can be found in the growing core of 

literature in the area of ecological literacy. Educators 

working in this area are already on the pathway to an 
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ecological postmodern paradigm. They have been my 

intellectual mentors as I have woven my way along this 

pathway towards a critical ecofeminist postmodern 

epistemology. Many of their new ways of thinking have been 

explored in this chapter, especially in reference to the 

work of Gregory Bateson (1972, 1979) and Mary Catherine 

Bateson (1994) . 

Their ideas will also be evident in the next chapter as 

I explore in depth the concepts essential to a deep cultural 

understanding of the global ecological crisis. 
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CHAPTER 3 

WEAVING A TAPESTRY IN GREEN 

Inch by inch, Row by row 
Someone bless these seed I sow 
Someone warm them from below 
'Til the rain comes tumblin' down. 

(Mallett, 1975, p. 10) 

Our voices echoed across the central patio of the 

school as we circled the verdant garden. Over 200 

children, teachers, and Tucson's own Mayor Murphy were 

holding hands and singing, over and over again, the words to 

the "Garden Song" (Mallett, 1975, p. 10). This was the 

harvest celebration of the first Meals for Millions'' school 

garden in Tucson, Arizona. Personally, it signified the 

culmination of a vision I had worked hard to realize over 

the previous three years. This vision emerged from my 

experiences teaching in inner city schools, my sociological 

imagination, and my ecological consciousness. Upon 

reflection, I realized that the roots of this ecological 

^ Meals for Millions, now known as Growing Connections, sponsored and 

helped to organize numerous organic commimity gardens in the late 1970s 
and early 1980s. The organization was staffed by trained 

horticulturists who coupled their interests in organic gardening with 

the amelioration of hunger. Our successful school garden program became 
the prototype for other school gardens. 
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consciousness might be traced back 15 years to my first 

teaching position. 

I began my teaching career as a fourth grade teacher in 

a small seaside community in Southern California. The 

school, bounded by a plethora of tract homes and freeways, 

had been built over an abandoned landfill. As the children 

ran and played on the playground, materials from the 

landfill migrated to the surface--a precarious condition for 

the entire neighborhood. In addition, the school was 

situated downwind from numerous oil wells; their stench 

inundated the school yard every morning. I found this a 

disconcerting situation. 

However, as a naive young teacher, I was informed that 

my concern regarding the health and safety of my students 

was not to be discussed. I left the teaching profession at 

the end of the school year. 

Fifteen years later, in Tucson, Arizona, I rejoined 

the teaching profession. As a teacher in an inner city 

school I found myself amidst abundant and heart breaking 

poverty. I began to envision changes in that daily reality. 

The school playground was immense; only one third of it was 
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used by the children. However, the sparse bermuda grass 

covering this playground was watered on a regular basis. I 

found this somewhat senseless as, at that point in time, 

Tucson's only source of water was a rapidly diminishing 

underground aquifer. Thus, where the school district 

watered bermuda grass, I envisioned fields of corn and a 

native seed garden--a school garden--community gardens--all 

to aid in ameliorating the hunger and poverty I witnessed on 

a daily basis. However, neither the time nor the place was 

right for my vision. 

Two years later my vision became embedded in reality. 

I transferred to another inner city school in- a south 

Tucson neighborhood. I was fortunate. My principal was 

open to visionaries, concerned about poverty, and serious 

issues of environmental pollution that plagued his 

predominantly Latino neighborhood. Today we call this 

"environmental racism" (Bullard, 1990, pp. 97-112; 1993, pp. 

25-35). 

With the aid of the Meals for Millions organization we 

created a school garden in the central courtyard. It was 

immediately visible to all who entered the building. 
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In addition to our school garden, children's families 

and other community members took advantage of Meals for 

Millions' adult workshops on arid lands gardening. Gardens 

flourished in the neighborhood. 

Meals for Millions also developed an integrated 

curriculum based upon arid lands gardening. I added a unit 

on hunger and homelessness for my class. 

The issue of water use became paramount as my students 

experienced arid lands gardening. Through the garden they 

came to gain an understanding of the significance of life in 

the desert, the need to carefully plan for water use, and 

the social injustice inherent in issues such as hunger and 

homelessness. 

What had begun as a vision two years earlier had come 

to fruition; with it came the seeds of a formative 

ecological awareness and activism. What had occurred 

at my school and in my classroom seemed to be nothing more 

than an extension of my social consciousness, intejrwoven 

with a growing ecological awareness or what David Orr (1994) 

terms ecological literacy. 
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In the following sections of this chapter I will 

present the ideas of the seminal theorists in the area of 

ecological literacy. A clear understanding of their work is 

an integral part of this inc[uiry into my dissertation 

research question: What is the purpose of education in a 

world experiencing a global ecological crisis? The emerging 

answers to this are to be found in the works of David Orr 

(1992, 1994), C. A. Bowers (1984, 1987, 1988, 1993a, 1993b, 

1994), Aldo Leopold (1949), Joseph Wood Krutch (1949, 1951, 

1954) and Wendell Berry (1981a, 1981b, 1987, 1990, 1992). 

These fathers of ecological literacy, while writing from 

diverse backgrounds and geographical regions, come to many 

of the same conclusions regarding the issue of education and 

the global ecological crisis. At the end of this chapter I 

will weave together the diverse themes and illuminate the 

missing threads common to their work. In the process I will 

demonstrate the significant role of ecological literacy in 

the development of an emerging critical ecofeminist 

postmodern epistemology. 
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David Orr: Ecological Literacy 

What is education for? 

{Orr, 1994, p. 7) 

David Orr is "one of the most important postmodern 

philosophers of education" (Prakash, 1995, p. 15) . One of 

the reasons being that Orr's popular and seminal work in the 

area of ecological literacy is embedded in the much deeper 

epistemological question: "What is education for?" (Orr, 

1994, p. 7) . 

This question received a partial answer in the 

introduction to ecological literacy in Chapter 1. I set 

forth my own interpretation of ecological literacy as 

being a critical postmodern ecological extension of 

Paulo Freire's (1985) concept of "concientization" (p. 85). 

That is, ecological literacy broadens the "reading of the 

world" (p. 85) to include both the material and non-material 

aspects of culture, as well as the interdependence of all 

living and non-living entities on Mother Earth. Students 

involved in educational programs based upon ecological 

literacy will matriculate as ecological literates, rather 

than ecological illiterates. 
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However, the question that immediately comes to mind 

is: What aspects of the culture of modernism have 

contributed to the creation and perpetuation of "ecological 

illiteracy" (Orr, 1994, p. 8)? Orr has responded to this 

c[uestion by articulating the following six myths of 

modernism: 

1. The belief that ignorance is a solvable problem. 

"We cannot comprehend the world in its entirety. The 

advance of knowledge always carried with it the advance of 

some form of ignorance" (Orr, 1994, pp. 8-9). One powerful 

example of this is to be found in the work of Dr. Alice 

Stewart (1982) and her colleagues at Oxford University on 

the carcinogenic effects of low level radiation in the form 

of fetal X-rays. In the early 1950s "radiologists 

considered low-level radiation to be in the range of fifty 

to one hundred rems" (p. 94). "The rem (radiation 

equivalent man) is currently considered . . . most 

appropriate for measuring biological damage from radiation" 

(Wasserman et al., 1982, p. 177). Stewart was able to 

demonstrate that "the flicker from one X-ray photograph to a 

fetus could initiate a cancer" (Stewart, 1982, pp. 94-95). 
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In 1958, Stewart, along with her colleagues at Oxford 

University, published the now classic paper on the effects 

of fetal X-rays. "Stewart found that X-rays during the 

first three months of pregnancy increased the risk of cancer 

by ten times. With each X-ray taken, there would be an 

increase in the cancer risk" (p. 96). Stewart's work not 

only gained her international acclaim, it eventually led to 

the cessation of the then common practice of fetal X-rays. 

2. "With enough knowledge and technology, we can . . . 

'manage planet earth' [italics added]" (p. 9). The 

disastrous effects of pesticides, so carefully detailed by 

Rachel Carson (1982) in Silent Spring, exemplify this myth. 

As pesticides move up the food chain, humans themselves 

became vulnerable to its poisonous effects. Infants, both 

in utero, and at their mother's breast became recipients of 

pesticide residues. "While the quantities so received by 

infants would appear small, they are not unimportant because 

children are more susceptible to poisoning than adults" (p. 

23). Although Carson's book became the impetus for numerous 

environmental safety laws, political contingencies have 

strangled these laws. For example, the children of 
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farmworkers continue to be victimized by the toxic chemicals 

found in the air, food, water, and the general working and 

living environments of America's farmlands (Arturo S. 

Rodriguez, President, United Farm Workers of America, AFL-

CIO, personal communication, September 3, 1996). These were 

the same concerns facing farmworkers 3 0 years ago. 

3. "A third myth is that knowledge, and by implicaticn 

himan goodness, is increasing [italics added]" (p. 9) . 

Simultaneously the information explosion is increasing. 

However, this should not be construed as an "increase in 

knowledge and wisdom" (p. 9). Rather, this geometrical 

explosion in information is much more representative of a 

collection of facts, figures, and other data within the 

modernist paradigm. Wisdom is more than a collection of 

facts and figures. It is inextricably interwoven with 

vernacular knowledge, i.e., the knowledge that people have 

of the land and of their interconnections with the land. 

Paralleling the growth of this information age is the 

concomitant loss of vernacular knowledge. "We are becoming 

more ignorant of the things we must know to live well and 

sustainably on the earth" (p. 10). This kind of knowledge, 



Orr points out, is knowledge that "the modern university-

does not consider worthwhile" (p. 11). 

Orr distinguishes between "the kinds of knowledge and 

the kinds of research that we will need to build a 

sustainable society" (p. 11). In doing so "a distinction 

needs to be made between intelligence and cleverness. True 

intelligence is long range and aims toward wholeness. 

Cleverness is mostly short range and tends to break reality 

into bits and pieces ..." (p. 11). The goal of education 

should be to connect intelligence with an understanding of 

the interdependence of all living and non-living entities on 

Earth. Cleverness, "which involves being smart about 

details," (p. 11) will emerge through the process of 

learning found within a holistic, postmodern ecologically 

sustainable paradigm. 

4. "We can adequately restore that which we have 

dismantled" [italics added] (p. 11). Orr, here refers to 

the fragmentation of the modern curriculum into the bits and 

pieces, into many disparate disciplines. This leave us as 

one dimensional human beings, subject to an incomplete 
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fragmented education, often alienated from the experience of 

life itself. 

5. "The purpose of education is to give students the 

means for upward mobility and success . . . [italics added] " 

(p. 11). We have been enmeshed in this modernistic 

trajectory for too long. 

The plain fact is that the planet does not need more 

successful people. But it does desperately need more 
peacemakers, healers, restores, storytellers, and 

lovers of every kind. It needs people who live well 
in their places. It needs people of moral courage 

willing to join the fight to make the world habitable 
and sane. And these qualities have little to do with 
success as our culture has defined it. (pp. 11-12) 

6 .  "Our culture represents the pinnacle of human 

achievement" [italics added] (p. 12). As Orr states, this 

"represents cultural arrogance of the worst sort and a gross 

misreading of history and anthropology" (p. 12). 

We live in a disintegrating culture . . . one that does 
not encourage gentleness, generosity, caring or 

compassion. Increasingly in the late twentieth 

century, the economic-technocratic-statist worldview 

has become a monstrous destroyer of what is loving and 

life-affirming in the human soul. (R. Miller, 1989, p. 
12) 

These six myths, thoroughly embedded within the culture 

of modernism, led Orr to articulate six principles for 



rethinking education which provide essential insights into 

ecological literacy: 

1. "All education is environmental education [italics 

added]" (Orr, 1994, p. 12). The failure to develop 

ecological literacy is both a sin of omission and of 

commission. When we fail to teach the basics about the 

earth or omit ecological perspectives, we give students a 

message that ecology is not integral to their lives. Not 

only that, we give them the message that ecology is not 

connected to history, politics, economics, society and thei 

personal futures on this earth. While we neglect the 

ecological perspective, students are learning through the 

mass media, and television in particular, that earth is 

theirs for the taking. 

2. "The goal of education is not mastery of subject 

matter but mastery of one's person [italics added]" (p. 13) 

Ecological literacy is driven by the sense of wonder, the 

sheer delight in being alive in a beautiful, mysterious, 

bountiful world. For Orr, ecological literacy begins in 

childhood when we still delight in a sense of kinship with 

the living world. Ecological literacy implies the ability 
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to think broadly, to make connections. It is an applied 

subject that takes students outdoors, beyond the confines of 

the classroom. The goal is not just a comprehension of how 

the world works, but in the light of that knowledge, how we 

live our lives (E. Schwartz & D. Schwartz, 1995). 

3. "Knowledge carries with it the responsibility to see 

that it is well used in the world [italics added]" (Orr, 

1994, p. 13). Knowing, caring and practical competence 

constitute the basis of Orr's ecological literacy. 

Ecological literacy is also explicitly political. To see 

things in their wholeness in the modern world is seen as a 

threat. Part of this holistic view is the call for the 

revitalization and broadening of the concept of citizenship 

to include membership in the planet wide community of humans 

and living things. 

4. "We cannot say that we know something until we 

understand the effects of this knowledge on real people and 

their communities [italics added]" (p. 13). For example, in 

Tucson the bottom line economics of politicians and 

developers has desacralized a once idyllic and human scale 

desert community. Development, in the guise of economic 
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gain, has left a city replete with smog and ozone alerts. 

The tripling of the population over the past 20 years has 

brought about the increased paving over of the desert and 

the development of huge Levittown type tracts. The cement 

and stucco associated with this population increase acts 

like a huge heat sink causing our average summer 

temperatures to rise significantly. The ability to turn a 

delicate desert environment into a burgeoning metropolis has 

had disastrous effects on the quality of life in this once 

tranquil valley. 

5. Hypocrisy lines the halls of academia. The gap 

between ideals and reality creates a tremendous amount of 

cognitive dissonance amongst critically aware students. 

Students sit through lectures about ecology and global 

responsibility while the very same institution to which they 

pay tuition sets policies which destroy fragile ecosystems 

(S. D. Schwartz, 1996, pp. 21-22). 

Orr (1994) sets forth an ecological ethic which aims to 

rectify this type of situation. "What is desperately needed 

are (a) faculty and administrators who provide role models 

of integrity, care, and thoughtfulness and (b) institutions 
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capable of embodying ideals wholly and completely in all of 

their operations" (p. 14). 

6. "Process is as important as content [italics added]" 

(Orr, 1994, p. 14). To become ecologically literate one 

must like to read and enjoy the benefits of meaningful 

lectures. However, ecological literacy also requires 

experiencing and observing nature. Education which takes us 

beyond the classroom and out into the natural world will aid 

us in gaining a better understanding of our sense of place. 

Eventually, students will be able to attain a much more 

holistic education through the "merger of their sense of 

place (landscape) and mindscape" (p. 86) . 

Orr provides us with an explicit real life example of 

ecological literacy which exemplifies "a transformative 

pedagogy for a postmodern world" (J. Miller, 1993, p. 53). 

Within his Oberlin college community he has successfully 

woven curricula and pedagogy together in a critical study of 

all that the college community consumes and wastes. His 

students, working across disciplines, measured the 

ecological footprint of Oberlin College in order to 
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determine the ways in which their food was produced, 

transported and distributed. 

Students confronted basic issues in agriculture, social 
ethics, environmental quality, economics, and politics. 
They were also involved in the analysis of existing 
buying patterns while having to develop feasible 
alternatives in cooperation with college officials. 
The results were action--oriented, interdisciplinary, 
and aimed to generate practical results. Oberlin 
responded positively in terms of plans to increase 
local buying. Through video documentaries and articles 
in the campus newspaper, the studies became part of a 

wider campus dialogue. Finally, the willingness of 
[the college] to support local economics [helped] to 

bridge the gap between the [institution] and [its] 

locality in a way no public relations campaign could 
have done. (Orr, 1992, p. 106) 

Orr's work at Oberlin has made him one of the most well 

known proponents of ecological literacy. His praxis is a 

result of his own theory building, as well as that of a 

number of other scholars and educators. In the following 

pages of this chapter I will share the ideas of a number of 

Orr's precursors and contemporaries. In their own manner, 

and in their own bioregional contexts, all of them have 

contributed to the theoretical roots of ecological literacy. 

I will begin with a discussion of the work of the preeminent 

theorist, C. A. Bowers. 
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C. A. Bowers 

The danger of actually destroying the life-

sustaining ecosystems and the culturally specific 
assumptions underlying modern consciousness that 
reframed the spatial and temporal aspects of 
individualism to fit the current myth of technological 

progress--have framed my analysis of educational 
issues over the last 15 years. 

(Bowers, 1993b, p. ix) 

C. A. Bowers is currently the most significant western 

educational theorist working in the area of ecological 

literacy. The breadth and depth of his theoretical work 

is unparalleled. In the process of building educational 

theory he crosses many disciplines. Included amongst them 

are anthropology, art, biology, critical theory, 

environmental education, feminism, global studies, the 

history of science and technology, literature, linguistics, 

marxism, psychology, philosophy, and semiotics. In 

addition. Bowers has gone beyond the traditional disciplines 

and the halls of academia to draw upon the works of such 

scholars as Wendell Berry, Ivan Illich, Aldo Leopold, E. F. 

Schumaker, and Henry David Thoreau. Their impact may be 

found in his current and continuing theoretical work in the 

area of ecological literacy. 



Bowers' (1993a) emphasis on the deep cultural 

understanding of the roots of the ecological crisis marks an 

exemplary turning point in educational theory. Specifically 

his understanding and utilization of culture theory, his 

promulgation of the concept of "the double bind of western 

education" (p. 3), and his explication of the theory of 

generative root metaphors in understanding the non-

neutrality of language are his most important theoretical 

contributions to ecological literacy. Bowers' work 

exemplifies the postmodern shift in that he facilitates the 

transcendence of the culture of modernism, in which the 

individual is placed at the central focus of education, to a 

postmodern culture, in which there is a deeper cultural 

understanding of the interdependence of humans and all other 

living and non-living entities upon this earth. 

In terms of culture theory Bowers draws upon Clifford 

Geertz's (1973) definition of culture: 

Culture can be understood as the shared patterns that 

set the tone, character and quality of people's lives. 

Cultural patterns . . . provide a template or blueprint 

for the organization of social and psychological 
processes. Cultural patterns are for the most part an 

invisible taken for granted and constant presence in 
our lives. . . . These cultural patterns may also be 
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understood as the lived traditions of our daily 
existence. . . . (pp. 216-217) 

The theoretical roots of ecological literacy are 

interwoven within the above quoted definition of culture, 

which forms the focal point for a deep cultural 

understanding of the "double bind of western education" 

(Bowers, 19 93a, p. 3). Bowers' concept of the double bind 

is at once simple and complex. On the simple level we find 

well intentioned educators attempting to solve the 

ecological crisis by utilizing the modernistic mindset which 

created the crisis in the first place. This becomes more 

complex as one begins to understand the broader picture: 

schools, as sites of cultural production and reproduction, 

continue to perpetuate the paradigm of modernism which lies 

at the basis of the ecological crisis. Solutions to the 

crisis are sought utilizing the same cultural values and 

cultural patterns which created the crisis. Examples of 

these values, found in the generative root metaphors of 

modernism, are a belief in progress, linear thinking, and 

the reification of science and technology. In order to 

transcend the double bind of western education we need to 
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to postmodernism. 

Bowers (1993a, 1993b) further elucidates this double 

bind as it constrains the most progressive and 

transformative of modernist pedagogical theorists: critical 

theorists. Critical theorists, functioning within the 

western paradigm of modernism, view the individual as 

central and independent of the natural environment. "Change 

is still understood in human and culturally specific terms 

that equate progress only with an expansion of the 

individual's sense of freedom" (Bowers, 1993a, p. 115). 

Critical theorists, for the most part, "neglect to take the 

ecological crisis into consideration" (p. Ill). Inherent in 

Bowers' critique of critical theorists is the necessity for 

radical thinkers to reconsider all the foundations of our 

culture: 

[They must begin to] study the paths taken by other 

cultures more aware of the dangers of exceeding the 

sustaining capacity of their habitat. The advocates 

of critical pedagogy, unfortunately, are not radical 

enough to reconsider the ideological framework they 

inherited from Dewey and Freire. (p. 115) 

This example serves to emphasize the need to transcend 

these right/left and conservative/liberal dualisms (Bowers, 
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the double bind we find ourselves in as we try to function 

within a new paradigm while existing in the midst of an old 

one. Caught in what anthropologist Marshal Sahlins (1985) 

calls the "structure of the conjuncture" (p. 125), we need 

to search for new patterns, new ways of thinking and new 

terminology to aid in reconceptualizing our place in the 

transition to an ecologically sustainable postmodern world. 

Bowers' (1993a) understanding of culture and the role 

of generative root metaphor=^ in culture change fulfills this 

need. "Root metaphors constitute the basic frames of 

reference or paradigms for making sense of our world. . . . 

They usually exist below the level of conscious awareness" 

(p. 20). As such they are the basis of our world views, our 

ideologies, and our interpersonal relations. Bowers clearly 

articulates that unless we retain a conscious awareness of 

the existence of these root metaphors, metaphorical thinking 

may eventually become an example of reified thought. 

"'There is the danger that we will be used by them 

[metaphors], rather than using them'" (L. H. Brown, 1978, p. 

84). In deference to metaphors, "We must remember that they 
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represent a projection of our thought processes upon the 

world" (Bowers, 1993a, p. 20). As such. 

Metaphors always have an ideologic basis that gives 
t h e m  s p e c i a l  s y m b o l i c  p o w e r  t o  e x p a n d  m e a n i n g .  . . .  In  
this sense metaphors are carriers of meaning and images 
from one context to another. To think metaphorically 
means . . . the use of historically and culturally 
specific concepts. . . . (p. 21) 

Thus, for example, in terms of ecological literacy we 

need to experience an epistemological leap or metaphorical 

transcendence from the modernist notion of the world as 

machine to the postmodern Gaian notion of the world as 

organism composed of interrelated and interdependent 

living and non-living entities. "For this new reality to be 

entered into and comprehended--from the inside as it were--

the metaphor must be taken as it literally were the case" 

(L. H. Brown, 1978, pp. 84-85) . 

Bowers offers more than a critique of modernism. He 

offers us an analysis which includes metaphors for a 

sustainable postmodern culture. Within this context he 

calls for a return to tradition, i.e., an awareness of the 

continuities with the past; valuing traditions that 

contribute to long term sustainability and reconsidering 

traditions that threaten sustainability. Freedom needs to 
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interdependent self as part of a larger "mental ecology" 

(Bowers, 1993b, p. 104). To live within the constraints of 

limited global resources, freedom may come to mean the 

restriction of self for the survival of others. Community 

will be reconceptualized as an ecology of all life forms 

held together through interdependence. Technology will be 

valued in terms of its environmental and cultural 

sensitivity. It will be decentralized and will take into 

consideration traditional knowledge, wisdom and material 

achievements. This should take place within the context of 

renewable sources of energy and collective skills. Science 

will be considered only one of many ways of knowing. 

Relationships, patterns and processes will be integrated in 

a new holistic science. 

Knowledge will be understood as multidimensional, 

influenced by epistemological orientations of diverse 

cultural groups. Many forms of knowledge will be 

acknowledged: tacit, theoretical, technical, folk, 
encoded (in genes, language, cultural artifacts, 
plants, animals, etc.), poetic, spiritual, bodily. 
Knowledge will include an overall ethical consideration 
of the continuities with our past and responsibility 
for future generations. (Bowers, 1993a, pp. 167-168) 
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As noted earlier in this section, Bowers has gone 

beyond the traditional academic disciplines in the 

development of a theory of ecological literacy. His work is 

steeped in deep cultural and ethical considerations of 

education for a sustainable future. In terms of ethical 

considerations Bowers, as well as many others working in 

this area, draws upon Aldo Leopold's (194 9) classic work on 

"the land ethic." 

Aldo Leopold 

That land is a community is the basic concept of 

ecology, but that land is to be loved and respected is 
an extension of ethics. That lands yields a cultural 
harvest is a fact long known, but latterly often 

forgotten. 
(Leopold, 1949, p. xix) 

Aldo Leopold's Sand County Almanac (194 9) has become a 

classic in the fields of conservation education, 

environmental education, environmental ethics, and 

ecological literacy. 

Leopold was a naturalist, a conservationist, one of the 

founders of the Wilderness Society, and a professor of game 

management at the University of Wisconsin. Sand County 

Almanac (1949) consists of a series of narrative essays 
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recounting his family's activities on their weekend refuge--

a sand farm in Wisconsin. These weekends, and Leopold's 

other experiences and observations of wilderness, form the 

substantial learning base in his development as a 

conservationist. His philosophical musings upon these 

experiences constitute the basis of his land ethic. 

For Leopold, writing in the late 1940s, the notion of 

an ethic rests "upon a single premise: that the individual 

is a member of a community of interdependent parts ..." 

(p. 239). He defines the land ethic by enlarging "the 

boundaries of the community to include soils, waters, 

plants, and animals, or collectively: the land" (p. 239). 

In his articulation of the land ethic Leopold proposes: 

[That we] examine each question in terms of what is 
ethically and aesthetically right, as well as what is 

economically expedient. A thing is right when it tends 

to preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty of the 

biotic community. It is wrong when it tends otherwise, 
(p. 262) 

Integral to an understanding of the land ethic is our 

acknowledgement that humanity is an integral part of the 

biotic community. This immediately places us in an 

interdependent relationship with the totality of the global 

biotic community. Such a relationship imposes upon humanity 
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the ethical obligation of care and conservation. Leopold 

describes conservation as "a state of harmony between men 

[humanity] and land. By land is meant all of the things on, 

over, or in the earth" (p. 189). 

According to Leopold such care and conservation 

developed through the science of ecology. For "ecology is 

destined to become ... a belated attempt to convert our 

collective knowledge of biotic materials into a collective 

wisdom . . ." (p. 189). 

[This collective wisdom is derived from what Leopold 

considered the most] outstanding scientific discovery 

of the twentieth century . . . the complexity of the 

land organism. Only those who know the most about it 

can appreciate how little is known about it. The last 

word in ignorance is the man who says of an animal or 
plant: "What good is it?" If the land mechanism as a 
whole is good, then every part is good, whether we 

understand it or not. If the biota, in the course of 
aeons, has built something we like but do not 

understand, than who but a fool would discard seemingly 

useless parts? To keep every cog and wheel is the 

first precaution of intelligent tinkering, (p. 190) 

Leopold is quick to point out that the "land-relation 

is strictly economic, entailing privileges but not 

obligations" {p. 238). It is this issue, tightly interwoven 

in the fabric of "the profit motive" {p. 202), which is 

addressed through the land ethic. For the profit 
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motive (i.e., capitalism), blinds us to the fact that "many 

elements in the land community lack commercial value, but 

that are (as far as we know) essential to its healthy 

functions" (p. 251). 

One prime example of this lack of vision is found in 

the history of the westward expansion of the continental 

United States. As Leopold says, the settlers "did not, 

could not, know the origin of their prairie empire. They 

killed off the prairie fauna and drove the flora to a last 

refuge on railroad embankments and roadsides" (p. 191). In 

the process they disturbed the ancient prairie ecology by 

plowing enough fields to deprive the prairie of its 

immemorial ally: fire" (p. 31). Fire, either coming about 

through Mother Nature's own hands, or through the 

intercession of Native Americans, aided the continuing 

renewal of the prairie's natural ecosystem. Westward 

expansion conquered and tamed this vast wilderness and 

turned this natural prairie ally into an enemy. 

Leopold understood the immediate educational 

implications of this and many other examples of ecological 

illiteracy. He rhetorically posed and then responded co the 
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existential question, "What is education for?" (p. 210). 

Specialization would have to be halted and reversed. 

"Instead of learning more and more about less and less, we 

must learn more and more about the whole biotic landscape" 

(p. 189) . No longer would humanity be able to regard che 

land as commodity. Instead the land, and all the living and 

non-living entities that constitute it would be seen "as a 

community to which we belong" (p. xix). Only in this way 

"may we begin to use it with love and respect" (p. xix). 

Thus the land ethic changes the role of humanity "from 

conqueror of the land-community to plain member and citizen 

of it. It implies respect for his [her] fellow-members, and 

also respect for the community as such" (p. 240). 

Leopold well understood the significance of education 

vis-a-vis the land ethic. He wondered if education was 

"possibly a process of trading awareness for things of 

lesser worth" (p. 20). Leopold, reminiscing upon his 

earliest impressions of wildlife, noted that they retained 

"a vivid sharpness, form, color, and atmosphere that half a 

century of professional wildlife experience [had] failed to 
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obliterate or to improve upon" (p.128). As a professor at 

the University of Wisconsin he could speak from experience: 

Professors serve science and science serves progress. 
It serves progress so well that many of the more 
intricate instruments are stepped upon and broken in 
the rush to spread progress to all backward lands. One 
by one the parts are thus stricken from the song of 
songs. . . . (pp. 162-163) 

He felt that in this process education had become 

"learning to see one thing by going blind to another" (p. 

168) . The educational process engendered the unquestioned 

belief "that economics determines all land use" (p. 263). 

Simultaneously students were losing sight, literally being 

made blind to their ancient connections to nature in all her 

diverse manifestations. For Leopold, education, as 

he knew and understood it, was part of the problem, rather 

than the solution. The land ethic was one way of attempting 

to both articulate the problem and the solution within a 

credible and comprehensible framework. This framework has 

become an integral part of ecological literacy. 

Leopold's narrative and his land ethic speak to the 

issue of ecological literacy as a form of literacy that 

must, by its very nature, be part of the experience of the 

natural world. As a naturalist, and a profoundly insightful 
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and creative narrative writer, Leopold provides us with what 

may be read as both a metaphoric and yet realistic example 

of ecological literacy: 

The autobiography of an old board is a kind of 
literature not yet taught on campus, but any 

riverbank farm is a library where he who hammers or 

saws may read at will. Come high water, there is 
always an accession of new books, (p. 27) 

Written from an ecocentric viewpoint Leopold's powerful 

narrative experiences bring certain aspects of the 

postmodern paradigm shift to life. Such ideas as the land 

ethic and the idea of the restriction of self for the good 

of the biotic community are quoted widely throughout the 

literature of ecological literacy, environmental education 

and environmental philosophy. One such example is found in 

the work of Joseph Wood Krutch (1949a, 1949b, 1951, 1954), a 

southwestern naturalist, who interpreted Leopold's land 

ethic through his own experiences of life in Arizona's great 

Sonoran desert. 
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Joseph Wood Krutch 

How can nature's meaning come wholly from man when he 

is only part of the meaning. "Only in ourselves does 
nature live" is less true than its opposite: "Only in 
nature do we have a being." 

(Krutch, 1954, p. 219) 

Desert naturalist and nature writer Joseph Wood Krutch 

spent the latter part of his life, from 1957 to 1970, as a 

resident of Tucson, Arizona. Just as the summer rains bring 

a metamorphosis to the flora and fauna of the Sonoran 

desert, so did life in this desert valley bring a 

metamorphosis to Krutch's life. 

Krutch, a professor at Columbia University, was an 

urban intellectual, a literary biographer of Henry David 

Thoreau, and the drama critic for The Nation magazine. 

Krutch found himself to be deeply touched by the beauty and 

mystery of the Southwest after a series of automobile trips 

throughout New Mexico, Arizona, and Utah in the late 1930s 

to 1940, He became a permanent resident of Tucson in 1957. 

His desert refuge brought him relief from the asthma attacks 

he experienced in the northeast. It also opened up a new 

way of life and the continuation of a new career. 
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Prior to coming to Tucson Krutch had tried his hand at 

nature writing. His first book of nature essays, The Twelve 

Seasons (1949b), was published "the same year as Aldo 

Leopold's A Sand County Almanac" (Leuders, 1995, p. 11). 

However, it was in Tucson, that he came to truly hone his 

skills as a naturalist and nature writer. 

Krutch and his wife settled into a two story adobe home 

on the outskirts of what was then a sleepy Southwestern 

university town in the Sonoran desert. Today this adobe 

stands as both as both a symbol of the past and of the 

prescience that Krutch had regarding the future. 

Krutch's former home is now used as an adjunct building 

to the medical center which borders its eastern walls. His 

once quiet and unpaved street is now a major thoroughfare. 

The exponential growth of Tucson since Krutch's time has 

driven much of the wildlife that he observed around his home 

on a daily basis further and further to the constantly 

expanding outskirts of this city or into the varied 

"ecotones" (Krall, 1994; Pyle, 1993) or wild interstices--

arroyos, vacant lots, and the huge properties that surround 

the homes of the once wild foothills. All of these ecotones 
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provide a refuge for the flora and fauna that just 20 years 

ago were a daily visual reminder of life in the Sonoran 

desert. 

Tucson offered Krutch much more than a respite from his 

asthma. As he said, "Great passions . . . are not always 

immediately recognized as such . . (p. 72) . While 

Krutch was intensely aware of the aesthetic charm of the 

Southwest he also realized a spiritual element was 

intricately interwoven into his response to the desert. 

Nature's way here, her process and her moods, 

correspond to some mood which I find myself in. . . . 

To try to find out what that may be is the reason I 
have come once more to look at, to listen to, and, thi_ 

time, if possible, to be more innately a part of, 
something whose meaning I have sensed but not 
understood. (1949a, p. 67) 

In time Krutch came to listen to the voice of the 

desert as well as to observe and write of her mysteries. 

To those who do listen, the desert speaks of things 
with an emphasis quite different from that of the 

shore, the mountains, the valleys or the plains. 
Whereas they invite action and suggest limitless 
opportunity, exhaustless resources, the implications 

and the mood of the desert are something different. 

For one thing the desert is conservative, not radical. 

It is more likely to provoke awe than to invite 
conquest. (1954, p. 193) 
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During his years in Tucson Krutch learned to live with 

and appreciate the diversity of the desert seasons and the 

flora and fauna that thrived here. He (1949a) writes of the 

significance of inclement weather. In the desert the wise 

ones, that is the two and four footed ones, understand that 

for many months of the year one is "'sunbound', instead of 

'snowbound'" (p. 81). 

Through his nature writing Krutch aids us in hearing 

the multitude of desert voices: the road runner, a bird who 

lives only in the desert; the "singing" Sonoran spadefoot 

toad that surfaces with the onslaught of the summer rains; 

and the endemic saguaro cactus which exists only in the 

Great Sonoran desert bioregion of Northern Mexico and 

Southern Arizona. 

As a naturalist and nature writer Krutch is probably 

second to none in terms of bringing the voice of the desert 

to the written page and into the hearts and minds of many 

people. In addition, Krutch brought to the desert a social 

and ecological conscience. As a contemporary of Aldo 

Leopold (1949) he read, internalized and applied the land 
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ethic to his own work and to his outspoken place as a member 

of the Tucson community. 

On a theoretical level Krutch utilized his skills as a 

nature writer to demonstrate the contrast between two 

worlds: the world of the biosphere and the noosphere. The 

biosphere represents the earth "as the processes, balances 

and conflicts of nature make it" (1949a, p. 341). The 

noosphere represents what is left after humanity's (i.e., 

civilization's) destruction of the biosphere. While 

Krutch's writing's represents the celebration of the 

biosphere, his prescience regarding the impending growth of 

the noosphere pervades his life and work. 

Krutch warned the Tucson Chamber of Commerce of the 

undesired effects of unlimited growth, the results of air 

pollution coming from the smelters and the growing 

population of automobiles, and the destructive 

transformation of the fragile Sonoran bioregion by the 

cattle industry (S. D. Schwartz, personal communication, 

August 6, 1996). The desert as Krutch knew it in the 1950s 

was besieged by smog from the local copper smelters. 
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It was threatened by overgrazing from a cattle industry 

which perceived land use and water use as theirs for the 

taking. Krutch himself was caught up in the early struggles 

over the proposal to dam sections of the Grand Canyon as 

part of "the larger Central Arizona River Project, intended 

to supply Colorado water to Arizona farmers" {1949a, p. 

323) . 

Krutch looked to a number of sources for sustenance and 

hope in order to counter such dire scenarios. First, he 

drew upon Aldo Leopold's land ethic which carries with it an 

understanding that we must live in healthy interdependence 

with the land and all those living and nonliving entities 

upon it. This means that we must begin to understand that 

the health of humanity is dependent upon the health of the 

biosphere. A major cause of the dis-ease of the biosphere 

is the profit motive and the western world view which 

sanctions the conquest of nature at any cost. 

Krutch cites Thoreau's counsel to "'Simplify!'" (1949a, 

p. 262). That is, "if we don't voluntarily simplify, we and 

our civilization will be simplified . . . in a grand 

catastrophe" (p. 263). In modern parlance, what Krutch is 
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experience in academia, is to "Live Simply So That Others 

May Simply Live" (Anonymous, 1979). 

Krutch extended his nature writings to include the 

ecological and political aspects of life in the desert. He 

took an ethical public stance that was contrary to the 

dominant ideology of progress. 

[Krutch understood that] it is through contact with 

living nature that we are reminded of the 

nonmechanical aspects of all living organisms, 

including ourselves, and can sense the independence, 

the unpredictableness, and the mystery of living. . . 

Only by recognizing in man [humanity] those 
characteristics which he [it] shares with all living 
creatures can we base a recognition of his dignity. 
(1949a, p. 22) 

Or, as he so aptly stated it in an essay on the small 

northeastern frogs called Peepers, "We are all in this 

together" (1949a, p. 38). 

Kirutch's nature writings and his prescient warnings 

about the decline of the Sonoran desert hold true today. 

While we no longer worry primarily about the effects of 

smelters on our air quality, we now contend witn ozone 

alerts produced by preeminence of the automobile as the 

prime means of transportation in the desert. In addition, 
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an admixture of desert and non-desert plants, along with the 

smoggy conditions of this desert valley, create the very 

conditions for asthma that Joseph Wood Krutch came here to 

avoid. 

We may no longer find this an ecologically healthy 

environment. Yet it is home; it is our community. 

Therefore, we must take a stand and follow in Krutch's 

footsteps to do our utmost to reverse the tide of progress 

and to creatively revitalize our city and bioregion. 

Without such steps, the future is bleak indeed. However, 

hopeful examples abound. Diverse sectors of the community 

have joined together at various times to struggle 

(successfully and unsuccessfully) against the onslaught of 

the developer's blade. Community gardens, once prevalent in 

the city in the 1970s, are undergoing a revitalization. In 

the not too distant future a model solar village, based upon 

an existing village in Davis, California, will be built on 

the far eastern quadrant of Tucson. The Pima County 

Interfaith Council, composed and run by grassroots community 

members, has worked on such issues as radon gas 

contamination on the southwestern quadrant of the city. 
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The Southwest Center for Biological Diversity has 

worked to build a grassroots base in support of legal 

actions designed to stave off the extinction of the Mount 

Graham Red Squirrel and preserve the unique ecosystem that 

exists on Mount Graham. This runs counter to goals of the 

sponsor of the Mount Graham Telescope Project which 

threatens the squirrels and unique ecosystem with 

extinction: The University of Arizona. The completion of 

this project is a prime example of precisely what Joseph 

Wood Krutch feared would happen in the Southwest. 

The Tucson community provides diverse examples of hope 

and visions for a sustainable future. However-, inspiration 

often comes from other diverse bioregions. Wendell Berry, 

from the farmlands of Kentucky, is one of the most ardent, 

poetic, and lifelong voices who speaks directly to the 

underlying issues of the ecological crisis, both locally and 

globally. It is to his wisdom that I now turn. 
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Wendell Berry 

In the recovery of culture and nature is the knowledge 
of how to farm well, how to preserve, harvest, and 
replenish the forest, how to make, build, and use, 
return and restore. In this double recovery, which is 
the recovery of our humanity, is the hope that the 
domestic and the wild can exist together in lasting 
harmony. 

(Wendell Berry, 1987, p. 142) 

Wendell Berry's words bring a powerful sense of 

hopefulness to any consideration of the global ecological 

crisis. Berry, a distinguished graduate of Stanford 

University, is best described as a rural intellectual. This 

overarching term encompass his diverse roles: philosopher, 

poet, essayist, novelist, naturalist, social critic, farmer, 

householder and active member of his community. Writing 

expansively and eloquently from the vantage point of his 

farm in rural Kentucky Berry addresses the diverse aspects 

of the revitalization and creation of sustainable rural 

communities. 

Berry's vision of the family farms of the past, and of 

the sustainable family farms of the future, is embedded in 

his cogent critique of the effects of modernism upon the 

economic and human aspects of the communities of rural 
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America. "Home economics" (1987) is the means through which 

he addresses this issue. 

Berry begins his analysis with the smallest unit of the 

rural economy: the household. For Berry, "economy means 

'management of a household,'" (p. 133). However in the 

internal colony of rural America "The Great Economy" (p. 57) 

or the "industrial economy" (p. 64), is "not the record of 

our life at home but the fever chart of our consumption" (p. 

133). It is this hegemonic ideological and economic system, 

controlled by national and transnational corporations, that 

has had a substantial impact upon the destruction of the 

small-scale family farm and the rural communities that were 

once the backbone of this nation. 

Berry differentiates between the "Great Economy" and 

what he terms the "living economy" (p. 144). 

[The Great Economy] values itself as the only economy. 
It makes itself thus exclusive by the simple expedient 

of valuing only what it can use--that is only what it 

can regard as "raw material" to be transformed 

mechanically into something else. . . . [It] is an 

economy that encourages and rewards unlimited 

selfishness (italics added)." (pp. 64-68) 

[Whereas the living economy] strive[s] [to] place a 
proper value on all the material of the world, in all 
their metamorphoses from soil and water, air and light 
to the finished goods of our towns and households, and 
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. . . the only effective motive for this would be a 
particularizing love for local things, rising out of 
local knowledge and local allegiance, (p. 144) 

Interdependent local communities have the potential for 

the creation of sustainable regional and national economies, 

which again may aid in interweaving interdependence across 

borders and cultures. Such interdependence has the 

potential to create what Berry (1987) terms "permanent 

economic strength" (pp. 190-91). 

[This is created by the local community's 

understandings of itself] as a community of interests 
--a common dependence on common life and a common 

ground. And because a community is, by definition 

placed, its success cannot be divided from the success 

of its place, its natural setting and surroundings; 

its soils, forests, grasslands, plants and animals, 

water, light, and air. The two economies, the natural 
and the human, support each other; each is the other's 

hope of a durable and livable life. (p. 192) 

In other words, this aspect of Berry's vision is the 

revitalization of local communities based upon Aldo 

Leopold's (1949) land ethic. Such a vision may aid in 

transcending the barriers that modernism, in the guise of 

industrialization, has created. 

Berry (1987) also conceptualizes his vision in terms of 

the relative scale of our human economy vis-a-vis the 

natural economy. For the human economy and the natural 
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economy to thrive, the human economy must be built to a 

scale that allows a diversity of other creatures to survive. 

This economic balance, maintained throughout most of 

humanity's existence, became a "victim of progress" (Bodley, 

1982) with the rise of modern civilization and western 

industrialization. 

Once we grant the possibility of a proper human scale, 
we see that we have made a radical change of 

assumptions and values. We realize that we are less 

interested in technological, "breakthroughs" than in 
technological elegance. Of a new tool or method we 

will no longer ask: Is it fast? Is it powerful? . . . 

We will ask instead: Can we (and our children) afford 
it? Is it fitting into our real needs? Is it 

becoming to us? Is it unhealthy or ugly? And though 
we may keep a certain interest in innovation and in 

what we may become, we will renew our interest in what 
we have been, realizing that conseirvationists must 

necessarily conserve both inheritances, the natural and 

the cultural. (Berry, 1987, pp. 16-17) 

Berry's use of the term, conservationist, has definite 

postmodern implications. He understands that the 

nature/culture dualism must be re-visioned in terms of 

interdependence. This is one postmodern pathway to the 

revitalization of rural America. 

Economics, human scale communities, and an 

understanding of the culture/nature dualism are not the only 

aspects of the hegemony of modernism that must be confronted 
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if rural America is to undergo a revitalization. For Berry, 

the commodification of education is yet another obstacle. 

Education, which is so highly prized as a means to upward 

mobility, has also contributed to the decline of rural 

America. Berry (1990) notes: 

According[ly] . . . the child's destiny is not to 

succeed the parents, but to outmode them; succession 
has given way to supersession. And this norm is 

institutionalized not in great communal stories, but in 

the education system. . . . The orientation is thus 
necessarily theoretical, speculative, and mercenary. 

The child is not educated to return home and be of use 
to the place and community; he or she is educated to 

leave home and earn money in a provisional future that 

has nothing to do with place or community .... The 

costs of this education . . . far too little 

acknowledged . . . [are] . . . psychological . . . 

cultural and ecological. (Berry, 1990, pp. 162-164) 

Berry is concerned that education as outlined in the 

above paragraph, has been redefined as "'career 

preparation'" (p. 52). In doing so education becomes 

something to be "bought in order to make money. The 

greatest wrong in this is that it obscures the fact that 

education--real education-- is free. ... To make a 

commodity of it is to work its ruin" (p. 52). The impact 

of the commodification of education, and the hegemonic 
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imposition of the monoculture of modernism, has been to 

devalue the significance of rural life. 

One integral aspect of this has been the devaluation or 

"depreciation of work" (p. 165). Berry addresses the 

"dismemberment of work, [through] the degradation of our 

minds as workers" (p. 166). He shares the story of farmers 

who still speak of "'making the crops'" (p. 166). That is, 

they see making the crops as part of their way of life, a 

craft, rather than just a job to be done by another cog in 

the great wheel of consumer society. 

Berry views farming as an art, and the "small family 

farm is one of the last places . . . where men and women 

(and girls and boys, too) can answer that call to be 

artists, to learn to give love to the work of their hands" 

(p. 166). It is also a form of education: education that 

sustains body and soul; maintains and builds community; and 

develops on a daily basis a deeply felt interdependence with 

Mother Nature. 

Berry's main concerns are with the stewardship of 

hearth and home, and hence the earth, through the 
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revitalization of rural American communities. He also 

extends his philosophic musings to gender issues. 

Berry is clear to point out that the issue of women's 

oppression is not so much one of "sexual difference but one 

of sexual division. . . . The first sexual division came 

about when nurture [was] . . . made the exclusive concern of 

women" (1981, p. 290). For Berry this division came about 

with the rise of industrialization. He emphasizes one very 

important point: the industrial age, and the concomitant 

dependence upon a cash economy, destroyed whatever form of 

quasi-equality existed for women. According to Berry, as "a 

man's duty to the household came to be simply to provide 

money . . . nurturing . . . became exclusively a concern of 

women. . . . This seemed to signify to both sexes that 

neither nurture nor womanhood was very important" (p. 291). 

I would not call Berry an ecofeminist. However, I 

believe that his close relationship with the land has 

allowed him to come to the following conclusions that are 

very much like those that will be explored in the following 

chapter on ecofeminism. Berry (1981) says: 

There is an uncanny resemblance between our behavior 

toward each other and our behavior toward the earth. 
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Between our relation to our own sexuality and our 
r e l a t i o n  t o  t h e  r e p r o d u c t i v i t y  o f  t h e  e a r t h .  . . .  B y  

some connection that we do not recognize, the 
willingness to exploit one becomes the willingness to 
exploit the other, (pp. 304-305) 

Berry's wide ranging philosophical works all come home 

to a sense of place; to the sense of rootedness in the land 

that he and his family have had the fortune to experience 

since 1964. This marks the year when Berry made a conscious 

decision "to return, to dwell, teach and write; to till and 

live the uncluttered life of self-sufficiency" (Prakash, 

1994, p. 9) . 

One theme permeates all of Berry's work: humility. 

This humility, nourished by his relationship with the land, 

is exemplified in the following section of an untitled poem: 

I reach the last stand in my going 

of woodland never felled, a little patch 

of trees on ground too poor to plow, spared 

the belittlement of human intention 

from time before human thought. They bring 
that time to mind: their long standing, and 
our longing to understand. But a man 

is small before those who have stood so long. 

He stands under them, looks up, sees, knows, 

and knows that he does not know. 

(Berry, 1992, p. 12) 
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Interwoven Unity-

Each of the above scholars writes from his own place 

based perspective. However, there are a number of themes 

woven throughout this chapter that demonstrate the 

interwoven unity of the writing of these five proponents of 

ecological literacy: 

1. The interdependence of humanity and nature. Nature 

signifies all of the living and non-living entities upon 

this globe. Explicitly included is the articulation of 

nature as feminine: Mother Earth, Mother Nature or Gaia. 

According to Orr (1992), it is through the Gaian hypothesis 

(explained in Chapter 1) that we come to understand the 

manner by which "life has played an active role in creating 

and maintaining the conditions necessary for its 

perpetuation" (p. 49). 

2. The global ecological crisis. This includes an 

explicit understanding of the crisis from both a local and 

global perspective. The study that Orr (19 92) coordinated 

regarding the institutional consumption patterns at Oberlin 

College vividly demonstrate the possibilities of clarifying 

the local contributions to the global ecological crisis. 
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3 . The roots of the global ecological crisis are deeply 

embedded in the culture of modernism. These roots are 

discussed in terms of various aspects of modernism, ranging 

from the discussion of metaphors to the critique of 

capitalism. The interdependence of all aspects of the 

crisis emerge through discussions of the local and global 

effects of modernism. Berry's (1990) seemingly idyllic 

Kentucky farmland is not immune to these effects. The 

upstream pollution of the river creates additional tasks for 

Berry and other local farmers. "When the river rises, it 

carries a continuous raft of cans, battles, plastic, chunks 

of styrofoam, and other imperishable trash. After the 

floods subside, . . . [Berry] must pick up the trash" (p. 

126) in order to use his bottom land fields. Whether it be 

material pollution, air pollution, water pollution, or 

radiation spills, we must come to agree on one specific 

point of understanding: unless we transcend the culture of 

modernism we will all continue to dwell downstream. 

4. "What is education for? [italics added]" (Leopold, 

1949, p. 210; Orr, 1994, p. 7). This theme is woven 

throughout the work of these fathers of ecological literacy. 
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Orr (1992, 1994) addresses it directly in terms of the above 

question and his work at Oberlin. Bowers (1984, 1987, 1988, 

1993a, 1993b, 1994) offers a critique of modernist education 

vis-a-vis the global ecological crisis in terms of his 

notion of the "double bind of western education" (Bowers, 

1993a, p. 3). In terms of this concept educators perpetuate 

the same modernist epistemology that created the crisis even 

as they try to aid students in understanding and solving the 

crisis. Berry's (1990) strident critique of modern 

education as a means of destroying rural communities in the 

process of creating career oriented individuals is an 

integral aspect of the emerging critical postmodern view of 

education. Krutch's (1949a, 1949b) role as a naturalist and 

nature writer only further emphasizes the importance of 

observing and living in harmony with Mother nature. The 

question, "What is education for?" (Leopold, 1949, p. 210; 

Orr, 1994, p.7), is an essential aspect of Aldo Leopold's 

(1949) land ethic. 

5. The land ethic (Leopold, 1949). The vibrancy of the 

land ethic comes immediately to mind in the works of Leopold 

(1949), Krutch (1949a, 1949b, 1951, 1954) and Berry (1981, 
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1987, 1990, 1992). They each write of humanity's 

relationship to the land from their separate and diverse 

places on Mother Earth. It is the inclusion of their 

personal narrative relationships with the land that brings 

the land ethic to life. I think particularly of Krutch's 

(1954) words, "The air is lambent with light" (p. 11). His 

words are of particular significance to me as a woman who 

has experienced and observed the changing seasons of life in 

the Sonoran desert for the past 20 years. 

6. The reification of science and technology. While 

all five fathers of ecological literacy address this from 

their particular perspectives, their critiques are embedded 

within the larger critique of modernism. Orr (1994, p. 9) 

addresses the modernist mindset which fosters the management 

of planet earth through technological means. Bowers (1993b) 

frames much of his work in terms of the "myth of 

technological progress" (p. ix). Leopold (1949) and Krutch 

(1949) testify to the destruction of their bioregions 

through technological progress. Leopold (194 9) was 

particularly critical of the destructive power of 

modernistic science as viewed from his tenure as a 



university professor. Berry (1987) deconstructs 

technological "breakthroughs" (p. 16) through a critical 

postmodern lens. He addresses the necessity of a science 

and technology predicted upon the needs of small-scale, 

people oriented communities who will form the core of a 

sustainable postmodern world. 

7. The necessity of shifting to a postmodern world view 

in order to build a sustainable future. While all five 

scholars do not necessarily use the term, "postmodern," 

their words echo the values inherent in the postmodern world 

view. They all see the necessity of beginning the paradigm 

shift in our own places, whether through examples such as 

Berry's farm life or Bowers' work as a curriculum theorist. 

Each one of us has his/her own place and pathway on this 

transition to a sustainable postmodern future. 

Missing Threads 

However, while these scholars are responsible for the 

theoretical underpinnings of ecological literacy, they do 

exhibit certain shortcomings. There are two topics that I 

believe need further explication: environmental racism and 
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ecofeminism. These missing topics are generally subsumed 

within the context of their work. For example, Orr's (1992) 

book. Ecological Literacy, contains a comprehensive, 

"Syllabus for Ecological Literacy" (pp. 10 9-124) . However, 

there is no section that relates specifically to 

environmental racism. At a minimum the work of Robert 

Bullard should have been included. Bullard, who has been 

publishing on this topic since the 1980s, is currently the 

most prolific academic writer on this subject. One of his 

most recent works. Dumping in Dixie (1990), contains a 

comprehensive overview of environmental racism in black 

communities. 

The writings of various grassroots activists, such as 

the late Cesar Chavez, should also be included. Chavez' 

work traversed three decades, beginning with the first 

United Farm Workers grape boycott in 1965 to the most recent 

(current) boycott over the pesticide poisoning of farm 

workers and consumers of grapes (Chavez, 1995, p. 165). 

The development of ecological literacy, for the main 

part, has arisen from the ranks of academia, from the 
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world of naturalists and/or from ex-academics who have 

chosen to live in closer proximity to the natural world. 

Whether this be the farm land of rural Kentucky or the great 

Sonoran desert of the southwest, these scholars, male in 

gender, have been privileged to make these choices. Thus ic 

was not really a surprise to find that ecofeminism as a 

topic was omitted from Orr's (1992), "Syllabus for 

Ecological Literacy" (pp. 109-124) . I found ecofeminism 

subsumed under the rubric of patriarchy. Under this section 

Orr included only two books: Susan Griffin's Women and 

Nature (1978) and Carolyn Merchant's The Death of Nature 

(1980) . I would expect a much longer list as'Orr's book was 

published in 1992. 

While these theoretical fathers of ecological literacy 

were writing from their diverse and privileged places, a 

parallel development was occurring in the feminist movement:. 

What is commonly known as the second wave of the women's 

movement, and the third wave, ecofeminism, were both on the 

rise. In the following chapter I will provide a rich 

representation of the reality of women's involvement in the 

social, political and educational aspects of ecological 
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liceracy. The ecofeminist tapescry I am about to weave is 

an intricate multicolored tapestry which incorporates the 

essentials of ecological literacy with insights derived from 

the dual oppression of women and nature. 
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CHAPTER 4 

WEAVING AN ECOFEMINIST TAPESTRY 

The primary insight of ecofeminism is that all 
issues of oppression are interconnected, that to 
understand how to heal and liberate our world, 
we must look at the relationships between the 
various systems by which power is constructed. 
In an ecofeminist vision, there is no such thing 
as a struggle for women's rights separate from a 
struggle to repair the living systems of the earth 
that sustain life, or a struggle for gender equality 
that can be divided from a struggle for equality along 

lines of race, culture, economics, ancestry, religion, 

sexual orientation, or physical ability. 

(Diamond, 1994, p. ix) 

Irene Diamond weaves a vast ecofeminist tapestry 

that encompasses the critical issues we face as the 20th 

century comes to a close. This succinct, tightly woven 

definition carries within it the threads of feminist history 

and a challenging ecofeminist future. In this chapter I 

will address some of the issues which have led to the 

articulation of ecofeminism as the third wave of feminism 

(Merchant, 1995, p. 185; Plumwood, 1992, pp. 12-13). In the 

process of presenting this historical overview I will also 

demonstrate the way in which ecofeminism, as defined by 

Irene Diamond, is an essential aspect of my critical 

ecofeminist postmodern epistemology. In addition, as place 
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based, contextualized personal narratives are integral to 

both feminism and critical postmodernism, I will weave my 

story throughout this chapter. 

Diamond's words brought me to reflect closely upon the 

narrative of my life, work and struggles. I came to 

ecofeminism through a process of reflection and social 

action. On a very general basis this is perhaps best 

articulated through a narrative which encompasses almost 

three decades, two very diverse bioregions, and the way in 

which I view the world through the sociological imagination 

(Mills, 1959) . However, as this is not an autobiography, I 

will only touch upon those salient threads that awakened 

my ecofeminist consciousness. Amongst these threads are my 

understandings of the first wave of feminism, as well as my 

experiences as a participant in the second wave. 

The First Wave of Feminism 

The first wave of feminism, although most commonly 

associated with the suffragette movement, arose out of the 

early 19th century anti-slavery movement. Women, outraged 

when their gender was excluded from the anti-slavery 



societies proliferating in the towns of New England, New 

York, and Philadelphia, began to organize on their own: 

They formed their own societies . . . and thus had 
their first experience in organizing and public 
speaking. This new public role for women, and the 
hostility accrued by it, taught them to recognize their 
own oppression in the image of the slave. (C. Brown & 
Seitz, 1970, p. 14) 

Although an outgrowth of the abolitionist movement, the 

official beginnings of this "first wave of feminism" 

(Schaefer, 1993, p. 435) can be traced to the first women's 

rights convention held in the summer of 1848, when "several 

hundred women and sympathetic men met at Seneca Falls in 

upstate New York for a convention called by two active 

abolitionists, Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Lucretia Mott" (C. 

Brown & Seitz, 1970, pp. 15-16) . From this convention came 

The Seneca Falls Declaration of Rights and Sentiments, 

modeled after the Declaration of Independence (Kraditor, 

1970, p. 185) which, "in its attack on the laws and customs 

that deny full citizenship and equal economic opportunity to 

women" (C. Brown St. Seitz, 1970, p. 16) , still rings true 

today. 
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The Second Wave of Feminism 

Sisterhood Is Powerful/The Personal Is Political! 
(Anonymous, 1968) 

Like its predecessor, the second wave of feminism also 

emerged during a time of socio/political turmoil in the 

United States, the period of the Vietnam War. The second 

wave emerged both as an outgrowth of, and as a parallel to, 

the anti-war movement, and is an integral aspect to my 

story. 

I became involved with the second wave of feminism as a 

young mother living on the verdant Monterey Peninsula of 

Central California during the late 1960's and early 1970's. 

The Monterey Peninsula is home to Fort Ord, which was, at 

that period of time, the main west coast departure point for 

soldiers being shipped out to the Vietnam war. Monterey had 

its own home grown anti-war movement which included public 

education, counseling for conscientious objector status, 

numerous demonstrations and a GI coffee house. This 

community based GI Coffee house was part of a national 

network of coffee houses that served as a support system for 

the enlisted men and draftees involved in anti-Vietnam War 

activities. 



I joined other feminists and rebelled against the 

traditional feminine role expectations I encountered in our 

local anti-war coalition (Piercy, 1970; S. D. Schwartz, 

personnel communication, May 26, 1996). To say the least, 

it was an exciting time to be alive. 

At that time, books such as Betty Friedan's (1963) 

Feminine Mystique and Robin Morgan's (1970) Sisterhood is 

Powerful. foregrounded the personal, psychological and 

political dimensions of women's marginalized status in cur 

western democracy. Many women, who were not involved in tr, 

anti-war movement, found their way to feminism through such 

literature that caused them to question the reality of thei 

daily lives. 

I found myself devouring the rising tide of feminist 

literature. I joined a consciousness raising group wherein 

we continued to read and discuss the personal and political 

aspects of feminism (Allen, 1970; Cheney, 1994; Frye, 1990; 

Morgan, 1970; Reed, 1992). We addressed the issues of 

power, control and marginalization of women under 

patriarchy. Meeting with the formative members of the 

women's reproductive rights movement we explored the 
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personal significance of much of the material we had read in 

a small, at that time obscure, newsprint publication 

entitled. Our Bodies. Our Selves^ (Boston Women's Health 

Collective, 1969). 

Our consciousness raising group disbanded after a year 

of weekly meetings. However, it had woven me into the 

fabric of the second wave of feminism. I had gained new 

knowledge regarding the belief in the universality of 

patriarchy or an androcentric world view (Ortner, 1974; 

Rosaldo, 1974; Shiva, 1989). My sociological imagination 

had been further honed through reading, reflection and 

discussion. My experience in the consciousness raising 

group brought personal and lasting relevance to the feminise 

slogan, "The Personal Is Political" (Anonymous, 1968; Evans, 

1982, pp. 115-127; Gaard, 1993, p. 20). This slogan, and my 

early apprenticeship in the second wave of feminism have 

woven their way over the years into my ecofeminist 

consciousness and experience. It is here, in the Sonoran 

^Updated versions of Our bodies. Our selves (1969) have been published 

since this original 1969 newsprint edition. The Boston Women's Health 

Collective has also published the following related works-. Ourselves 

and our children: A book bv and for parents (1978) ; Our selves growing 

older (1987); and The new our selves growing older (1996). 
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desert, that the personal became political and I learned to 

weave my mindscape into the postmodern discourse of 

ecofeminism. 

Yes to Life. No to Cruise 

We are female human beings poised on 
the edge of the new millennium. We 
are the invisible, the illiterate, 
the laborers, the refugees, the poor. 
And we vow: No more .... 

Believe it. 

We are the women who will transform the 
world. 

(Morgan et al., 1994) 

To the casual visitor to Tucson, Arizona during the 

summer of 1983 something unusual was occurring on an empty-

parcel of land across from Davis Monthan Air Force Base. No 

majestic saguaro cacti traversed this section of land in the 

fabled Sonoran bioregion of Tucson, Arizona. Instead, this 

parcel of gravel covered land was now home to the Tucson 

Peace Camp. On the cognitive map of the casual visitor the 

scene was of no particular consequence: a blue tarp 

shelter, a small recreational trailer, a few tents, coolers, 

water bottles, and a small group of heat bedraggled campers. 

However, to those whose cognitive maps encompassed a more 
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perceptive, intuitive and ethically based territory, there 

was a deeper meaning to this camp. 

The Tucson Peace Camp was inspired by the women's peace 

camps at Greenham Common, England and Seneca, New York. Its 

very existence was derived from our ethical response to the 

exclusive training of crews for the Ground Launched Cruise 

Missiles at Davis Monthan Air Force Base. Nuclear tipped 

cruise missiles are virtually unstoppable. Cruising well 

below radar, topography alone guides them to their targets 

(J. Cohn-Joppa,' personal communication. May 8, 19 96; S. D. 

Schwartz, personal communication. May 6, 1996). They are, 

as are all nuclear weapons, beyond conscience, beyond 

morality. 

For the next six months the Tucson Peace Camp brought 

forth diverse expressions of anti-militarism and anti-

nuclear sentiments that awakened the moral sensibilities of 

many Tucsonans, as well as expanding greatly the size of 

' Jack Cohen-Joppa is co-editor, along with his wife, Felice Cohen-
Joppa, of The Nuclear Resiscer Newsletter. Since 1980, The Nuclear 

Resister has provided comprehensive reporting on arrests and the legal 

consequences of anti-nuclear resistance in the United States and Canada. 

The Nuclear Resister emphasizes and encourages support for people 

imprisoned due to these acts of conscience. For information contact the 
editors at: The Nuclear Resister, P. O. Box 43338, Tucson, Arizona 
85733 . 



Tucson's peace community. The camp brought together new 

allies who worked together towards creative non-violent 

solutions to ending the nuclear era. 

It was in this context that I found myself, under the 

full blast of Tucson's fabled dry summer heat, involved in 

one such creative solution. A group of us, women and 

children, wove a brightly colored personal political 

statement on the periphery of the camp. Our loom, heated 

and framed by the shimmering heat, consisted of the chain 

link fence separating us from federal land. The irregular 

warp was difficult to maneuver. However, our message 

provided the needed inspiration: Yes To Life-, No To Cruise. 

We wove ribbons, yarn, thread, baby clothes, letters, notes 

and other personal mementos into that stark metal fence. 

This activity was but one of many that occurred during the 

six month tenure of the Tucson Peace Camp. 

My involvement in weaving the fence at the camp was but 

one aspect of my life as an anti-nuclear activist. At that 

time I was the organizer of the Arizona chapter of the 

Women's Party for Nuclear Disarmament. During this period I 

met, educated, and worked with others whose moral and 
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ethical roots brought them to the point of taking a public 

stance against the final epidemic: nuclear war (Caldicott, 

1978; S. D. Schwartz, 1968). As women, sisters, daughters, 

and mothers, we articulated the sense of a deeply felt 

injustice which threatened the very existence of all life on 

planet earth. Ours was a place based, ethical stance 

derived from a holistic weaving of heart, mind, and soul. 

However, this is not to say that we were totally 

atheoretical. Our backgrounds were quite diverse, some of 

us were veterans of the anti-war movement of the late 196 0s 

and 1970s and others were members of the widely based 

ecumenical peace and justice support system developed by 

local churches. Yet, throughout all of our actions we held 

one principle in common which aided us in weaving our way 

through the threads of struggle during that long hot summer: 

Gandhian non-violence. 

The Gandhian Thread 

Gandhi said, "I did not move a muscle, when I first 
heard that an atom bomb had wiped out Hiroshima. On 
the contrary, I said to myself: Unless now the world 

adopts nonviolence, it will spell certain suicide for 

mankind." 
(Kripalini, 1994, p. ix) 
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Mahacma Gandhi's words resonate today as they did in 

1945 and in 1983.*° The success of the Tucson Peace Camp 

owes much to its many supporters and their willingness to 

hold fast to two basic principles which form the basis of 

Gandhi's "experiments with truth" (Gandhi, 1957, p. xii): 

"Ahimsa (non-violence) and satyagraha ('soul force' in the 

sense of non-violent resistance)" (Fox, 1989, p. 57). 

Satyagraha as Gandhi envisioned it required morally 

committed non-violent civil disobedience. That is, it 

"'must be sincere, respectful, restrained, never defiant, 

must be based upon some well-understood principle, must not 

be capricious, and above all, must have no ill-will or 

hatred behind it'" (Kripalini, 1994, pp. 89-90). 

Gandhi viewed "nonviolence [as] 'the most active force 

in the world'" (Prabhu & Rao, 1945, p. 46). The many 

actions at the Tucson Peace Camp exemplified this: weaving 

our hopes for the future into the warp of the base fence; 

women dancing for life on top of the cruise training 

For information on the Gandhian movement today see: Mark shepard, 

(1987) . Gandhi today: The story of Mahatma Gandhi's successors and 

Dilafruz Williams (1993). The Unity of Learning and Living for 

Ecological Sustainability: Gandhi's Educational Philosophy in Practice 

in Holistic Education Review, £(3), pp. 18-22. 
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buildings; holding a regular Friday open house for the peace 

community and base personnel; dialogues with cruise missile 

crews; and mass protests that involved entering the base by 

climbing over the barbed wire fence. There were many 

amongst the growing peace community, who, like Gandhi, were 

willing to speak truth to power, and if necessary, continue 

that discussion behind prison bars. Some of their actions 

resulted in arrests, political court room statements and 

imprisonment; their lives stand as a testament to the 

principles of Gandhian non-violent civil disobedience. 

Our struggles over the Ground Launched Cruise Missiles 

did not occur in isolation. The eyes of the world were upon 

us. We networked with other peace groups across the United 

States and Canada. Journalists visited from other parts of 

the United States, Europe and Asia. Finally, as the summer 

heat began to subside, we were blessed with visitors from 

the Women's Peace Camp at Greenham Common, England. 

The Tucson Peace Camp was not exclusively a women's 

camp, although the majority of the participants, as well as 

the leadership were female. In addition, many of the 

affinity groups that formed around specific actions were 
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composed solely of women. The Tucson Peace Camp wove all of 

us, women, men and children into the larger tapestry of a 

growing anti-nuclear movement. It holds special relevance 

for many of the women of the camp who are still involved in 

what is now known as the third wave of feminism: the 

ecofeminist movement (Birkeland, 1995; Merchant, 19 95; 

Plumwood, 1992). As with the second wave of feminism, 

ecofeminism is expanding across the globe in diverse forms 

at another critical juncture in history. While the second 

wave of feminism awakened women to a diverse admixture of 

personal, political and social crises (Babcox & Belkin, 

1971; Friedan, 1963; Morgan, 1970), the third wave, 

ecofeminism, has broadened our perspective with its emphasis 

on impending global ecocide (Birkeland, 1995; Merchant, 

1995; Plumwood, 1992) and, a continuing commitment to non

violence . 

The Third Wave: Ecofeminism 

An ecofeminist perspective propounds the need for a 
new cosmology and a new anthropology which recognizes 
that life in nature ... is maintained by means of 

cooperation, and mutual care and love. Only in this 
way can we be enabled to respect and preserve the 
diversity of all life forms, including their cultural 
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expressions, as true sources of our well being and 
happiness. To this end ecofeminists use metaphors 
like "reweaving the world," healing the wounds, and 
re-connecting and interconnecting the web. 

(Mies & Shiva, 1993a, p. 6) 

Francoise d'Eaubeonne is generally credited for the 

first use of the word eco-feminism in her 1969 work Le 

feminisms ou la mort (Adams, 1995; Eisler, 1987; Merchant, 

1995; Warren, 1994). However, Ariel Salleh (1991) has noted 

that as d'Eaubeonne's text was not translated until 1974 it 

would have minimal effect on the use of the term prior to 

that date. Greta Gaard and Lori Gruen (1993) were quiclc to 

note that "the appearance of the word or the concept of 

'eco-feminism' across several continents would indicate it 

arose out of a real, internationally observable phenomenon 

rather than the influence of a single writer" (p. 1). Thus, 

the birth of the term ecofeminism represents diverse, yet 

common global understandings of the interconnection between 

the oppression of women and the oppression of nature. 

Whether arising in the context of academic texts exploring 

the confluence of feminism and the environmental crisis 

across diverse disciplines or through grassroots movements 

in which women (and men) brought together the various roots 
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of ecofeminism from their experiences in the feminist, anti-

militarist, anti-nuclear, environmental, peace, and 

reproductive rights movements, ecofeminism has become 

accepted as part of critical postmodern discourse. 

However, as my personal narrative attests, it has not 

emerged in a vacuum, but rather within the context of 

diverse local and global representations of women's role 

vis-a-vis patriarchal cultures. One such aspect of the 

emergence of the third wave of feminism parallels the first 

wave. For the third wave of feminism "became a movement in 

1980 with a major conference on Women and Life on Earth held 

in Amherst, Massachusetts and the ensuing Women's Pentagon 

Action to protest anti-life nuclear war and weapons 

development" (Merchant, 1992, p. 2). The conference and 

subsequent action were positive steps taken in reaction to 

the marginalization of women in the anti-war movement, a 

marginalization which brought about the questioning of 

patriarchy in its many guises (Gaard, 1993; Gitlin, 1993; S. 

Griffin, 1978, 1982; Morgan, 1970; Piercy, 1970; Reed, 

1992) . 



As the above examples demonstrate, to understand 

ecofeminism, in all its diverse forms, one must address the 

issue of patriarchy. 

The Threads of Patriarchy: 

Power. Hierarchical Dualism, and Androcentrism 

There are no institutions, no politics, no government 
where my sex and I have not been dominated, subdued, 

and robbed of our potential and talents as we are 

excluded from patriarchal privilege. What then does it 
mean for a woman to be loyal in patriarchy? 

(Barry, 1978, p. 50) 

Patriarchy is a term used by feminists and ecofeminists 

to describe the diverse forms of power relationships by 

which men dominate and subordinate women and nature. 

Central to an understanding of patriarchy is the concepc of 

dualism, i.e., the process by which contrasting concepts are 

formed by domination and subordination and constructed as 

oppositional and exclusive. In patriarchal cultures 

"reality is divided . . . according to gender, and a higher 

value is placed on those attributes associated with 

masculinity. . . . Ecofeminists call this 'hierarchical 

dualism' "(Warren, 1987, p. 190). 



It is this hierarchical dualism, "in which man is 

conceptualized as separate from and above nature and women, 

. . . which leads to the concept of androcentrism" or a male 

centered world view (Birkeland, 1995, p. 56). Within such a 

world view that which is human is "implicitly visualized as 

a stereotypical male" (Birkeland, 1995, p. 56). Thus, 

androcentrism, along with the domination of hierarchical 

dualism, forms the "basic structural elements of what 

Western feminists refer to as patriarchy" (Birkeland, 1995, 

p. 56) . 

Patriarchy and androcentrism are more than just terms. 

They are socially constructed conceptual frameworks utilized 

to justify the subordination of women in diverse social 

realms. Ecofeminist philosopher Karen Warren (1990) defines 

these conceptual frameworks as "set[s] of basic beliefs, 

values, attitudes and assumptions which shape and reflect 

how one views oneself and one's world. All of these, 

beliefs, values and attitudes are in part a product of each 

person's history, education, and economic status" (p. 127); 

all of which are integrally interwoven in the manifestations 

of androcentric power. 
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Alison Jaggar (1994) has delineated four such 

manifestations of androcentrism: 

1. Male bias in the devaluation of women's 
contribution to social life [italics added] . [This may
be manifested as] erasure, trivialization, or 
outright hostility]. (Warren, 1994, p. 36) 

2. The omission of certain issues which are of 
special concern to women usually because they address 
women's subordination [italics added]. These include 
procreation, child rearing, sexuality, the nature of 
traditional women's work in the private domain, and the 
politics of personal and emotional relationships. . . . 
(Warren, 1994, p. 37) 

Neither [has] . . . much attention [been given] to 
the various ways in which environmentally destructive 
technology and environmental hazards are especially 
damaging to women's sexuality and reproductive lives, 

to their children, to their ability to provide such 

basic staples as food, firewood, fodder, and water for 
their families, and to the erosion of whatever power 
women may have had in their communities as suppliers of 
such necessities. (Shiva, 1994, p. 37) 

3. Overt misogyny . . . [italics added]. (p. 37) 

4. Many theories, concepts, and methods are 
androcentic in as much as they reflect a distinct male 
point of view [italics added]. (p. 37) 

All four of these forms of androcentrism represent a 

naturalizing of power (Yanagisako & Delaney, 1995). That 

is, power, as articulated and experienced within the 

framework of androcentric hierarchal dualism, becomes 
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"'naturalized'" . . . [it] . . . appears natural, 

inevitable, even--god given" (p. 1). This framework of 

hierarchical dualism serves as "a process in which power 

forms identity, one which distorts both sides of what it 

splits apart, the master and the slave" (Plumwood, 1992, p. 

12). Thus the feminine and the masculine are both shaped 

under the aegis of patriarchy. 

From an ecofeminist perspective it is essential to 

understand "patriarchy as we experience it in our lives and 

as a concept which explains women's subordination" (Bhasin, 

1994, p. 1), in addition to its role in the domination and 

subordination of women and nature across the globe. Khamla 

Bhasin (19 94), notes that numerous "areas of women's lives 

are said to be under patriarchal control: productive labor 

or power, reproductive power, sexuality, property and other 

economic institutions, the family, religion, the legal 

system, the economic system, political systems, education 

and the media" (pp. 6-9). In many of the areas of the world 

this control is explicitly, though diversely, manifested, 

"through another social institution, male violence" (p. 12) . 
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Bhasin notes that "no unequal system can continue 

without the participation of the oppressed, some of whom 

derive benefits from it" (p. 14). Therefore, even though a 

system is patriarchal, and some women within do benefit from 

it, "this does not mean that they are in control" (p. 15). 

"While women may be accorded differential degrees of power 

or prestige under patriarchy, it is the conceptual frameworlc 

itself that is at issue; it is still determined by men" 

(Warren, 1990, p. 127). 

Unraveling Power Over 

The ecofeminist issue becomes how to deconstruct the 

socially constructed naturalizing power or power over 

(Kreisberg, 1992; Starhawk, 1987) that creates the 

inequities of hierarchial dualism under patriarchy. 

Therefore, one ecofeminist task is to challenge, to 

restructure the power relations of patriarchy. "To 

investigate the limits of power based on power over and to 

look at the possibilities of power not based on 

relationships of domination. Power over is characterized by 

c o m m a n d ,  c o n t r o l ,  a n d  c o m p e t i t i o n  f o r  s c a r c e  g o o d s  . . . "  
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(Kreisberg, 1992, p. 60). Power must become non-

hierarchical as in a transformative process that will take 

us from power over to power with (Kreisberg, 1992; Macy, 

1983; Starhawk, 1987). 

Power with is characterized as a shared mutually-
reinforcing power that grows from cooperation and 
understanding of our interdependence to create win-win 
situations rather than win-lose. . . . [This] 
alternative concept of power with is characterized by 
collaboration, sharing, and mutuality. (Macy, 1983, p. 
6 )  

Joanna Macy (1983), drawing further upon the 

interdependence of life on earth, expands upon Seth 

Kreisberg's power with to what she terms "synergistic power" 

(p. 30). Such power is accessible, renewable, expandable 

and, as an expanding resource, it represents the dynamic 

interaction of human beings acting and working together in 

non-dominating ways. "In this way [such power] challenges 

the notion of scarcity, of a zero-sum system in which it is 

inevitable that there will be losers in order to have 

winners" (Kreisberg, 1992, p. 84). 

In the process of challenging the naturalizing power of 

patriarchy, and its accompanying discourse of power, focus 

must also be placed upon the contextualized realities of its 
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manifestations in the "dailiness of women's lives" 

(Aptheker, 1989, p. 39). Culture, as represented by 

conceptual frameworks, provides the naturalizing force for 

the ideologies of power under patriarchy, both on the micro 

scale experienced through the dailiness of women's lives 

and on the macro scale of community, nation and Mother 

Earth. 

Interwoven within the context of this discussion of the 

inequities of power imposed by patriarchy is an ecofeminist 

concept of power with that includes the development of 

equity between genders, as well as between "other living 

species and other non-living inhabitants of Gaia" (Merchant, 

1995, p. 26). 

At the same time it is important to acknowledge that 

power with, as well as the concepts of nature and Gaia are 

all social constructs. As an ecofeminist I include one such 

social construct, the concept of naturism, i.e., "the 

domination or oppression of non human nature" (Warren, 1990, 

p. 132) within my broad analysis of patriarchy. As I have 

worked my way through this ecofeminist discussion of power, 

I have tried to approach my interrelationship with nature 



from an ecofeminist: standpoint characterized by postmodern 

humility and awe, rather than one of hubris and control. 

Such an ecofeminist standpoint is integral to the discussion 

of ecofeminism and power, a discussion that includes a 

commitment to Gandhian non-violent civil disobedience. I 

believe that the concept of power with, and its relation to 

Gandhian non-violence, serves as integral part of this 

ecofeminist standpoint, another thread in my ecofeminist 

tapestry: 

First, nonviolent action represents a withdrawal of 

willingness to participate in an oppressive 

situations. This refusal to participate is assertion, 
not imposition. It breaks the oppressive bond, but at 
the same time affirms fundamental human bonds. Second, 

nonviolent resistance does not seek to compel others 
into dialogue and change, but rather it seeks to create 
situations that impel people toward dialogue and 
change. Thus, those who utilize nonviolent action gain 

access to others not through the use of force, but 
rather through the use of mechanisms of human encounter 

that activate in others the openness to fellow humans 

that can never be fully closed off. This is a 

fundament distinction between power over and power 
with. (Kreisberg, 1992, p. 67) 

Thus, the concept of power with serves as an exemplary 

ecofeminist tool with which to begin to unravel the strands 

of patriarchy and naturism (Warren, 1990) so heavily 

interwoven throughout our culture. However, there are many 
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approaches to this unraveling; there are many ecofeminisms. 

In the following section I will introduce these diverse 

ecofeminisms as well as a new theoretical perspective and it 

related issues. 

Ecofeminism(s): Threads of Unity in Diversity 

Clearly, ecofeminist theory is theory in process. What 
is thought to be important at this particular 

historical and cultural moment may not be important to 

ecofeminists in another place and time. Although the 
vision of a just and sustainable future for all is 
shared by ecofeminists, what this future looks like and 
how it is to be arrived at varies according to the 
diverse voices and experiences of those people engaged 
in developing ecofeminist theories. (Gaard & Gruen, 
1993, p. 31) 

While ecofeminists are tied together by their common 

understanding of the twin oppression of the domination of 

women and nature, they approach the issue from diverse 

perspectives (Birke, 1994; Birkeland, 1993; Merchant, 1980, 

1992, 1995; Starhawk, 1987). Carolyn Merchant (1995) has 

identified four diverse strands within the ecofeminist 

movement. Each has "been concerned with improving the 

human/nature relationship and each has contributed to an 

ecofeminist perspective in different ways " (p. 5) 



The first, liberal ecofeminism, offers the perspective 

of reform environmentalism, e.g., to attend to the current 

ecological crisis through the use of modernity's 

technological and bureaucratic fixes. Hierarchical dualism 

is accepted as a given, as is the "domination of nature" (p. 

5). While humanity continues to be sited as the center of 

the universe, liberal ecofeminism does posit an 

environmental critique, i.e., women have simply been 

excluded from man's domain. Thus the solution to the 

ecological crisis involves providing women with "equal 

educational opportunities to become scientists, natural 

resource managers, regulators, lawyers, and legislators, 

. . . [so that they too may join the ranks of those who] 

contribute to the improvement of the environment, the 

conservation of natural resources, and the higher c[uality of 

human life" (p. 9). The mark of success for liberal 

ecofeminists would be the inclusion of women in natural 

resources and environmental sciences. Such inclusion would 

a l l o w  t h e m  t o  " t r a n s c e n d  t h e  s t i g m a  o f  t h e i r  b i o l o g y  . . . "  

(p. 9) . 



The second, Marxist ecofeminism, focuses upon the 

analysis of the means of production as the source of the 

ecological crisis. Marxist ecofeminists question how it is 

that the "patriarchal means of production are responsible 

for the domination of women by men ..." (pp. 6-7). The 

transformation and domination of nature for human use is not 

only a given, but is perceived of as a means to human 

freedom. Through a critique of the capitalist control of 

resources Marxist ecofeminists envision a socialist society 

in which resources will be used for the good of men and 

women, controlled by workers, and "environmental pollution 

should be minimal as no surpluses" (p. 6) would exist. 

Feminists would continue to work within this modernistic 

Marxist strand to find appropriate technological and 

bureaucratic fixes to ecological problems. 

Cultural ecofeminism, the third strand, is a direct 

response to the notion that women and nature have jointly 

been devalued in western culture. Cultural ecofeminists, 

such as Starhawk (1987), view their relationship to nature 

as personal and spiritual. Cultural ecofeminists engender a 

"philosophy of intuition, an ethic of caring, and an 



understanding of the interdependence of humans and nature" 

(Merchant, 1995, p. 11). Science and technology, in the 

modernist vein, are viewed as part of the crisis due to 

their emphasis on the domination and control of nature. 

Rather than separating women from nature, cultural 

ecofeminism "celebrates the relationship between women and 

nature, often through the revival of ancient rituals 

centered on goddess worship, the moon, animals and the 

female reproductive system" (Merchant, 1995, p. 11) . It is 

through such celebrations that the interconnections of 

women's biology and nature as sources of female power are 

foregrounded. Although the social construction of gender is 

understood as the basis for differential power relations 

between men and women, women's "biology and nature are 

viewed as a source of women's empowerment and ecological 

activism" (p. 11). Thus, the personal becomes political 

within the social construction of power. 

The fourth trend, social ecofeminism, draws upon the 

work of Marry Bookchin in social ecology to envision the 

restructuring of society in human, decentralized 

communities. The basic tenet of social ecology, is the idea 
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Chat domination of nature arises from the domination of 

human by human within the day-to-day ongoing category of 

production. 

Social ecofeminists acknowledge the gender based 

socially constructed differences as well as the "differences 

in male and female reproductive capacities" (p. 14). 

However, they reject all forms of biological determinism and 

the existence of gender hierarchy and domination. For 

social ecofeminists, "biology, society and the individual 

interact in all human beings, giving them the capacity to 

choose and construct the kind of societies in which they 

wish to live" (Biehl, 1988, p. 7). Therefore, both women 

and men are capable of an ecological ethic based on caring 

and actualizing this ethic by ending all systems of 

domination and creating an ecologically sustainable society. 

Merchant (1995) proposes another philosophical position 

beyond these four strands: socialist ecofeminism. 

"Socialist ecofeminism . . . [is] a feminist transformation 

of socialist ecology that makes the category of 

reproduction, rather than production, central to the concept 

of a just, sustainable world" (p. 15). It is a 
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philosophical and ethical stance that places women and 

nature at the forefront. It also serves as a standpoint 

from which to analyze social and ecological transformations 

and to suggest social actions that will move us towards a 

sustainable and just future. Socialist ecofeminists ask: 

1. What is at stake for women and for nature when 
production in traditional societies is disrupted by-
colonial and capitalist development? 

2. What is at stake for women and for nature when 
traditional methods and norms of biological 
reproduction are disrupted by interventionist 

technologies (such as chemical methods of birth 

control, sterilization, amniocentesis, rented wombs, 

and baby markets) , and by chemical and nuclear 

pollutants in soils, waters, and air? 

3. What would an ecofeminist social transformation 
look like? 

4. What forms might socialist societies take that 
would be healthy for all women and men and for nature? 
[italics added] (p. 15) 

Merchant's socialist ecofeminism takes us beyond the 

confines of western conceptions of feminism to a broader, 

more inclusive global understanding of ecofeminism. It 

facilitates the crossing of borders: across cultures, 

northern to southern hemisphere, and first to third worlds. 

It serves as the philosophical basis of a formative 

"ecojustice" (Reuther, 1989, pp. 149-150) through which we 
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may interrogate the impact of transnational corporations on 

women and nature (Bodley, 1996; Shiva, 1989, 1991, 1992, 

1993a, 1993b, 1994a, 1994b). Specifically, it "allows us to 

envision a transition to a sustainable global future and an 

equitable human economy . . . based on two dialectical 

relationships--that between production and ecology and that 

between production and reproduction" (Merchant, 1995, p. 

16). In "existing theories of capitalist development 

reproduction and ecology are both subordinate to production. 

The transition to socialist ecology would reverse the 

priorities of capitalism, making production subordinate to 

reproduction and ecology" (p. 16). Or, more succinctly, in 

the words of Vandana Shiva (1994b), we would "put women and 

children first" (p. 16). 

Thus the concept of reproduction, broadly defined by 

Merchant (1995) to include the continued biological and 

social reproduction of human life and the continuance of 

life on earth, becomes central to the process of weaving 

together the diverse strands of ecofeminism. This weaving 

process allows me to fully comprehend that there is, "more 

unity than diversity in women's common goal of restoring the 
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natural environment and quality of life for people and other 

living and non-living inhabitants of our planet Gaia" 

(Merchant, 1995, p. 26). 

Therefore, in the following sections I will share: (a) 

examples of the issue of women's reproductive rights 

(biological rights) and (b) the issue of social reproduction 

within a global system in which the rape of the earth and 

the domination of women under patriarchy has become 

synonymous with the western ideal of progress. While both 

are representative of the greater crisis of modernity, I 

would like to address the former by continuing the narrative 

of my consciousness raising group. 

Our Bodies. Our Selves 

To modify the processes of reproduction or genetic 

inheritance is to make unprecedented interventions 

into human reproductive futures and thus, inevitably, 
into key definitions of humanity itself. 

(Franklin, 1995, p. 335) 

One important aspect of the consciousness raising group 

discussed earlier in this chapter was our struggle to 

re-vision the social construction of what it meant to be 

female within the bounds of western patriarchal society. 



This struggle extended to the realm of reproductive 

politics. We consciously worked to redefine our biological 

selves, as well as our social selves, as we endeavored to 

wrest control of our bodies from the western medical 

establishment (Boston Women's Health Collective, 1984; 

Downer, ChalJcer & Rothman, 1981; Ehrenreich & English, 1973, 

1979) . This was actualized through readings and visits from 

members of the Women's Self Care Movement (Allen, 1970; 

Boston Women's Health Book Collective, 1984; Downer, Chalker 

& Rothman, 1981) . The salient issues for the young women in 

our conscious raising group were birth control, fertility 

awareness, cervical self-examinations, menstrual extraction 

and discussions about the then current topic, the myth of 

the vaginal orgasm (Boston Women's Health Book Collective, 

1984) . Each of us had differential responses and interests 

in these topics. However, on a broader plane, this aspect 

of the consciousness raising group was in many ways an 

attempt to regain much of the knowledge lost to the medical 

establishment. (This was noted previously in my Chapter I 

discussion of the paradigm shift from the pre-modern culture 
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Co the culture of modernism, specifically in relation to the 

medical profession's usurpation of the role of midwives.i 

In the consciousness raising group we rendered apart 

the modernistic dualisms of nature/culture and mind/body as 

we rediscovered the ancient wisdoms inherent in a feminist 

world view. In the process we came to understand the 

consequences of the medicalization of our bodies and our 

selves. The medical profession viewed us not as complete 

human beings, but rather as disparate pieces of a machine 

that needed adjustment, rectification and control. We 

desired to re-define ourselves as complete humans beings, as 

women in tune with the natural cycles of our bodies, rather 

than dis-embodied parts viewed through the lens of Western 

medicine. 

Without necessarily articulating the intellectual 

assumptions behind our feelings we directly confronted the 

medicalization of our bodies through the reductionism of 

modernism. Modernism is characterized as reductionist 

because it reduces "the capacity of humans to know nature 

both by excluding other knowers and other ways of knowing" 

(Mies & Shiva, 1993a, p. 23). In addition, "by manipulating 
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. . . [nature] as inert and fragmented matters, nature's 

capacity for creative regeneration and renewal . . . [is] 

reduced" (Mies & Shiva, 1993, p. 23). This reductionisc 

aspect of modernism had directly impacted upon our lives. 

At that time none of us could have envisioned that the 

twilight sleep that many of our mothers elected to have in 

order to avoid the experience of birth (Wajcman, 1991) was 

simply a precursor to the total dis-embodiment of ourselves 

through what are now Icnown as the new reproductive 

technologies (Davis-Floyd, 1987; Diamond, 1994; Harding, 

1991; Hubbard, 1991; Merchant, 1980, p. 193; Mies, 19 93b, 

1993c, 1993d; Wajcman, 1994) . Some of the mos-t commonly 

known of these new reproductive technologies being 

amniocentesis, ultrasonography, in vitro fertilization and 

fetal monitoring (Boston Women's Health Book Collective, 

1984; Davis-Floyd, 1987; Wajcman, 1994). 

Neither were we concerned with the medicalization of 

menopause (Boston Women's Health Book Collective, 1984), 

i.e., menopause viewed as something other than a normal 

biological stage of women's lives. While it is not 

necessarily termed a disease, it is considered a state of 



dis-ease in Western culture that must be treated as if it 

were a disease. 

In the late 1960s such new reproductive technologies 

seemed to be in the arena of science fiction. However, as 

the 20th century comes to an end, the medicalization of 

women's bodies and subsequent dis-embodiment of women from 

the natural fertility processes has left far behind any 

traces of a pre-modern or organic view of the 

interdependence of humans and nature. 

In addition, the significance of these new reproductive 

technologies differs amongst first and third world women 

(Mies, 1993b, 1993c, 1993d; Wajcman, 1994). Amniocentesis 

for first world women may provide insight into the health 

and gender of the foetus. For those third world women who 

can afford amniocentesis such a procedure may pave the way 

for the abortion of a less than preferred female foetus. 

"In countries like India and China, amniocentesis, used as a 

sex-determination test, has led to large-scale abortions of 

female foetuses" (Mies, 1993c, p. 186). 

Issues of fertility and infertility are preeminent in 

both first world and third world countries. However, the 
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technology of in vitro fertilization (IVF) and attendant 

techniques utilized in this area are for the limited few and 

sidestep the much broader issues of maternal and child 

health. The focus is on the technological fix, rather than 

poverty as a social problem. "In the Third World . . . 

almost one-third of the population, 1.3 billion people, live 

in absolute poverty--too poor to provide the minimum diet 

required for full human functioning" (United Nations Human 

Development Program, 1993, p. 12). 

In first world countries, such as our own, one-quarter 

of all infants and toddlers live in poverty. The data on 

poverty is increasingly reaching an hour glass figure 

(Brecher & Costello, 1994, p. 29). Yet such procedures as 

in vitro fertilization, loudly touted in the press, approach 

almost Orwellian proportions. While the successes are well 

publicized, the truth remains hidden that "IVF is a 

difficult and largely unsuccessful procedure "(Franklin, 

1995, p. 334). It "does not cure infertility; it provides 

(and for a few women only) an avenue to biological 

motherhood through technological intervention" (Crowe, 1987, 

p . 84 ) . 
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According to Marie Mies (1993c), in France in vitro 

fertilization has also reached unimaginable heights: 

Engineers' propaganda clearly aims to devalue children 
born of women as "inferior products." Some French 
technodocs boasted of their IVF-babies being superior 
to "les enfants banales," conceived and born "wildly," 
that is, not produced scientifically under constant 
medical control. The difference between "les enfants 
banales" and the IVF-babies is seen as the difference 
between a creation of nature and an industrial product. 
It is not surprising that the new reproductive 
technologies are propagated in some countries, ... as 

a method of rationalizing reproduction, following 
rationalization of production through technological 
progress, (p. 187) 

Reproductive technologies not only encourage the 

disempowerment of women by the medical profession, they also 

facilitate the power over women by the state. Ultimately, 

"fertility and sterility . . . are viewed as 

'diseases'" (p. 189). Thus, as part of the mechanistic 

medical model of modernity, they lose their relevance and 

their significance as socially, historically and politically 

created phenomena. Such emphasis on technological fixes 

attempted through in vitro fertilization removes any concern 

for the social/biological/ecological causes underlying such 

infertility. Thus, a first world woman living downwind from 

a nuclear power plant, who has been unable to become 
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pregnant or has experienced numerous miscarriages, may be 

viewed, through the lens of the medical profession as a 

prime candidate for technological intervention. This is in 

face of the fact that studies have shown that the long term 

of effects of low level ionizing radiation do indeed create 

problems such as infertility and foetal abnormalities 

(Sternglass, 1981). Yet women, under Western patriarchal 

medicine, are viewed as defective, as prime candidates for 

technological fixes. 

The very same issues underlie the current focus on 

the yearly mammogram for first world women 40 years and 

older. Again, a technological fix is being recommended 

as a diagnostic tool. However, according to John Goffman 

(1995), internationally renown physician, nuclear chemist 

and former Assistant Director of the University of 

California's Lawrence Livermore Radiation Laboratories, 

"about three-quarters of the current annual incidence of 

breast-cancer in the United States is being caused by 

earlier ionizing radiation, primarily from medical sources" 

(p. 1). This immediately brings to issue the significance 

of the current emphasis on mammography in detecting breast 
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cancer. "Because there is no safe dose (risk-free dose) of 

ionizing radiation, we can be certain at the outset that 

mammographic programs will cause some number of radiation-

induced breast cancers. The question is: How many?" (p. 

173) . 

The ecofeminist response to the medicalization of our 

bodies is a combination of constant vigilance, public 

education, resistance and political action. Women's 

organizations such as the Federation of Feminist Health 

Centers (1981) and the National Women's Health Network 

(1994) provide support in such areas for women in the United 

States. 

As I look back with hindsight upon our consciousness 

raising group I see that in many respects it represented the 

quintessential aspects of American individualism (Bellah et 

al., 1985). Like thousands of other women around the 

country (Allen, 1970; Reed, 1992) we came together out of 

shared personal needs, not out of common political goals. 

One might even allude to the possibility of our being a 

feminist corollary to the then current human potential 

movement (Gitlin, 1993). However, out of this experience 
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many of us gained not only personal growth, but political 

awareness. 

This awareness led some of us into more active roles in 

the anti-war, anti-nuclear and women's movements. It led me 

to future involvements in these broad movements, as well as 

direct experience in the creation of a local low-income free 

clinic in Southern California. I carried the values of non

violence, cooperation, and a belief in social change with me 

in my work at the free clinic. This included such diverse 

tasks as scrubbing and painting the building, apprenticeship 

as a patient advocate and attendance at clinic board 

meetings. Such a concrete experience brought grassroots 

people together over a very basic need: health care. 

Organizing around concrete grassroots issues provides 

me with hope for the future. Women in third world countries 

have also organized around diverse concrete issues such as 

those discussed above. They have come together to 

specifically address the issues of social reproduction 

within a global system in which the rape of the earth and 

the devaluation of women under patriarchy is synonymous with 

the western ideals of progress. 
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Maldevelopment: 

Terra Mater to Terra Null is 

All sustainable cultures, in their diversity, 
have viewed the earth as terra mater. 

(Shiva, 1994a, p. 130) 

The western ideal of progress has promoted the 

"patriarchal construct of the passivity of the earth and the 

consequent creation of the . . . category of land as 

terra nullis ..." (Shiva, 1994a, p. 130), i.e., land as 

passive and devoid of human inhabitants; land that is open 

for development, transformed "into a machine and a source of 

raw material ..." (Shiva, 1989, p. xvii). This 

patriarchal notion, whether it be under colonial or neo-

colonial regimes or transnational corporations, has had dire 

consequences for women. 

The western notion of progress is a heavily gendered 

concept. Its presence signifies the continuing devaluation 

of women's reproductive knowledge as well as their knowledge 

of the regenerative properties of the earth as exemplified 

by women's subsistence activities (Diamond, 1994; Mies & 

Shiva, 1993a, 1993b; Shiva, 1989, 1991, 1992, 1993a, 1993b, 

1994a, 1994b). This devaluation began with the entrance of 
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monied economies under colonialism and neo-colonialism. It 

continues today under the tutelage of transnational 

corporations (Bodley, 1982; Shiva, 1989, 1991, 1992, 1993a, 

1993b, 1994a, 1994b). 

The proponents of the patriarchal construct of terra 

nullis "negated the regenerative capacity and life processes 

of the earth" (Shiva, 1994, p. 130). As woman was 

associated both with and of the earth (as discussed in 

Chapter 1), woman's reproductive and productive capacities 

were also denied; she was thus equated with terra nullis. 

However, women's ancient ties to production, as well as 

to reproduction, are not to be denied. Third world women 

have responded to this patriarchal construct both in terms 

of their reproductive and productive capabilities. In this 

section I will address the ramifications of their responses 

to the shift from terra mater to terra nullis within the 

context of what physicist and environmental activist Vandana 

Shiva (1989) terms "maldevelopment" (p. 5): 

Maldevelopment is maldevelopment in thought and 
action. In practice, this fragmented, reductionist, 
dualist perspective violates the integrity and harmony 

of man in nature, and the harmony between men and 
women. It ruptures the co-operative unity of masculine 
and feminine, and places man, shorn of the feminine 
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principle, above nature and women, and separated from 
both. The violence to nature as symptomatised by the 
ecological crisis, and the violence to women, as 
symptomatised by their subjugation and exploitation 
arise from this subjugation of the feminine principle. 
. . . Nature and women are turned into passive objects 
to be used and exploited for the uncontrolled and 
uncontrollable desires of alienated man. From being 
the creators and sustainers of life, nature and women 
are reduced to being "resources" in the fragmented, 
anti-life model of maldevelopment. (pp- 5-6) 

Shiva, one of the most prominent and well known 

ecofeminist activists in India today, works directly with, 

and speaks on behalf of women, children and men, who work 

for the earth and the regeneration of the feminine principle 

as they struggle to thwart the maldevelopment schemes of 

local entrepreneurs, governments and transnational 

corporations. While her theoretical and critical work, such 

as current work on the issue of the patenting of life forces 

(Shiva, 1993a, 1994b), crosses geographical boundaries, the 

main portion of her work and examples come from her 

homeland: India. 

Shiva has written and spoken across the globe about the 

failures of the Green Revolution (1989, 1991, 1993a, 1993b), 

the destructive forces of the White Revolution (1989) in 
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which non-indigenous cattle have disrupted traditional 

sustainable lifeways, and the agroforestry movement (1989, 

1991, 1993a, 1993b, 1994). In this chapter I will focus 

specifically on the agroforestry movement, more widely known 

by its ancient name, the Chipko^^ or tree hugging movement. 

Chipko, while ancient in origin, combines within it the 

ancient knowledge of the land based peoples of the Himalayan 

region of India, a specific Gandhian perspective, and 

provides an example of a specific place and point in time 

when Chipko, "became an ecological and feminist movement" 

(Shiva, 198 9, p. 76). Although Shiva's work has aided in 

bringing out of India the story of current Chipko movements, 

it has been the struggles, success and failures of the women 

of the Chipko movements that have been acknowledged 

globally. It is to their story that I now turn. 

For further information on the Chipko movement see: Thomas Weber's 

(1988) Huaaino the trees: The story of the Chioko Movement. 
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Chipko 

What do the forests bear? 

Soil, water and pure air. 
Soil, water and pure air. 
Sustain the earth and all she bears. 

- women's song from the Aadwani satyagraha 
(Shiva, 1989, p. 77) 

The story of the Chipko movement is traced to a 

300 year old classic morality tale (Rose, 1990; Shiva, 

1989) . This is the narrative of a successful women's 

struggle in which "'more than 300 members of the Bishnoi 

community in Rajasthan, led by a woman called Amrita Devi, 

serificed their lives to save their sacred khejri trees by 

clinging to them. With chat event begins the recorded 

history of Chipko'" (Bishnoi, 1989, p. 67) and the 

inspiration for the "exceptionally courageous women" (Shiva, 

1989, p. 67) of the modern Chipko movements. 

In December of 1987 these "exceptionally courageous 

women" (p. 67) were acknowledged globally as honored 

recipients of the Right Livelihood Award, (also known as the 

Alternative Nobel Prize), for their " 'vision and work [in] 

contributing to making life more whole, healing our planet 

and uplifting humanity' " (Press Release of the Right 

Livelihood Foundation, October 9, 1987) . These leaders and 



activists, primarily village women, through decentralized, 

local initiatives placed "the life of the forests above 

their own, and through their actions, had stated that nature 

is indispensable to suirvival" (Shiva, 1989, p. 218). 

For the Chipko women, nature, as personified by the 

feminine principle of Prakriti, provides the underlying 

world view, knowledge base and moral force behind their 

actions. Prakriti, the creator and source of wealth, is 

"characterized by (a) creativity, activity, productivity; 

(b) diversity in form and aspect; (c) connectedness and 

interrelationship of all beings, including man; (d) 

continuity between the human and natural; and (e) the 

sanctity of life in nature" (Shiva, 1989, p. 40). 

Within this ancient world view "there is no divide between 

man and nature, between man and woman, because life in all 

its forms arises from the feminine principle" (Shiva, 1989, 

p. 40) . This is a far cry from the culture of modernism 

wherein the feminine principle is objectified, devalued and 

subjugated. 

The history of Chipko movements provides a 

clarification of these two world views: the ancient Indian 
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cosmology which represents the organic, nature centered pre-

modern world view and that of modernism. This 

is exemplified specifically in relation to the two paradigms 

of forestry that exist in India, one life-enhancing, the 

other life-destroying: 

The life-enhancing paradigm emerges from the forest and 
the feminine principle; the life-destroying one from 
the factory and the market. The former creates a 
sustainable, renewable forest system, supporting and 

renewing food and water sources. The maintenance of 

conditions for renewability is its primary management 
objective. . . . (Shiva, 1989, p. 76) 

This first paradigm, which has emerged from India's 

ancient forest cultures, finds its voice through the modern 

Chipko movement. It has "been fuelled by the ecological 

insights and political and moral strengths of women" (Shiva, 

1989, p. 67). 

However, as in any narrative of human events the story 

of Chipko is fraught with many twists, turns and ironies. 

I will focus mainly on the movement in the Garhwal Himalaya 

of India. Here, agroforestry has been a mainstay of human 

existence. It is here that the "Chipko process as a 

resurgence of woman power and ecological concern" has made 

its mark (Shiva, 1989, p. 68). At the forefront of the 
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movement have been the women; the "men of the movement have 

been their students and followers" (p. 68) . 

The Gandhian connections to the modern Chipko movements 

are numerous and, at times, seemingly contradictory. 

However, they must be viewed as representing one microcosmic 

aspect of the broader cultural and socio/political 

development of the Gandhian movement in colonial and post-

colonial India. 

Mira Behn, one of Gandhi's foremost disciples, moved 

to the Himalayan region in the late 1940s. (Mira Behn was a 

British follower of Gandhi whose given name was Madeleine 

Slade) (Alexander, 1969). Within a few months after her 

move the region was inundated with a series of destructive 

floods. Mira Behn noted that the causes of such flooding, 

and subsequent human suffering, were due to the "Merciless 

deforestation as well as cultivation of profitable pines in 

place of broad leaf trees . . ." (p. 69) . 

[She realized] the issue was not merely one of 

planting trees, but of planting ecologically 
appropriate trees. . . . The replacing of banj [a 
traditional variety] and mixed forests by commercially 
valuable pine was a major reason for the increasing 
ecological instability of the Himalaya and the growing 
economic deprivation of Garhwali women, since pine 
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failed to perform any of the ecological and economic 
functions of the banj. (pp. 69-70) 

While it was clear that this basic ecological issue had 

to be addressed, there was an unusual twist in this story. 

The planting of many of the pine trees was the work of male 

co-operatives set up by Gandhian organizations who viewed 

"these pine forests as supplies of resin and timber for 

early industrial development" (pp. 70-71). Thus, a division 

developed between local male interests in commercial 

agroforestry and the local Garhwali women's interests for 

"subsistence activities based on forest protection" (p. 11). 

Mira Behn's ecological insights, along with those of 

other Gandhian disciples, were influential factors in the 

formation of the Chipko movements. One other such Gandhiax-

disciple was Indian activist Sarala Behn (no relation to 

Mira Behn). Sarala Behn worked towards the explicit 

furthering of the feminine principle. 

[She began with the creation of] an ashram for the 

education of hill women . . . and her full-time 
commitment was to make them recognize that they were 

not beasts of burden but goddesses of wealth since they 
rear cattle and produce food, performing 98 percent of 
all labour in farming and animal husbandry, (p. 70) 
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Sarala Behn understood that "the ethics of sharing, of 

producing and maintaining life, that women conserved in 

their activity, was the countervailing force to the 

masculinist morality of the market which came as 

'development' and created a cash economy ..." (p. 72) . 

The work of Mira Behn, Sarala Behn and many other 

Gandhian disciples, activists and Himalayan hill women 

eventually came to fruition as they networked to create the 

foundations for the diverse Chipko movements. However, as 

Shiva is quick to point out, these movements arose through 

"the totally decentered leadership of local women, connected 

to each other not vertically, but horizontally, through 

songs, through runners . . . who carried the message of 

Chipko happenings from one village to the next, from one 

region to another" (p. 73). Hill women, though separated by 

many miles, share one essential fact in common: "food 

production begins with the forest. Disappearing forests and 

water are quite clearly an issue of survival for hill women 

. . ." (p. 73) . 

While Chipko movements have, amongst certain circles, 

gained the distinction of being termed ecofeminist, it is 
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important to remember that not all Chipko movements began as 

ecofeminist movements. Shiva (1989) clearly articulates 

that the 1977 struggle over the Aadwani forests of the 

Garhwal Himalaya marks the historical juncture at which 

Chipko became an ecofeminist movement. 

It was in the struggle over the Aadwani forests in 

December 1977 and in the early part of 1978 that the life 

enhancing feminine principle of forestry came face-to-face 

with the masculine principle of destruction. Despite fasts, 

and other expressions of public discontent, the Aadwani 

forests, auctioned in early October, were scheduled to be 

felled the first week of December 1977. As Shiva (1989) 

tells the story. 

Large groups of women, led by Bachni Devi (the wife of 
the local village headman, himself a contractor) 
gathered together. Chipko activist Dhoom Singh Negi 
supported the women's struggle by beginning a fast in 
the forest itself. The women tied sacred threads to 

the trees as a token of their vow of protection. 
Between December 13 and 20, a large number of women 

from 15 villages guarded the forests while discourses 

from ancient texts on their role in Indian life went 
on uninterruptedly. (p. 75) 

The contractors withdrew, only to return with armed 

police in February 1978. However, before they could 

encircle the forests, movement volunteers told their story 
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to workers imported from other regions. "By the time the 

contractors arrived with the policemen, each tree was being 

guarded by three volunteers; the police withdrew" (p. 75). 

According to Shiva this incident of the Aadwani forests 

marks the point when "the Chipko movement became explicitly 

an ecological and feminist movement" (p. 76). 

The reason being that, for the women involved, it did not 

matter whether the forest was destroyed by outsiders or 

their own men; it became a matter of the life-giving 

principle coming face-to-face with the life-destroying 

principle. The "most dramatic turn in this new 

confrontation took place when Bachni Devi of Aadwani led a 

resistance against her own husband who had obtained a local 

contract to fell the forest" (p. 76). 

At the end, exasperated foresters tried to browbeat the 

women into submission by verbally devaluing the Chipko 

struggle, "You foolish women, how can you who prevent 

felling know the value of the forest. Do you know what 

forests bear? They produce profit and resin and timber" (p. 

77) . 
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The women clearly and eloquently articulated the 

difference between the life-enhancing and life-destroying 

paradigms that they faced in Aadwani forest as they sang 

their response back to the foresters: 

What do the forest bear? 

Soil, water and pure air 
Soil, water and pure air. 
Sustain the earth and all she bears. 

(p. 77) 

The lessons of Aadwani spread to other communities. 

"Peasant women came out, openly challenging the reductionist 

commercial forestry system . . . and the local men who had 

been colonized by that system, cognitively, economically and 

politically ..." (p. 77). 

The Global Ecofeminist Tapestry 

This expression of the feminine principle has woven 

Chipko into the ecofeminist tapestry, a tapestry as 

multifaceted and multidimensioned as the diverse global 

ecofeminisms. This is a tapestry woven of diverse narrative 

threads, held together by different expressions and 

actualizations of critical ecofeminist postmodern 
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epistemology; a tapestry in process, growing with the 

brilliance of each new thread. 

Women across the globe who weave these different 

threads face diverse foms of patriarchy. As such their 

struggles differ in substance and intensity. In India women 

have organized to say No to the Union Carbide's financial 

settlement for the Bhopal disaster (Kak & Reddy, 1992). In 

Kenya thousands of women belong to the Green Belt Movement, 

a community based tree planting campaign begun over a decade 

ago by a Wangari Maathai, who could not bear to see the 

desertification of her nation. Maathai, Kenya's first woman 

professor, resigned as head of the department of anatomy at 

the University of Nairobi, to launch what is now "one of the 

most successful women's environmental projects in Kenya, 

with a membership of about 50,000 owning 1,500 tree 

nurseries" (Katumba & Akute, 1992, pp. 55-58) . 

Perhaps one of the most widely publicized ecofeminists 

actions is the Greenham Common Woman's Peace camp at 

Greenham Common, England. The camp, initiated in 1981 by a 

small group of women who were outraged about the prospect of 

cruise missiles being sited in Britain and the waste of 
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valuable public resources, exists to this very day (Cook; & 

Kirk, 1983) . While the air force base has been converted to 

an industrial park, the women of Greenham Common have vowed 

to remain until the commons is once again the free, open and 

"common" space of pre-industrial times (Cohen-Joppa, 

personal communication, July 8, 1996; Junor, 1995). 

While manifestations of ecofeminism differ, the 

underlying principles, though often articulated through 

diverse cultural expressions, are based upon a shared 

ecofeminist epistemology. Vandana Shiva and others who work 

within the framework of the Indian cosmology speak of the 

concept of Prakriti as the feminine principle (Shiva, 1989). 

In a seminal article. Western ecofeminist, Ynestra King 

(1988) set forth a set of ecofeminist principles thoroughly 

congruent with Shiva's discussion of the feminine principles 

(1989). King's (1988) principles are as follows: 

I. Western industrial civilization in opposition 
to nature interacts dialectically with and reinforces 
the subjugation of women, because women are believed to 

be closer to nature. Therefore, eco-feminists take on 
the life-struggles of all of nature as our own 
[italics added]. (p. 33) 
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2. Life on earth is an interconnected web, not a 
hierarchy. . . . Eco-feminist theory seeks to show the 
connections between all forms of domination, including 
the domination of non-human nature, and ecofeminist 
practice is necessarily anti-hierarchical [italics 
added]. (p. 33-34) 

3. A healthy, balanced eco-system, including human 
and non-human inhabitants, must maintain diversity. 
. . . We need a decentralized global movement that is 
founded on common interests yet celebrates diversity 
and opposes all forms of domination and violence. 

Potentially, eco-feminism is such movement [italics 
added]. (p. 34) 

4. The survival of the species necessitates a 
renewed understanding of our relationship to nature, of 
our own bodily nature, and of non-human nature around 
US; it necessitates a challenging of the nature-culture 
dualism and corresponding radical restructuring of 
human society according to ecological and feminist 

principles. . . . Feminism represents the refusal of 

the original "other" in patriarchal human society to 

remain silent or to be the "other" any longer. Its 

challenge of social domination extends beyond sex to 

social domination of all kinds, because the domination 

of sex, race, and class and the domination of nature 
are mutually reinforcing [italics added]. (pp. 34-35) 

Not only are King's (1988) principles congruent with 

the ecofeminist epistemology that emerges through Shiva's 

work, they are also congruent with the definition of 

ecofeminism set forth by Irene Diamond (1994) at the 

beginning of this chapter. I believe it is worth re

visiting here: 
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The primary insight of ecofeminism is that all issues 
of oppression are interconnected, that to understand 
how to heal and liberate our world, we must look at the 
relationships between the various systems by which 

power is constructed. In an ecofeminist vision, there 
is no such thing as a struggle for women's rights 
separate from a struggle to repair the living systems 
of the earth that sustain life, or a struggle for 

gender equality that can be divided from a struggle for 
equality along lines of race, culture, economics, 
ancestry, religion, sexual orientation, or physical 
ability [italics added]. (p. ix) 

Ecofeminism as espoused by Diamond, King, Merchant and 

Shiva connects the many issues that I have discussed in this 

chapter. I consider these issues to be part of the 

postmodern paradigm shift: Gandhian non-violence; 

patriarchy/androcentrism/hierarchical dualism; 

nature/culture dualism; power over/power with; social and 

biological production/reproduction; new reproductive 

technologies; maldevelopment; and the power of human agency 

as exemplified by diverse ecofeminist movements across the 

globe. This power of human agency, when integrated with 

what Maria Mies (1993f), terms "the subsistence perspective" 

(pp. 297-324) provides another thread in this ecofeminist 

tapestry, a thread that holds a life-enhancing promise for 

the future. 
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Weaving the Future: 

The Subsistence Perspective 

"Unlimited Progress" is a dangerous myth because it 
suggests that we can rape and destroy living nature, 
of which we are an integral part, without ourselves 
suffering the effects. 

(Mies, 1993a, p. 93) 

In my previous discussion of the global ecological 

crisis, and in this chapter on ecofeminism, I have come 

face-to-face with the effects of modernism's notion of 

unlimited progress as I explored some of the diverse 

grassroots movements against this paradigm. These 

grassroots movements have contributed to the development of 

a critical ecofeminist postmodern epistemology; an 

epistemology that speaks to the salience of human agency; of 

theory into action. 

One thread in the weaving of such an epistemology is 

found in the work of Maria Mies (1993f). Mies, a German 

sociologist, who has worked extensively with Vandana Shiva 

on women and development issues, has set forth the 

visionary concept of the subsistence perspective (pp. 2 97-

324) . 
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The concept of a subsistence or a survival perspective 

originally was developed to: 

Analyse the hidden, unpaid or poorly paid work of 
housewives, subsistence peasants and small producers in 
the so-called informal sector, particularly in the 
South, as the underpinning and foundation of capitalist 
patriarchy's model of unlimited growth of goods and 
money, (p. 2 97) 

This original concept of the subsistence perspective, 

in tandem with an understanding of the global ecological 

crisis and an explicitly ecofeminist stance, weaves another 

rich and colorful thread into a critical ecofeminist 

postmodern epistemology. The main characteristics of this 

subsistence perspective are: 

1. The aim of economic activity is the "creation and 

re-creation of life [italics added], that means, the 

satisfaction of fundamental human needs mainly by the 

production of use-values not by the purchase of commodities" 

(p. 319) . 

2. "These economic activities are based on new 

relationships [italics added]" (p. 319). Domination over 

nature is replaced by an understanding of the 

interdependence of humanity and nature. Man's domination 
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over women and other living beings will be replaced by a 

non-exploitative relationships between men and women: 

This means not only a change in the various divisions 
of labour (sexual division; manual/mental and 
urban/rural labour, and so on) but mainly the 

substitution of . . . commodity relationships by such 
principles as reciprocity, mutuality, solidarity, 
reliability, sharing and caring, respect for the 
individual and responsibility for the "whole" . . . 

Subsistence security is satisfied ... by trust in the 
reliability of one's community, (p. 319) 

3. The basis of a subsistence perspective is 
grassroots' democracy ... as far as political 

decisions per se are concerned, but also with regards 

to all economic, social and technological divisions 

[italics added]. Divisions between politics and 

economics, or public and private spheres are largely 

abolished, (p. 319) 

This leads to the understanding that "The Personal Is 

Political" (Anonymous, 1968). 

4. A "multidimensional or synergic problem-solving 

approach [italics added]" (p. 320) is an essential aspect of 

a subsistence perspective [italics added]. The basis of 

this approach is that "different dominance systems and 

problems are interconnected, . . . [and] cannot be solved in 

isolation or by a mere technological fix" (p. 320). 

5. A new paradigm of science, technology and knowledge, 

based upon an "ecologically sound, feminist, subsistence 
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science and technology will be developed in participatory 

action with the people" [italics added] (p. 320). Such a 

grassroots, women and people-based knowledge will look to 

the traditions of the past as well as to current appropriate 

technology. Basic to this is the understanding that science 

is a social construction. As such, it must be "imbued with 

values which engender social justice across all sectors of 

society" (p. 320) . 

6 .  A subsistence perspective leads to 

reintegration of culture and work. . . . The main aim 
is happiness and a fulfilled life . . . [and] the 

reintegration of spirit and matter, [and] a rejection 

of both mechanical materialism and of airy spirituality 
[italics added], (p. 320) 

7. A subsistence perspective resists all efforts 

to further privatize, and/or commercialize the commons: 

water, air, waste, soil, resources. Instead it 

fosters common responsibility for these gifts of 

nature and demands their preservation and regeneration 
[italics added], (p. 321) 

The foregoing would be appropriate to an ecofeminist 

society. However, ecofeminism, as both a stimulus for the 

subsistence perspective, and as an exemplar, does not 

exclude men. Rather, the subsistence perspective, as an 

integral aspect of an ecofeminist vision "means men begin to 
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preservation of life on this planet" (p. 321). 

Mies (1993e) notes that this vision of a non-

exploitative, non-patriarchal society did not emerge from 

the hallowed halls of institutions of higher learning; it 

arose from the struggles of those involved in grassroots 

movements, in both Southern and Northern hemispheres, in 

first and third world countries, who fought and continue to 

fight for survival. Mies emphasizes the following: 

In these movements it is women who more than men 

understand that a subsistence perspective is the only 

guarantee of the survival of all, even of the poorest, 

and not integration into and continuation of the 
industrial growth system, (pp. 302-303) 

The women of Greenham Common, the Kenyan Green Belt 

Movement, the No to Bhopal movement, and the Chipko movement 

all attest to the strength and validity of such a 

perspective. Diverse examples from other parts of the globe 

abound. In 1988 the Mothers of East Los Angeles protested 

against the city of Los Angeles' plan to locate a hazardous 

waste incinerator in the Latino section of Los Angeles 

(Merchant, 1995). In Sweden, "Algots North, Sweden's first 

large scale worlcer-owned woman's company was created based 
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on a philosophy of production for use and need, not for 

consumerism and profit" (Merchant, 1995, p. 179) . In the 

late 1970s Japanese women who were concerned about food 

pollution, especially in reaction to the Minamata disease 

{mercury poisoning), became concerned about food pollution 

in general and formed one of the earliest examples of 

consumer-producer-cooperatives, the Seikatsu Club. The 

Seikatsu club women "used the purchasing power of consumers, 

. . . to promote the development of organic and ecological 

farming" (Mies, 1993d, p. 260). This was part of a much 

broader conscious attempt to promote organic agriculture as 

a life reform movement. In Cologne, Germany, unemployed 

women "initiated a scheme to exchange things with each other 

rather than to buy new ones" (Mies, 1993e, p. 305). 

These represent only a sample of both simple and 

complex life-enhancing solutions, all part of the 

subsistence vision, all diverse in context and history. Yet 

they are woven together by the common threads of women's 

stories of concern with the survival of their children, 

their families, and of Mother Earth. 
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These stories have been the most powerful aspect of my 

inquiry into this ecofeminist tapestry. They represent what 

environmental philosopher Holmes Rolston, III (1986) refers 

to as "storied residence" (pp. 95-101); that is narrative 

embedded in a sense of place, context, history and, most: 

significantly, in an ecological ethic. I've related 

numerous examples of storied residence within the context of 

this chapter, my own, as well as those of the many women who 

struggle on a daily basis for survival. These narratives, 

interwoven throughout my cognitive map, have deepened my 

sense of ethical responsibility to Mother Earth and those 

living and non-living entities upon her. While these 

narratives have proven powerful, lilce the Weavers' Pathway, 

they still leave an opening, a pathway towards future 

inquiry. This pathway leads me to the next chapter in which 

I will address the implications of Ecofeminist Literacy for 

curriculum theory and pedagogy. 
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CHAPTER 5 

ECOFEMINIST LITERACY; 

WEAVING THEORY AND PEDAGOGY 

"But you know, grandson, this world is fragile." 
The word he chose to express "fragile" was filled 
with the intricacies of a continuing process, and 
w i t h  a  s t r e n g t h  i n h e r e n t  i n  s p i d e r  w e b s .  . . .  I t  
took a long time to explain the fragility and 
intricacy because no word exists alone, and the 

reason for choosing each word had to be explained 
with a story about why it must be said this certain 
way. That was the responsibility that went with 
being human . . . and this demanded great patience 
and love. 

(Silko, 1977, pp. 36-37) 

Leslie Marmon Silko's words embody the pathway I have 

been on in the process of this inquiry. The dissertation 

research question framing this inquiry is as follows: What 

is the purpose of education in a world experiencing a global 

ecological crisis? I believe the previous chapters have 

demonstrated that both ecological literacy and ecofeminism 

provide the answer to my question in the form of an emerging 

critical ecofeminist postmodern epistemology or what I term, 

Ecofeminist Literacy. 

The tapestry that embodies Ecofeminist Literacy 

includes the following threads: the global ecological 

crisis; the paradigm shift from the culture of modernism to 
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Chat of postmodernism; ecological literacy; and ecofeminism. 

These threads, along with many others mentioned in the 

previous four chapters, are embedded within the context of 

the development and use of a critical ecofeminist postmodern 

hermeneutics. 

In addition, I have woven the threads of Ecofeminist 

Literacy and pedagogical theory to develop what I define as 

the Ecofeminist Inquiry Process. 

Ecofeminist Literacy and the Ecofeminist Inquiry 

Process are the central threads of this concluding chapter. 

Therefore, in the following sections I will discuss: (a) the 

genesis, theory and generative root metaphors of Ecofeminist 

Literacy; (b) Ecofeminist Literacy and teacher education; 

(c) the Ecofeminist Inquiry Process; and (d) the 

significance of the Ecofeminist Inquiry Process for 

education in the schools. I will conclude this chapter with 

a discussion of the significance of this ecofeminist 

tapestry and the relevance of the Weavers' Pathway to future 

endeavors. 
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Genesis of a Theory 

We will not arrive at the point of treating che 
planet with respect until we are able to treat 
all the members of own species with respect. 

(M. C. Bateson, 1994, p. 141) 

The genesis of Ecofeminist Literacy derives from the 

synergism of the diverse ideas presented in the first four 

chapters of this work. The interweaving of personal 

narrative, research, synthesis, analysis and reflection led 

to the expansion of my cognitive map through the process of 

Mary Catherine Bateson's (1994) concept of spiral learning. 

Within this framework I engaged in recursive thinking, posed 

questions, made connections, and discovered patterns and 

anomalies that eventually led to the cognitive leap which 

placed me on the pathway to Ecofeminist Literacy. This 

cognitive leap highlighted the specific threads central to 

the design of this emerging critical ecofeminist postmodern 

epistemology. 

I began to conceptualize the development of Ecofeminist 

Literacy with the same heuristic device I utilized to 

explain the development of ecological literacy. I described 

ecological literacy as an extension of Paulo Freire's (1985) 

modernist notion of conscientization or consciousness 
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raising. Freire's literacy lessons, explicitly political in 

nature, emphasize issues of power relations and social 

justice as one comes to read the word and the world. That 

is, within Freire's theory, students come to realize their 

own subjectivity in the web of social relations. They no 

longer view themselves as passive objects destined to live 

out a predetermined life. Instead they gain a sense of 

personal and collective agency as they analyze their own 

socio/political and economic oppressions through the lens of 

their own life experiences. This enables them to read the 

word and the world through a politicized lens and to take 

action to change the oppressive circumstances of their 

lives. Whereas Freire focuses upon the social and material 

conditions of existence, ecological literacy adds another 

thread to this reading of the world. 

Ecological literacy may be conceptualized in an 

analogous manner as it incorporates local and global 

ecological knowledge, as well as a deep cultural 

understanding of the interdependence of all living and non

living entities on Mother Earth, into a postmodern reading 

of the world. 
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The same analogy is applicable to Ecofeminist Literacy. 

However in this case the dual oppressions of women and 

nature are placed in the foreground. Metaphorically 

speaking, they are interwoven throughout the tapestry of 

Ecofeminist Literacy. 

This analogy serves as a forthright means of explaining 

the genesis of Ecofeminist Literacy. However, in reality 

Ecofeminist Literacy represents a more complex tapestry. 

Ecofeminist Literacy exemplifies the synergism of 

ecological literacy and the ecofeminism. Ecological 

literacy is derived from the work of academics and 

naturalists. Whereas ecofeminism, although it has gained 

some marginal status in academia, is rooted in grass roots 

social action. 

Irene Diamond (1994) eloquently phrases this position: 

In an ecofeminist vision, there is no such thing as a 
struggle for women's rights separate from a struggle 
to repair the living systems of the earth that sustain 

life, or a struggle for gender equality that can be 

divided from a struggle for equality along lines of 
race, culture, economics, ancestry, religion, sexual 
orientation, or physical ability [italics added]. 
(Diamond, 1994, p. ix) 

Even as the issue of the domination of women and nature 

are preeminent they are not separate from other issues of 
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justice and equality. These two overarching forms of 

domination within the paradigm of modernism serve as the 

framework that fosters the interrogation of all forms of 

social inequality. The emphasis is placed on the positive 

life enhancing values associated with women and nature; 

providing proactive visions of social change. 

Ecofeminist Literacy holds the promise of addressing, 

in terms of both theory and praxis, the domination of women 

and nature. It is my contention that unless these issues 

are placed in the foreground, any struggle towards the 

development of a just and sustainable postmodern future for 

all living and non-living entities on Mother Earth will be 

futile. Without the foregrounding of an ecofeminist 

perspective, the struggle for peace, justice and a 

sustainable postmodern future will be piece meal and 

temporary at best; illusory and embroiled in Orwellian 

double-speak at the worst. 

In retrospect the genesis and articulation of 

Ecofemnist Literacy reflects the intellectual and political 

aspects of my personal pathway. This pathway represents 

many diverse threads: the awakening of my formative 
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environmental awareness; my involvement in the second and 

third waves of feminism; my years as a public school 

teacher; and the past six years of intellectual inquiry in 

graduate school. All of these threads have contributed to 

the genesis of Ecofeminist Literacy. 

Generative Root Metaphors of Ecofeminist Literacy 

The clarity of my vision was arrived at only through 

the long process of spiral learning which led to the 

interweaving of some concepts, and the disregarding of 

others. This culminated in the theory and in the 

articulation of the following generative root metaphors of 

Ecofeminist Literacy, which in themselves represent a 

rearticulation and refinement of the generative root 

metaphors of critical ecofeminist postmodernism. They 

contain the core values of my theory of Ecofeminist 

Literacy. 

1. Ecofeminism: Preeminent amongst these metaphors is 

the life enhancing relationship between women and 

nature.This extends the focus to broad issues of equality, 

democracy and empowerment. While the manifestations of this 
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differ across cultures and bioregions, the underlying 

metaphor weaves them into a vast global ecofeminist 

tapestry. 

2. Gaia: The concept of Gaia, i.e., the understanding 

that the earth and all forms of life upon it are part of a 

living organic system is integral to this metaphoric vision. 

Mother Earth or Mother Nature, understood as a living 

organism, may manifest herself as a nurturing essence or as 

the epitome of wilderness. 

3. Ecocentric/Biocentric Perspective: Mother Earth is 

further conceptualized by an ecocentric (earth centered) or 

biocentric (life centered) perspective. Such a perspective 

enables us to envision Mother Earth as an ecology of all 

life forms held together through interdependence. This 

understanding leads to an ecocentric or biocentric ethic in 

which we come to understand and respect the knowledge that 

damage in one bioregion may have untold consequences for 

other bioregions and/or the global ecology as a whole. 

4. Bioregionalism: The concept of bioregionalism means 

that we must learn to become true dwellers in the land. We 

need to utilize natural geographic regions to redefine the 
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socio/political and economic realities of our society. This 

does not devalue the meaning of the nation state. Rather, 

it signifies that the state as we know it will he comprised 

of bioregions whose populations collaborate for their mutual 

benefit, as well as for the benefit of maintaining a healthy 

bioregional and global ecosystem. Such collaboration will 

necessitate the decentralization of power and the consequent 

empowerment of local communities. 

5. Storied Residence/Bioregional Narrative: The 

stories of these bioregions will be found in the oral and 

written traditions of storied residence or bioregional 

narrative, i.e., narrative interwoven with a sense of place, 

context, history and an ecocentric ethic. Such place based 

narratives serve as the means by which humans come to 

understand their inter-relationships with other humans and 

the envi ronmen t. 

6. The Mind/Body and Nature/Culture Connection: 

Bioregional narratives aid in further articulating another 

of the generative root metaphoric of Ecofeminist Literacy: 

the holistic understanding of the interconnections and 

interdependence of mind/body and nature/culture. The holism 
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articulated within this metaphor flows throughout all of the 

metaphors. 

7. Restriction of The Self: As we come to understand 

the holistic nature of our relationship with Mother Earth we 

come to the next metaphor: the restriction of the self for 

the good of the bio tic community and society. We come to 

understand that the self does not exist in isolation. In a 

world experiencing a global ecological crisis, and facing a 

future of increasingly scarce resources, restriction of self 

will become a highly valued ethical stance. 

8. Multidimensional Nature of Knowledge: Our ethical 

stance will also impact upon, and be impacted by, the ways 

in which we know and come to understand our world. Knowledge 

is multidimensional, influenced by the diverse 

epistemologies and cultural traditions found on Mother 

Earth. C. A. Bowers (1993a) articulates this most 

succinctly: 

Thus many forms of knowledge will be acknowledged: 
tacit, theoretical, technical, folk, encoded (in 
genes, language, cultural artifacts, plants, animals, 

etc.), poetic, spiritual bodily. Knowledge will 
include an overall ethical consideration of the 
continuities with our past and responsibilities for 
future generations [italics added], (pp 167-168) 
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9. Valuing Cultural Traditions of the Past: Humans, as 

cultural beings, must fully understand, recognize and value 

the knowledge of past traditions. For it is within the 

millennia of humanity' s past that we will come to find the 

examples of humanity's ability to live in harmony and 

balance with the environment. This pathway through cultural 

traditions of the past will lead us to the pathway for a 

just and ecologically sustainable future. 

10. Technology as a Mediating Tool: One aspect of this 

pathway has been humanity' s development and use of 

technology. We must come to understand that technology is a 

tool that mediates humanity's experience with nature, rather 

than an end in itself. Only through such an understanding 

may we begin to grasp what appears to be a form of 

technological determinism. Instead, we will gain control of 

technology and it will become subordinate to the larger 

concerns of the biotic community. This will further the 

affirmation of our own subjectivity, i.e., our sense of 

human agency. 

11. Valuing Human Subjectivity: We must conceptualize 

ourselves as subjects, rather than objects. It is through 
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this understanding of our own subjectivity that we will come 

to understand the power of human agency. It is this power 

of human agency, our ability to create and recreate our 

world, that serves as a marker of our common humanity. One 

form that this subjectivity must take is a commitment to 

Gandhian non-violence. 

12. Gandhian Non-Violence: Gandhian non-violence holds 

the promise and the power to envision and work towards 

creating a world where violence will no longer hold any 

cultural value. The means are as significant as the ends. 

We cannot create a just and sustainable future through 

unjust and violent means. Gandhian non-violence also calls 

upon us to bare our ethical souls and speak truth to power 

as we create a world in which neither humanity nor Mother 

Earth is in jeopardy. To do so we will have to embody what 

I have termed postmodern humility. 

13. Postmodern Humility: Postmodern humility is 

embedded within and based upon the aforementioned generative 

root metaphors of Ecofeminist Literacy. It signifies the 

understanding of our relationship to the other living and 

non-living entities on this earth. We, as humans, can no 
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longer place ourselves, above other living or non-living 

entities. 

These metaphors represent the ideological patterns or 

templates by which we live, create and recreate our world. 

In the process we have the opportunity to re-create 

ourselves. In this sense, as Mary Catherine Bateson (1994) 

notes, "We are our own metaphors" (p. 142); we are agents of 

culture change. 

These generative root metaphors of a critical 

ecofeminist postmodernism contain within them the threads of 

this new epistemology and a deep cultural understanding of 

the global ecological crisis. Thus they stand in clear 

contrast to the generative root metaphors of modernism. 

Figure 5 serves as a comprehensive visual representation of 

this contrast. 

This critical ecofeminist postmodern thread weaves hope 

for future generations while providing a definitive role for 

educators as they and their students come to understand the 

ecocide inherent in the global ecological crisis. 

These metaphors allow us to cross boundaries in order 

to better understand the significance of Ecofeminist 
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Modernism Critical Ecofeminisc Postmodernism 

Patriarchy/Androcentrism: 
Universal domination of 
women and nature; 
Man identified with 
rationality and culture; 

Woman identified with 

nature--passive and 
controllable or 
irrational, uncontrollable, 

wild and untameable. 

Ecofeminism: Acknowledge 
and struggle to ameliorate 
the universal domination of women 
and nature; Provides life-
enhancing values; Human community 
and biotic commtanity in mutual 

relationship; Consideration for 

humans and all other living and 

non-living entities on Mother 

Earth; Respect for cultural 

diversity and biodiversity; 

Inclusion of women, other 

minorities and non-humans in 

code of ethical accountability. 

Mechanistic world view; 

World as machine 

Organic world view; Nature as 

living organism; Nature as 

nurture/nature; As wilderness 

Anthropocentrism: Humsms 

as center of the world 

Ecocentrism/Biocentrism: Earth 

centered commianity understood as an 

ecology of all life forms held 

together through interdependence 

Control of nature; 

Nature objectified, 

exploited and tamed 

Gaia: Understsm-ding that the 

earth and all forms of 

life upon it are part of a 

living organic system; 

Appreciation of wilderness/the wild 

side of nature 

Individualism Restriction of the self 

the good of the biotic 

community and society 

for 

Linear, rational thought 

{neutral, natural and 

culture free) is the 

epitome of intellectual 

development; Belief in 

universal truths; 

Objective facts; Grand 

or meta-narratives explain 

these universal truths 

There are many ways of knowing; 

Knowledge is multidimensional; 

Focus on values within diverse 

socio/historical contexts; 

Personal, placed based narrative as 

a way of knowing 

(Figure continues) 
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Mg'jgroigm 

Hubris 

Belief in Che dualism 

of mind/body and 

and nature/culture 

Humans as obj ects 

Belief in unending 
linear progress 

Creation of a monoculture 

where the dominant 

ideology prevails 

Reification of technology; 

Faith in technological fixes; 

Technological f\indamentalism 

Society functions like a 

machine; Humans function 

as individual units of 

this machine 

Nationalism: Supremacy of the 

state over the local polity; 

Society best controlled 

when all power is centralized; 

Socio/political smd economic 

basis of society based upon 

needs of national/ 

trainsnational capital. 

Critical Ecofeminist Postrnoderniam 

Postmodern Humility 

Holistic understanding of 

interconnections 

interdependence of mind/body 

and nature/culture 

Humans as subjects; Active agents 

Understand and value the knowledge 

of past traditions as examples of 

humanity's ability to live in 

harmony and balance with the 
environment 

Diversity of cultures, ideologies, 
and languages 

Understand the nature of 

of technology as a tool 

mediates between self and 

society; Technology will become 

subordinate to the larger concerns 

of the biotic community 

Belief in the power of human 

agency and our ability to 

create and recreate our world 

Bioregionalism: Learning to be 

true dwellers in the land; Natural 

geographic regions become the basis 

for the redefinition of the 

socio/political and economic basis 

of society; Decentralization of 

power leads to empowerment of local 

communities; Populations cooperate 

for their mutual benefit, as well 

as for the benefit of maintaining 
a healthy bioregional and global 
ecosystem. 

Figure 5. Contrasting Generative Root Metaphors: 

Modernism and Critical Ecofeminist Postmodernism. 



Literacy. Thus, as I begin to perceive the world through 

the lens of Ecofeminist Literacy I can interrogate the 

diverse representations of the domination of women and 

nature across cultural, social, political, economic, and 

ecological terrains. These will be articulated through a 

vast array of differing place based narratives; each one 

emphasizing issues of social and ecological justice through 

a particular cultural lens. 

The contingent nature of such a critical ecofeminist 

postmodern theory facilitates a view of the world that 

ranges from the local to the global. For example, I can 

begin to make connections between the status of women who 

must, on a daily basis, walk many miles in search of fresh 

water in the arid and semi-arid lands of the third world and 

the root causes of the desertification of these lands. I 

certainly may pose the question: What roles have 

transnational corporations played in the desertification of 

these lands? In what ways has the introduction of the cash 

economy destroyed traditional cultures and the role and 

status of women in these societies? Have extractive 

industries and western agricultural practices contributed to 
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the deterioration of traditional living standards, the 

destruction of the environment, and the health and status of 

women and their families? In what ways have I, as a woman 

living in the western first world, benefitted from the 

actions of transnational corporations? Do I not have an 

ethical obligation to work towards rectifying the continuing 

onslaught of progress in the guise of western technology as 

promulgated by transnational corporations? If so, then what 

is my role as an educator regarding the global ecological 

crisis? This leads directly to the question underlying this 

broad inquiry into a critical ecofeminist postmodern 

epistemology: What is the purpose of education in a world 

experiencing a global ecological crisis? 

From the standpoint of Ecofeminist Literacy the answer 

appears forthright. This question itself must become the 

focal point of education if we are to safeguard the health 

and welfare of our students and provide them with the 

knowledge, skills, and belief system necessary to address 

the crisis. I am calling for an application of Ecofeminist 

Literacy or an ecofeminist "greening" of education as the 

basic response to the global ecological crisis. In the 



following two sections I will address the implications of 

Ecofeminist Literacy for teacher education and education in 

the schools. 

Ecofeminist Literacy and Teacher Education 

The creation of a teacher education program or course 

based upon Ecofeminist Literacy is an explicitly political 

act. It is explicitly political because Ecofeminist 

Literacy questions the paradigm of modernism and, within 

this, the basis of all western education. The specific 

aspects of this were set forth in the previous discussion of 

the generative root metaphors of modernism. 

Anthropocentrism, the domination and control of women and 

nature, the belief in unlimited progress, individualism, and 

the reification of technology represent just a few of these 

generative root metaphors. However, all of these root 

metaphors of modernism are questioned within the ongoing 

postmodern paradigm shift, and explicitly by Ecofeminist 

Literacy. 

Ecofeminist Literacy will take educators beyond the 

limited notions of gender equity to encompass a much broader 
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understanding of the relationship between gender, culture, 

nature and power. Within a course taught from the 

perspective of Ecofeminist Literacy gender equity programs 

themselves will be interrogated. As feminist teacher 

educator Joanne Pagano (1990) states, "We women do not want 

equality if equality means equal access to the superior 

position in a structure of domination and submission . . . 

we do not want the power to oppress, to maim and to silence" 

(p. 14). Within such a context questions will arise as to 

the complicity of women, whether by class or educational 

privilege, in the domination of other humans and nature. 

Two broad questions emerge: Do gender equity programs 

within the culture of modernism promulgate the continuation 

of the modernity? Do they continue the dual oppressions of 

women and nature? 

These issues have been addressed previously by feminist 

scientists Ruth Hubbard (1995) and Sandra Harding (1991). 

They have posed the deep epistemological question that asks: 

"Whose science, whose knowledge? (Hubbard, 1995) . This 

leads to the question: In what ways do female scientists 

support the status quo? I would pose another question; In 
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what ways might a science based on Ecofeminist Literacy 

transcend the status quo? 

This brings me to address the following question: How 

might a teacher education program be re-visioned from the 

perspective of Ecofeminist Literacy? This question has been 

answered, in part, by the work of C. A. Bowers and Dilafruz 

Williams at Portland State University. They have created an 

exemplary Master's level teacher education program with an 

explicit "green" strand. The strand, entitled, "Focus in 

Education, Culture and Ecology"(Bowers, personal 

communication, March 1, 1996), owes much of its 

philosophical underpinnings to the work of C. A. Bowers and 

David Orr. Examples of the broad range of "green" courses 

include philosophy of education, theoretical models of 

curriculum, children's literature, multicultural education, 

educational policy analysis, and a specific course on 

Ecology, Communication, and Culture (Bowers, personal 

communication, March 1, 1996) . This cutting edge program is 

predicated upon the following statement: 

With the growing awareness that the causes of the 
ecological crisis, in part, can be found in cultural 

beliefs and practices, serious observers are 
recognizing that formal educational processes, in 
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schools and other social settings, reproduce the 

cultural beliefs and behaviors that are contributing to 
the problem. They also recognize that formal 
education, in its various settings, represents a 
critically important leverage point in the culture 
change process. (Bowers, personal communication, March 
6, 1996) 

The above course listing, with the exception of the 

course entitled, Ecology, Communication and Culture, appears 

representative of course offerings at many institutions of 

higher education. The significant difference is that all of 

the above listed courses have been "greened", i.e., they are 

all taught from the perspective of ecological literacy. 

Thus for example, the course on theoretical models of 

curriculum includes the following: readings on ecologically 

sustainable cultures; discussions of issues of subjectivity, 

power and culture; interrogations of cultural assumptions; 

re-visioning the significance of John Dewey's influence on 

curriculum theory; exploring the implications of critical 

pedagogy; and readings on the significance of the postmodern 

paradigm shift (Bowers, personal communication, March 6, 

1996) . 
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The course on educational policy analysis utilizes a 

critical ecological lens to focus on the educational 

implications of the use of computers. As Chet Bowers 

has stated: 

This will require a deep understanding of many 

characteristics of computer technology that are seldom 

discussed by educators, school board members, or the 
general public. This broad approach to this area of 

educational policy will facilitate an understanding of 

how computers are contributing to the globalization of 
a consumer/technologically oriented culture, how 
computers privilege certain forms of knowledge in the 
classroom and marginalize others, and what teachers 
should understand about using computers as part of the 
process of primary socialization, and the form of moral 
education that occurs within the context of computer 

mediated learning. (C. A. Bowers, March 6, 1996, 

personal communication) 

This program is a beginning, it is part of the 

postmodern paradigm shift and certainly exemplifies 

an explicit attempt to "green" teacher education and 

thereby facilitate culture change. Ecological literacy does 

address issues of gender and nature. However, these issues 

are not addressed as fully as they would be within a program 

based upon Ecofeminist Literacy. Therefore, the next step 

is to explicitly incorporate Ecofeminist Literacy into 

teacher education courses, programs and professional 

development. 



Ideally the values inherent in the generative root 

metaphors of Ecofeminist Literacy should be interwoven 

across the full spectrum of courses in a teacher education 

program. However, given the reality of schools of 

education, the introduction of Ecofeminist Literacy in such 

a program would most likely begin with the introduction of a 

seminar on Ecofeminist Literacy. 

The following syllabus for a seminar on Ecofeminist 

Literacy is drawn from the diverse threads interwoven 

throughout the body of this inquiry. The generative root 

metaphors of Ecofeminist Literacy, as well as being 

explicitly introduced, will pervade this seminar. 

While this syllabus is intended for an on campus 

seminar, it or portions of it could be easily modified to 

conform to the needs of professional development programs in 

a variety of settings. 

Figure 6 represents my vision of a syllabus for a 

teacher education seminar on Ecofeminist Literacy: 

The syllabus provides only a general outline of the 

seminar that I have envisioned. In order to provide a 

richer view of this course I will create a fictional account 
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Voices from the Seminar: Ecofeminism/Ecoliteracy--
Connections, Memories, and Educators' Visions 

Roots of Ecofeminism/Ecofeminist Literacy: 
The 1st, 2nd and 3rd Waves of Feminism 

The Global Ecological Crisis: Listening to Women's 
Voices 

Ecological Literacy: Theory, Praxis, and Prophesy 

The Significance of the Postmodern Paradigm Shift: 
History and Theory 

Metaphors, Language aind Culture Change 

Voices from Home: Bioregional Narrative/Storied 
Residence 

Tools for Teacher Research and Action: Critical 
Ecofeminist Postmodern Hermeneutics 

Ecological Education in Action: Current Visionary-
Programs in the United States and Canada 

Global Perspectives I: Gandhian Schools 

Global Perspectives II: Learning From Ladakh--
Education for an Ecofeminist Future 

The Ecofeminist Inquiry Process: Theory and Praxis 

Children's and Adolescent Literature: Creating A Literature 
Based Classroom to Foster Ecofeminist Literacy 

Voices from the Real World of Schooling: Reflections 
on Ecofeminist Literacy 

Voices from the Seminar: Student Presentations on 
Ecofeminist Literacy 

Figure 6. Syllabus for a Teacher Education Seminar on 

Ecofeminist Literacy. 
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of what might occur on the first day of such a seminar. I 

think it is essential to preface the following fictional 

account with one very important point: the title of this 

seminar will attract a self-selected group of students who 

are interested in and/or identify with either feminism or 

ecofeminism. This will affect the process and content of 

the seminar. 

This seminar is designed as an open inquiry based 

forum. My intention has been to create a safe environment 

for the growth of a caring community of learners. The core 

activities of the first day would commence with 

introductions. Pairs of students (and the instructor) would 

briefly share pertinent information about themselves. Each 

person would then introduce his/her partner to the rest of 

the class. Hopefully, these class introductions should 

provide us with a sense of who we are as women, men, 

students, parents, educators and citizens. Some students 

may share the reasons behind their presence in the course. 

Others might wish to retain a sense of privacy. These are 

types of responses I would expect on the first day of a 

class. 
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After these introductions we would collectively 

brainstorm the significance of the following two topics: 

ecofeminism and Ecofeminist Literacy. I would record 

students' contributions on an overhead transparency. This 

would provide us with a record of our initial thoughts on 

ecofeminism and Ecofeminist Literacy. We would re-visit and 

re-vision these initial thoughts at the end of the class 

session. 

Following our brainstorming session I would engage the 

class in a reader response activity based upon the following 

short readings found in Figures 7, 8 and 9. 

Students would have ample time to read, write short 

responses, and discuss the readings in small groups. We 

would then move into a large group discussion. 

These readings are intended to foster diverse 

responses, as well as to provide students with a solid 

definition of Ecofeminist Literacy. I expect that many 

students would be able to identify and/or make connections 

across all of these readings. The second reading, intended 

as a preface to the next class session, would provide the 
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The primary insight of ecofeminism is that 

all issues of oppression are interconnected, 

that to understand how to heal and liberate 

our world, we must look at the relationships 

between the various systems by which power is 

constructed. In an ecofeminist vision, there 

is no such thing as a struggle for women's 

rights separate from a struggle to repair the 

living systems of the earth that sustain 

life, or a struggle for gender equality that 

can be divided from a struggle for equality 

along lines of race, culture, economics, 

ancestry, religion, sexual orientation, or 

physical ability. 

(Diamond, 1994, p. ix) 

Figure 7. Reader Response Reading Number One. 



what will you give to Mother Earth in return 

for what she has given? 

"I give to the Earth one caring child." 

What do you say to a person as you part after 

having met on a path? 

"May you grow." 

What is the purpose of ceremony? 

"Ceremony is to make you remember." 

What is the purpose of books? 

"Books are to make you forget."-

Insights provided by Joe Aragon, Acoma and Bernita 

Humeyestewa, Hopi--part of the environmental education 

institute for teachers of American Indian children. 

(Krall, 1994, p. 221) 

Figure 8. Reader Response Reading Number Two. 
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Can literacy help us live a 

little better? 

Starve a little less? 

Would it guarantee that the mother 

and the daughter won't have to 

share the same sari between them? 

Would it fetch us a newly-thatched 

roof over our heads? 

(Canadian Woman Studies/Les Cahiers de la Femme: 

Women & Literacy, 1988, p. 86) 

Figure 9. Reader Response Reading Number Three. 
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opportunity to question the normative meaning of the word 

"literacy." The third reading is intended to bring a global 

third world perspective to the discussion. The 

juxtaposition of these readings is intended to provoke 

questions and discussions as to the significance of 

literacy, ecofeminism, and progress. I am sure that 

students would, in a real classroom setting, delve even 

further into this juxtaposition. It is my hope that by the 

end of the first session students would begin to feel a 

sense of connections between their personal narratives and 

the significance of ecofeminism and Ecofeminist Literacy. 

We would end the class session by re-visiting and re-

visioning our initial brainstorm. I expect that the reade. 

response activity and the subsequent discussions would 

enable students to more fully interrogate the concepts of 

ecofeminism and Ecofeminist Literacy. This would aid in the 

preparation of my presentation for the next class session on 

the historical and political roots of ecofeminism and 

Ecofeminist Literacy. 
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The Ecofeminist Inquiry Process is another topic in my 

syllabus for a teacher education seminar on Ecofeminist 

Literacy. This Ecofeminist Inquiry Process forms the 

pedagogical basis for this envisioned seminar, as well as 

for education in the schools. Pedagogy is commonly 

understood as the art or profession of teaching. However, I 

view pedagogy as a theoretically informed cultural and 

political act. For me,, the art of teaching is always 

informed by theory and intentional cultural change. Thus 

the Ecofeminist Inquiry Process, which will be explicated in 

the next section, is an intentional form of culture change. 

I will now share the genesis of the Ecofeminist Inquiry 

Process and provide a fictional account of its application 

in a public school setting. 

Genesis of the Ecofeminist Inquiry Process 

The articulation of the Ecofeminist Inquiry Process is 

framed by the storied residence of my years in graduate 

school. During this period I was powerfully influenced by 

Kathy G. Short's (1991) Inquiry Cycle, as represented 

visually by Figure 10. 
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"The arrows in this figure . . . indicate that there is 

continual movement back and forth" (Short & Armstrong, 1992, 

p. 7). The cycle is open, fluid, flexible, non-sequential 

and responsive to the needs of the learners. (E. Schwartz, 

1992, p. 142). Within this framework. 

Learning becomes a process of inquiry; and systematic 
inquiry becomes synonymous with research. 

The purpose of engaging in inquiry is to explore 
and develop further questions. Progress is measured, 

not only by the answers, but by the new questions that 
arise. . . . This is based upon the belief that 

learners need to pose their own questions . . . The 

teacher's role is to create the environment that allows 
students to find the questions that matter to them. 

(E. Schwartz, 1992, pp. 143-144) 

I experienced and internalized this learning centered 

curricular framework in numerous children's literature 

courses over the span of a number of years. As with my own 

growth the cycle has continued to evolve over time. More 

current theoretical and curricular representations are 

continuously being incorporated into the original Inquiry 

Cycle (Short, 1991) . 

The version of the Inquiry Cycle (Short, 1991) referred to in Chapter 

5 has been an integral aspect of my intellectual development in graduate 

school. As with my own theoretical development, the Cycle has undergone 

further re-vision and development over time. The current framework is 

explicated in the following text: Creatine classrooms for authors and 

inquirers (1996) by Kathy G. Short, Jerome C. Harste and Carolyn Burke. 
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Over time I began to realize that an anomaly had 

appeared as a result of my experiences with the Inquiry 

Cycle (Short, 1991), my past teaching experiences, and my 

readings of critical pedagogy. I soon began to incorporate 

questions from the perspective of critical pedagogy and 

culture theory into my own version of the cycle. 

In my children's literature courses I had been exposed 

to diverse perspectives on many issues. However, I was 

concerned that an exclusive emphasis on creating an 

environment where students come to pose their own questions 

neglected the powerful psycho/social effects of culture upon 

the creation of self. Students (and teachers) enter the 

classroom with a belief system that, with few exceptions, 

represents the dominant culture and ideology of modernism. 

This includes the hegemonic interrelationship of culture, 

gender, language, knowledge and power. These concepts need 

to be unpacked if students' questions are to reflect a deep 

understanding of culture and ideological hegemony. 

As I began to critique the cycle I came to understand 

and expand upon the complexity of the teacher's role in an 

inquiry based curriculum. First and foremost, the teacher 
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has the obligation to facilitate a safe, open environment. 

Next, I believe that it is essential to acknowledge that 

teachers, as cultural beings, may consciously or 

unconsciously demonstrate their theoretical belief systems. 

Teachers cannot hide behind the veil of neutrality. This is 

predicated upon an explicit understanding of the 

interrelationship of culture, gender, knowledge, language, 

and power in the construction of social reality. Teachers 

who understand this should be forthright about their beliefs 

and continue to demonstrate them throughout their pedagogy. 

This forthrightness will aid students involved in an inquiry 

based curriculum. 

Students need to pose deep epistemological questions in 

order to fully engage in an inquiry based curriculum. They 

must ask where their questions come from? How is reality 

socially constructed? If students fully understand the 

social construction of knowledge and the ideological 

hegemony of popular culture, then they may begin to 

comprehended the social construction of their questions. 

This critique led me to formulate what I termed a 

critical process of inquiry (E. Schwartz, 1992) in which I 
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interwove critical pedagogy into the Inquiry Cycle (Short, 

1991). I began to develop a number of generic questions 

from the perspective of critical theory: 

In whose interest is any given custom tradition or 

law? Is this life affirming? Who benefits? Who is 
harined? Is democratic decision making valued? Whose 

voices are heard--those in power or those who are 

oppressed or disenfranchised? Does this promote the 

common good? If problems are posed, are the solutions 

presented in terms of individual solutions or systemic 
solutions? (E. Schwartz, 1992, pp. 158-159) 

In the midst of my recent research on Ecofeminist 

Literacy I encountered the work of Kenneth A. Sirotnik 

(1994) on critical inquiry. His work affirmed my tentative 

steps towards developing a critical process of inquiry. 

Sirotnik (1994) presents his conception of critical 

inquiry: "To be critical, an inquiry must also challenge 

directly underlying human interests and ideologies. This 

challenge is based explicitly on normative consideration. 

It is based upon a commitment to social justice. . . . Most 

importantly, it is an ethical stance" (p. 245) . 

In describing the process of critical inquiry, Sirotnik 

brings forth many of the ideas found in the Inquiry Cycle 

(Short, 1991) . 
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Critical inquiry is dialectical, dialogical and 
deliberate. ... If we interpret dialectical 
methodology broadly as a knowledge--building process 
where what is presumably known is continually re-known 
through questioning, arguing, counter arguing, 
reflecting, challenging, contradiction, reconciling, 
modifying, revising and so forth. . . . (Sirotnik, 
1994, p. 247) 

Critical inquiry is also dialogical. Although this can 

be an individual process, Sirotnik's emphasis is on building 

a "reflective collective" of inquirers. Just as I began to 

articulate a generic set of questions, Sirotnik has "found 

that five generic questions are usually sufficient to 

maintain a dialectical tension between substantive issues, 

history, old and new knowledge, ideology and human 

interests, and action" (p. 249). These are as follows: 

1. "Problems have to be identified and understood in 

their present context" [italics added] (p. 249); This is 

local, relational, and contextual. 

2. "Problems must be viewed historically, thereby-

setting the stage for a more critical discussion in which 

social, political and economic features become 

evident" [italics added] (p. 250). 

3. To function in a critical manner, we must ask, 

"Whose interests are, and are not, being served by the way 
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things are?" [italics added] (p. 251). The dialectical 

nature of inquiry comes to the foreground with this question 

as ethics and social justice are addressed. 

4. "The critique of knowledge requires knowledge to 

critique" [italics added] (p. 251). Sirotnilc values all 

forms of knowledge; knowledge across disciplines and 

knowledge gained outside the confines of educational 

institutions. Through this critique of knowledge, he notes 

that the "question to keep in mind here is, 'What 

information and knowledge do we have (or need to get) that 

bears upon the issues? ' " (p. 251) 

5. "Critical inquiry must inform and be informed by 

action" [italics added] (p. 252). The operant word here is 

praxis, i.e., the idea of bringing critical knowledge to 

bear upon practice while at the same time recognizing the 

contribution of practice to further critical knowledge. 

For Sirotnik, 

The principles and procedures of critical inquiry . . . 
eschew dichotomies between research and practice, 
theory and practices, objects, and subjects. . . . 

Instead, participants in a critical inquiry are 
themselves knowers; and they must come to know and 
reknow in the context of their daily work. (p. 2 52) 
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At every opportunity we must ask, "Is this the way we want 

things to be?" (p. 252) and "What are we going to do about 

it?" (p. 252). Inherent in this is the notion that critical 

inquiry, like the creation and recreation of culture, is an 

endless dialectical process which continues to engender 

further questions and further inquiry. To paraphrase Albert 

Einstein, this form of critical postmodern inquiry leads us 

to take "the emancipatory leap" (Kincheloe et al., 1992, p. 

6 )  .  

I have taken such an emancipatory leap in terms of 

promulgating a critical ecofeminist postmodern pedagogical 

theory: The Ecofeminist Inquiry Process. 

The Ecofeminist Inquiry Process reflects the 

interweaving of Short's (1991) Inquiry Cycle, Sirotnik's 

(1994) critical inquiry, and my preliminary work on a 

process of critical inquiry (1992) . However, my current 

work on Ecofeminist Literacy served as the synergistic 

catalyst in the articulation of the Ecofeminist Inquiry-

Process . 
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Within this synergism there are commonalities that 

reflect the elements of the three previously noted inquiry 

processes: 

1. Inquiry based--questions and problem posing are 

integral aspects. 

2. Dialogic. 

3. Dialectical. 

4. Reflective. 

5. Open ended--learning is a continuous, never ending 

process. 

6. Incorporates collaborative, cooperative, and 

individual learning experiences. 

7. Values multiple ways of knowing across and beyond 

the disciplines and the confines of educational 

institutions. 

8. Contextual/historical. 

9. Explicitly addresses issues of social justice 

through teacher's introduction of an inquiry process phrased 

in a question format, i.e., Who benefits? Who is harmed? 

10. Promotes critical inquiry as informed by praxis and 

leads to praxis when applicable. 
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In addition to these commonalities, there are 

significant differences between the three previously noted 

inquiry processes and the Ecofeminist Inquiry Process: 

1. Ecofeminist Literacy explicitly infuses the process 

of inquiry. 

2. Storied residence (Rolston, 1980) and bioregionalism 

are emphasized as the means of valuing a sense of place and 

relating the curriculum to students' lives. 

3. The local/global connection, an explicit aspect of 

this framework, emphasizes the significance of the 

interdependence of all life on earth. 

4. The ethical accountability to humans and all living 

and non-living entities on Mother Earth is understood as an 

essential aspect of this inquiry process. 

5. Integral to Ecofeminist Literacy is an explicit 

commitment to Gandhian non-violence. 

The commonalities and differences amongst the Inquiry 

Cycle (Short, 1991), Sirotnik's (1994) critical inquiry, and 

my preliminary work on a process of critical inquiry (1992) 

are all interwoven into diverse and ever changing 

Ecofeminist tapestries representing the Ecofeminist Inquiry 
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Process. As with Navajo tapestries, these Ecofeminist 

tapestries differ according to the contingent nature of 

time, place and culture. 

Different contexts will give rise to different 

manifestations of the Ecofeminist Inquiry Process. At times 

certain designs or certain threads, such as the preeminence 

of place may appear to overwhelm other elements of the 

tapestry. At other times, the threads of Gandhian non

violence may provide the central focus of the tapestry. As 

context dictates, dialogue may give way to a lecture format; 

which in turn will give way to the dialogic process. All of 

this represents the never ending dialectical nature of the 

Ecofeminist Inquiry Process. 

Figure 11 is a metaphoric representation of the 

Ecofeminist Inquiry Process. The Navajo tapestry is the 

metaphoric representation of my bioregional narrative. As 

noted in Chapter 1, the Weavers' Pathway in the upper right 

hand corner is a spiritual metaphor for the postmodern 

humility which counters the hubris of the culture of 

modernism. 



Figure 11. Metaphoric Representation of the Ecofeminist 

Inquiry Process. Navajo Tapestry: Ganado Red by Elsie 

Jim Wilson. (Hedlund, 1994, p. 37) 



The tapestry is overlaid upon a spiral in the shape of 

the prehistoric Venus figurines found throughout Europe and 

Mesopotamia (Eisler, 1987, pp. 1-41). This shape 

metaphorically represents the feminine principle, i.e., the 

life-enhancing principle. The spiral itself is 

representative of Mary Catherine Bateson's (1994) non-linear 

ecofeminist process of spiral learning. Spiral learning is 

open ended, recursive, reflective, dialogic, open to 

ambiguity, novelty and peripheral vision. Flowing 

throughout it are the concepts of the map, the territory, 

anomalies, the difference that makes a difference, and the 

patterns which connect. It is from this spiral, or 

metaphorically speaking, skein, that diverse Ecofeminist 

Tapestries representing Ecofeminist Literacy and the 

Ecofeminist Inquiry Process will be woven. 

Differences in the ecofeminist tapestries formed 

through the Ecofeminist Inquiry Process are constrained only 

by the limitations of humanity's diverse cultures and 

imagination. However, interwoven throughout all of these 

Ecofeminist tapestries, whether in the main design or in the 
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background, is Che explicitly political thread of 

Ecofeminist Literacy. 

It is this explicitly political thread of Ecofeminist 

Literacy that has the potential to draw out the political 

nature of schooling as it foregrounds the relationship 

between culture, gender, language, knowledge, power and 

schooling. In the following section I will discuss the 

significance of the Ecofeminist Inquiry Process for 

education in the schools. 

Significance of the Ecofeminist Inquiry Process for 

Education in the Schools 

Within the context of the Ecofeminist Inquiry Process 

the normative culture of schooling in the modernist paradigm 

may slowly be unraveled. Thus, on a deeper and more 

significant level, the Ecofeminist Inquiry Process is an 

educational form of intentional culture change. Whereas, 

the hidden curriculum of schooling has previously been 

addressed by other scholars in terms of social justice, 

gender, and ecological literacy (Bigelow, 1996), it may now 

be addressed through the lens of Ecofeminist Literacy as the 
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Ecofeminist Inquiry Process is introduced in the schools. 

The issues of the global ecological crisis and the dual 

dominations of women and nature may be addressed in a non-

threatening, proactive manner. Issues such as environmental 

justice, educational democracy, sustainable futures and the 

dual oppressions of women and nature may become part of 

classroom discourse, thus providing students with the 

opportunities to engage in thoughtful discussions of social 

action. Ultimately, such an inquiry process holds promise 

for the development of democratic classrooms in which the 

values inherent in the generative root metaphors of 

Ecofeminist Literacy will be valued as the essential 

cultural metaphors of our time. 

Needless to say, at this point in time, Ecofeminist 

Literacy is an ecotopian vision. In order to further 

clarify this vision I will now present a fictional classroom 

example of the Ecofeminist Inquiry Process. As with my 

syllabus for the teacher education seminar, this example 

reflects what I would do if I were once again a classroom 

teacher. While I have termed this a fictional classroom, 
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the following narrative contains numerous threads from my 

past teaching experiences in Tucson, Arizona. 

Ocotillo Elementary School 

Ocotillo Elementary School is situated in the Sonoran 

desert city of Tucson, Arizona. Our building, 25 years in 

age, sparkles under the care and "ownership" of Jose 

Rodriguez, the head janitor who has been at the school since 

its doors first opened. Mr. Candy, our dedicated principal 

has the trust and affection of parents, students and 

teachers in this southside school. Teaching is a joyful 

experience at Ocotillo Elementary. 

My class consists of 24 working class Latino and 

Native American students. Many of their families have lived 

in the region for centuries; others are relatively new 

arrivals to this Sonoran desert town. My fourth grade 

students share one trait in common: all of them have 

elected to advance from the third to the fourth grade in my 

classroom. Therefore they are all accustomed to my teaching 

style, our literature based classroom, and the Ecofeminist 

Inquiry Process. 
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Children's literature is integrated across the 

curriculum in the Ecofeminist Inquiry Process. Therefore, 

within the context of this fictional classroom I will: (a) 

share the book we would be using for a literature circle; 

(b) demonstrate the connections of this book to the 

generative root metaphors of Ecofeminist Inquiry; and (c) 

discuss possible future inquiries that might arise from 

reading and discussing this book. 

Our literature circles will be reading a shared book 

set of The People Who Huaaed the Trees (1990) by Deborah Lee 

Rose. Rose's adaptation of this 300-year-old classic Indian 

folk tale, depicts through story and illustrations, the 

ancient roots of an ecologically sustainable world. 

Amrita, the girl who came to love the trees, is the 

central character. Through the magic of story, we come to 

learn of the intense interdependence between her land based 

people and the forest. The forest guards the village from 

desert sandstorms; its very presence indicates water, the 

source of life itself. In this first Chipko or tree hugging 

movement Amrita and her fellow villagers risk their lives to 

save the forest from the Maharajah's woodsmen. However, it 
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is Amrita and the other women who take the lead in 

protecting the very lifeblood of their existence: the 

forest. 

This ancient tale is directly connected to the 

generative root metaphors of Ecofeminist Literacy, the 

epistemological basis of the Ecofeminist Inquiry Process. 

Thus, this story demonstrates the necessity of a land based 

ecological ethic; presents a Gaiain perspective, i.e., a 

deep understanding of humankind's interdependence with other 

forms of life on this earth; an appreciation and valuing of 

nature in terms of her nurturing qualities; presents a 

specific bioregionl tale (is an example of storied residence 

or bioregional narrative); exemplifies the values of past 

traditions as an example of humankind's ability to live in 

harmony and balance with the environment; and emphasizes the 

need for personal and collective non-violent social action 

in the struggle to provide a sustainable future for all life 

on earth. Women's ancient ecological knowledge, moral and 

political insights, and willingness to engage in social 

action form the basis of the struggles depicted in this 

book. 
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This reading and subsequent discussion, however 

powerful and poetic an experience, constitute the beginning 

of further inquiry. What might be some possible connections 

between this book and the social realities of my fictional 

fourth grade students? I will italicize the examples of the 

generative root metaphors that arise in the context of the 

following fictional discussion. We could begin by looking 

closely at the role of nature in our school. Questions that 

may arise are; How might we create a balance between our 

human presence in the school and nature? Are we native to 

this place (Jackson, 1994) or does our presence represent 

intrusion? An understanding of the interdependence of all 

life forms is an integral part of these questions. 

What is the role of nature on our playground? Are 

there any wild places (Nabhan & Trimble, 1994; Pyle, 1993) 

on the playground? What can be done about "greening" our 

playground? That is, how might we transform a portion of it 

into a "naturalized area (Mutton & Smith, 1993, pp. 33-36). 

These questions represent the valuing of wilderness or the 

wild side of nature. 
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Who might we call upon for advice? What funds of 

knowledge (Moll & Diaz, 1987) are available in our 

neighborhood? Could neighborhood women, who maintain 

traditional gardens in this arid southwestern bioregion, aid 

us? In what ways has their knowledge been transferred 

across generations? These questions demonstrate an 

awareness of the valuing of traditional and personal, place 

based knowledge and narratives. They also acknowledge the 

positive value of women's knowledge of and connection to the 

earth. 

Students may decide to expand upon this by researching 

and writing ethnographic narratives based upon the 

traditional roles of women and nature amongst their own 

Latino and Native American families. In the process 

students may begin to make connections between the 

protection of Amrita's forest and the need to protect the 

fragile bioregion of the Sonoran desert. Students may 

inquire into the nature of the ongoing destruction of the 

desert. They may wish to know who benefits from the 

destruction of this fragile Sonoran bioregion? In turn this 

could lead into more extensive inquires into the fate of the 
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flora and fauna of this region vis-a-vis the global 

ecological crisis. This would take them full circle as they 

look at the global ecological crisis in terms of its local 

context (Pyle, 1993, p. 147). 

Finally, students may decide to investigate possible 

courses of local action. In essence, their inquiries will 

have led them into the area of action research (Fals-Borda & 

Rahman, 1991). This demonstrates their role as human 

subjects, active agents in the creation and re-creation of 

their world. This potential for culture change, within and 

beyond the classroom, is an integral aspect of the 

Ecofeminist Inquiry Process. 

This story of my classroom at Ocotillo Elementary 

School is limited by its fictional nature. It is important 

to acknowledge that additional examples of the generative 

root metaphors of Ecofeminist Literacy may arise in the 

discussions subsequent to the reading of this book. 

Students may begin to look at gender discrepancies in the 

school, i.e., such as the wage and status discrepancies 

between the female teaching staff and the female kitchen 

staff (discussed in local newspapers, television and some 
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students' homes). These issues, connected to culture, 

gender, language, power, knowledge and social agency, are 

central to Amrita's story, as well as to the lives of my 

fictional students at Ocotillo Elementary School. 

I believe it is important to emphasize a number of 

points as I say farewell to my fictional students at 

Ocotillo Elementary School. It is important to recognize 

that Ecofeminist Literacy and the Ecofeminist Literacy 

Process are contingent, historical, contextual constructs, 

designed in response to the global ecological crisis. At 

this present time they aid in articulating a future in which 

neither women nor nature will be oppressed; where all forms 

of oppression will be eliminated. Such an "ecotopian 

vision" (Callenbach, 1975) leads me to return to the 

metaphor of the Weavers' Pathway. 

Returning to the Weavers' Pathway 

A metaphor goes on generating ideas and questions, so 

that a metaphorical approach to the world is endlessly 

fertile and involves constant learning. 
(M. C. Bateson, 1994, p. 135) 

I am returning to the beginning, literally and 

metaphorically, of my pathway towards weaving a critical 



ecofeminist postmodern epistemology or Ecofeminist Literacy. 

It is clear to me that the power of metaphor pervades this 

inquiry, from my metaphoric understanding of the Weavers' 

Pathway, to C. A. Bowers' explication of the role of 

generative root metaphors in the social construction of 

reality, and finally to my articulation of the generative 

root metaphors of Ecofeminist Literacy. 

While on this pathway I have responded to my research 

question: What is the purpose of education in a world 

experiencing a global ecological crisis? However, 

metaphorically speaking, my inquiry has not ended. 

Throughout this process my mind and spirit continuously 

returned to the Weavers' Pathway which has served as the 

central metaphor in my search for a critical ecofeminist 

postmodern epistemology. The Weavers' Pathway is 

representative of the contingent nature of my theory 

building. To Navajo weavers, the Pathway signifies that 

patterns from past and present provide an opening to the 

future and to new creative endeavors. 

Just as Navajo weavers follow the Weavers' Pathway 

towards new creations, I too will begin a new Ecofeminist 
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Tapestry. The threads of my Weavers' Pathway have emerged 

from the theory of Ecofeminist Literacy. Although 

interwoven throughout the tapestry, these threads now lead 

outwards, toward visions of a new creation. My designs will 

represent a proleptic vision in which patterns from the 

culture of modernism, the emerging postmodern paradigm, 

Ecofeminist Literacy and the future come together in a 

finely textured Ecofeminist Tapestry. 

The creation of a new culture of schooling based upon 

Ecofeminist Literacy will become the central design of this 

Ecofeminist Tapestry. The weaving of such a tapestry will 

be a long and arduous process. Even as threads break and 

become tangled I will keep the vision of this tapestry as my 

guide. 

This new tapestry will lead to new questions, to 

missing threads, and to new avenues of research. For 

instance, will my teacher education seminar on Ecofeminist 

Literacy affect the belief systems and pedagogy of the 

seminar participants? The answer to this question will 

necessitate a long term ethnographic study of the seminar 

participants. 
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Appropriate educational resources in the areas of 

Ecofeminist Literacy are missing from my current tapestry. 

The sources on ecofeminism utilized in this inquiry were 

located outside the field of education. I would like to 

fill this gap by editing an Ecofeminist Reader. Such a text 

would provide a broad foundational base in Ecofeminism and 

Ecofeminist Literacy for teacher education courses and 

professional development programs in Ecofeminist Literacy. 

Children's literature is woven intermittently 

throughout my current Ecofeminist Tapestry. While there is 

a veritable feast of children's literature focusing on 

environmental themes, there seems to be a dearth of books 

that explicitly address the issue through the lens of 

Ecofeminist Literacy. Deborah Lee Rose's book, The People 

Who Hugged the Trees (1990), is an exemplary exception. I 

plan to conduct an in depth survey of children's literature 

in order to ascertain the currently available resources in 

this genre. Quality as well as content will be two of the 

major criteria in this survey. 

Appropriate educational resources, an Ecofeminist 
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Reader, and children's literature will constitute essencial 

new threads in my Ecofeminist Tapestry. These new 

Ecofeminist threads are waiting to be spun. 

In the near future I will take up my spindle and create 

a diverse multitude of Ecofeminist threads. I will assemble 

my loom and begin the weaving process. The patterns of this 

new Ecofeminist Tapestry will remain true to the Weavers' 

Pathway. They will represent the knowledge gained from this 

inquiry, as well the visions I hold for a just and 

ecologically sustainable future for all the weavers of the 

world and all the inhabitants of Mother Earth. 
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